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Preface
We were pleased to present this CEUR-WS volume, the Proceedings of the 8th Bayesian Modeling Applications Workshop (BMAW-11), held in Barcelona, Spain on July 14, 2011, as a workshop of the 27th
Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI 2011).
Bayesian networks are now a powerful, well-established technology for reasoning under uncertainty,
supported by a wide range of mature academic and commercial software tools. They are now being
applied in many domains, including environmental and ecological modelling, bioinformatics, medical
decision support, many types of engineering, robotics, military, financial and economic modelling, education, forensics, emergency response, surveillance, and so on. This workshop, the eighth in the series
of workshops focusing on real-world applications of Bayesian networks, provides a focused, informal
forum for discussion and interchange between researchers, practioners and tool developers.
This year we encouraged the submission of papers addressing the workshop theme Knowledge Engineering, which we use as a general term that includes expert elicitation, learning from data, taking existing
models from the literature, and any hybrids of these. Authors have been encouraged to describe the
knowledge engineering process used to build their application, along with the pitfalls encountered and
lessons learned.
Papers in the workshop also address the practical issues involved in developing real-world applications,
such as knowledge engineering methodologies, elicitation techniques, evaluation, and integration methods, with some describing software tools developed to these support these activities. Some papers describe stand-alone Bayesian networks, while others describe applications where the Bayesian neworks
are embedded in a larger software system.
This year all submissions were full length papers peer-reviewed by at least two reviewers. We were
very pleased with the quality and number of the 25 submission received, with 16 papers accepted and
appearing in these proceeding (12 accepted for oral presentation, 4 for poster presentation). Authors
have been encouraged to present demonstrations during the poster and demo session. In addition, this
year the workshop includes a panel session on the topic “The challenges for developing and deploying
applications in the real world”.
We are grateful to all the program committee members for their outstanding work in refereeing the papers within a very tight schedule, plus their assistance with organisational matters. We also appreciate
the generous financial and organizational support of the main UAI conference. In particular, we thank
the UAI 2011 conference general chair, Peter Grünwald, the program co-chairs Avi Pfeffer and Fabio
Cozman, and the local arrangements chair Lluis Godo.

Ann Nicholson
Workshop Chair
July 2011
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Abstract

On the other hand, probabilistic models are very successful
in noisy environments, and are at the core of our approach.

In this paper we present a new method for highlevel event recognition, demonstrated in realtime on video. Human behaviours have underlying activities that can be used as salient features. We do not assume that the exact temporal ordering of such features is necessary, so can
represent behaviours using an unordered “bagof-activities”. A weak temporal ordering is imposed during inference, so fewer training exemplars are necessary compared to other methods.
Our three-tier architecture comprises low-level
tracking, event analysis and high-level recognition. High-level inference is performed using a
new extension of the Rao-Blackwellised Particle
Filter. We validate our approach using the PETS
2006 video surveillance dataset and our own sequences. Further, we simulate temporal disruption and increased levels of sensor noise.

Plan recognition researchers such as (Bui and Venkatesh,
2002; Nguyen et al., 2005) used hierarchical structures to
model human behaviour. By decomposing a goal into states
at different levels of abstraction (e.g. sub-goals, actions), a
training corpus can be used to learn the probability of transitioning between the states. Although this work does consider video, a major shortfall is the necessity for training
data, which is often unavailable in surveillance domains.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has been given to the detection of
events in video. These can be considered low-level events
and include agents entering and exiting areas (Fusier et al.,
2007), and object abandonment (Grabner et al., 2006).
High-level goals have been recognised from none-visual
data sources with reasonable success (Liao et al., 2007).
However, there has been far less progress towards recognising high level goals from low-level video.
Detecting events from surveillance video is particularly
challenging due to occlusions and lighting changes. False
detections are frequent, leading to a high degree of noise
for high-level inference. Although complex events can be
specified using semantic models, they are largely deterministic and treat events as facts (e.g. (Robertson et al.,
2008)). Mechanisms for dealing with observation uncertainty are unavailable in these models (Lavee et al., 2009).

A common way to avoid this issue is to model “normal” behaviours for which training data is easier to obtain (Boiman
and Irani, 2007; Xiang and Gong, 2008). Activities with a
low probability can then be identified as abnormal. Because semantic meanings cannot be attached to the abnormal activities, they cannot be automatically reasoned about
at a higher level, nor explained to an operator.
Another alternative to learning temporal structure is to have
it defined by an expert. For simple events this is trivial,
but increases at least proportionally with the complexity
of the event. In (Laxton et al., 2007) the Dynamic Belief
Network for making French Toast was manually specified.
Their approach only considers a single goal.
Dee and Hogg showed that interesting behaviour can be
identified using motion trajectories (Dee and Hogg, 2004).
Their model identified regions of the scene that were visible or obstructed from the agent’s location, and produced
a set of goal locations that were consistent with the agent’s
direction of travel. Goal transitions were penalised so irregular behaviours were identified via their high-cost.
In (Baxter et al., 2010) a simulated proof of concept suggested behaviours could be identified using temporally unordered features. This has the advantage that training exemplars are not required. Our work furthers the idea that
complex behaviour can be semantically recognised using a
feature-based approach. We present methods for representing behaviours, performing efficient inference, and demonstrate validity and scalability on real, multi-person video.
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Figure 1: (a) When two agents enter together, an item left by one agent is not a threat when the second agent remains close.
(b) When two agents enter separately, it cannot be assumed that the item is the responsibility of the remaining agent
This paper presents a framework with three major components : (1) low-level object detection and tracking from
video; (2) detecting and labelling simple visual events (e.g.
object placed on floor), and (3) detecting and labelling
high-level, complex events, typically including multiple
people/objects and lasting several minutes in duration. Our
high-level inference algorithm is based upon the RaoBlackwellised Particle Filter (Doucet et al., 2000a), and can
recognise both concatenated and switched behaviour. Our
entire framework is capable of real-time inference.
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We validate our approach chiefly on real, benchmarked
surveillance data: the PETS 2006 video surveillance
dataset. We report classification accuracy and speed on
four of the original scenarios, and one additional scenario.
The fifth scenario was acquired by merging frames from
different videos to provide a complex, yet commonly observed behaviour. Further evaluation is conducted by simulating sensor noise and temporal disruption, and on additional video recorded in our own vision laboratory.

Traditionally, the proximity of people to their luggage is
used to detect abandonment. This would generate an alert
for both of the above scenarios. To distinguish between
them, we integrate low-level image processing with highlevel reasoning (Figure 2). We use a hierarchical, modular
framework to provide an extendible system that can be easily updated with new techniques. Video data is provided
as the source of observations and is processed at three different levels: Object Detection and Tracking, Simple Event
Recognition, and Complex Event Recognition. Image processing techniques provide information about objects in
the scene, allowing simple semantic events to be detected.
These then form observations for high-level recognition.

Throughout this paper the term activity is used to refer to a
specific short-term behaviour that achieves a purpose. An
activity is comprised of any number of atomic actions. Activities are recognised as simple events. These terms are
interchanged depending upon context. Similarly, collections of activities construct goals, and will be referred to as
features of that goal. Goals are detected as complex events.

RECOGNITION FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 illustrates two complex behaviours: Watched Item
and Abandoned Item. Watched Item involves two persons
who enter the scene together. One person places an item
of luggage on the floor and leaves, while the other person
remains in close proximity to the luggage. This scenario
is representative of a person being helped with their bags.
Abandoned Item is subtly different: the two people do not
enter the scene together (Frames 1 and 3 in Figure 1b).

2.1

OBJECT DETECTION AND TRACKING

Static cameras allow foreground pixels to be identified using background subtraction. This technique compares the
current frame with a known background frame. Pixels that

Complex Event
Recognition
Simple Event
Recognition
Object Detection &
Tracking

}}

Reasoning

Image
Processing

mains within 30cm of its original position, and is present
for at least 2 continuous seconds. The red rectangle identifies a tracked luggage item in Figures 1a&b, frame 2. Inversely, if the blob matching a tracked luggage object cannot be identified for 1 second, the luggage is classed as
“removed”. To prevent incorrect object removal (e.g. when
a person is occluding the object), the maximum object size
constraint is suspended once an object is recognised.
2.2

Visual Data

Figure 2: Our architecture for complex event recognition

are different are classed as the foreground. Connected foreground pixels give foreground blobs, and are collectively
referred to as Bt . The size/location of each blob can be
projected onto real-world coordinates using the camera calibration information. Two trackers operate on Bt .
Person Tracker: Our person tracker consists of a set of
SIR filters (Gordon et al., 1993). SIR filters are similar to
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) in that they determine the
probability of a set of latent variables given a sequence of
observations (Rabiner, 1989). However, when latent variables are continuous, exact approaches to inference become
intractable. The SIR filter is an approximation technique
that uses random sampling to reduce the state space.
Our filters consist of one hundred particles representing the
person’s position on the ground plane, velocity, and direction of travel (Limprasert, 2010). For each video frame, the
blobs (groups of foreground pixels) that contain people are
quickly identified from Bt using ellipsoid detection. We
denote these blobs Et . For each ellipsoid that cannot be
explained by an existing filter, a new filter is instantiated to
track the person.
In order to address the temporary occlusion of a person
(e.g. people crossing paths), particles also contain a visibility variable (0/1) to indicate the person’s disappearance.
This variable applies to all particles in the filter. By combing this variable with a time limit, the filter continues to
predict the person’s location for short occlusions, while
longer occlusions will cause the track to be terminated.
Object Tracker: Our second tracking component consists of an object detector. In the video sequences this
detects luggage and is similarly heuristic to other successful approaches (Lv et al., 2006). To remove person blobs
and counteract the effect of lighting changes, which spuriously create small foreground blobs, the tracker eliminates
blobs that are not within the heuristically defined range:
0.3 ≤ width/height ≤ 1m. Each remaining blob is classified as a stationary luggage item if the blob centroid re-

SIMPLE EVENT RECOGNITION

Simple events can be generated by combining foreground
detection/tracking with basic rules. Table 1 specifies the
set of heuristic modules used in our architecture to encode
these rules. It should be highlighted that the GroupTracker
only uses proximity rules to determine group membership
(we suggest improvements in Future Work). Group Formed
events are trigged when two people approach, and remain
within close proximity of each other. Inversely, GroupSplit
events are triggered when two previously ”grouped” people
cease being in close proximity.
Although these naive modules achieve reasonable accuracy
on the PETS dataset, it is important to acknowledge that
they would be insufficient for more complex video. The
focus of our work is high-level inference and thus stateof-the-art video processing techniques may not have been
used. The modularity of our framework allows any component to be swapped, and thus readily supports the adoption
of improved video processing algorithms. Furthermore,
we demonstrate via simulation that high-level inference remains robust to increased noise.
2.3

COMPLEX EVENT RECOGNITION

Human behaviour involves sequential activities, so it is natural to model them using directed graphs as in Figure 1.
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (Figure 3) are frequently chosen for this task, where nodes represent an agent’s state,
solid edges denote dependence, and dashed edges denote
state transitions between time steps (Murphy, 2002). Each
edge has an associated probability which can be used to
model the inherent variability of human behaviour 1 .
Like many others, (Bui and Venkatesh, 2002) learnt model
probabilities from a large dataset. However, annotated libraries of video surveillance do not exist for many interesting behaviours, making there no clear path for training
high-level probabilistic models. Similar problems occur
when dealing with military or counter-terrorism applications, where data is restricted by operational factors. Alternative approaches include manually specifying the probabilities, and using a distribution that determines when transitions are likely to occur (Laxton et al., 2007).
We hypothesise that many human behaviours can be recog1

Figure 3 will be fully explained in section 3

nised without modelling the exact temporal order of activities. This means that model parameters do not need to
be defined by either an expert, or training exemplar. We
consider activities as salient features that characterise a behaviour. Goals can be recognised by combining a collection (bag) of activities with a weak temporal ordering.
Feature based recognition algorithms have primarily been
developed for object detection applications. To identify
features that are invariant to scale and rotation, object images are often transformed into the frequency or scale domains, where invariant salient features can be more readily
identified (Lowe, 1999). The similarities between recognising objects and human behaviours has previously been
noted (Baxter et al., 2010; Patron et al., 2008), and it is this
similarity upon which we draw our inspiration.

Table 1: The simple event modules used by our architecture
Module
Description
Agent Tracker
Detects the entry/departure
of people from the scene.
Object Tracker
Upon luggage detection, associates that luggage with
the closest person.
Group Tracker
Identifies when people are
in close proximity, and split
from a single location.
Abandoned Object Detects when luggage is ≥ 3
Detector
metres from its owner.

It-1

Figure 1 helps visualise a behaviour as a set of features.
Each ellipse represents a complex event as a bag of activities (cardinality: one). We formally denote a bag by T , the
Target event, where each element is drawn from the set of
detectable simple events α. Each simple-event is a feature.

As time increases more events from T should be generated.
If we make the assumption that each element of a behaviour
is only performed once, then the set of expected simple
events reduces to the elements of T not yet observed. If
T = hγ, δ, i and γ has already been observed, then the set
of expected events is hδ, i. In this way a weak temporal ordering can be applied to the elements of T without learning
their absolute ordering from exemplar.
If C is defined as the set of currently observed simple
events, T \C is the set of expected events. At each time
step, events in T \C have equal probability, while all other
events have 0 probability. This probability distribution encapsulates the assumption that each simple event is only
truthfully generated once per behaviour, and is consistent
with other work in the field (Laxton et al., 2007). We discuss the implications and limitations of this assumption in
section 5.
Worked Example: Using Figure 1’s Watched Item behaviour as an example, at time step t=0 each of the
5 events (LeaveItem, EnterAgent, ExitAgent, PartGroup,
PlaceItem) has equal probability. In frame 1 (t = 1),
p (EnterAgent) = 0.2. At t = 2, p(EnterAgent) =
0, while ∀i ∈ T \C : p(i) = 0.25. Note that
p(F ormGroup|T = W atchedItem) = 0 at all time
steps, because FormGroup 3 WatchedItem.

Tt-1

Ct-1

The agents progress towards a target event can be monitored by tracking the simple events generated. Fundamentally, the simple events should be consistent with T if T
correctly represents the agent’s behaviour. For instance, if
simple event αi is observed but αi 3 T , then αi must be a
false detection, or T is not the agent’s true behaviour.

It

Interruption I
Target feature set T
Current feature set C

Tt

Ct

Desire D
Dt-1

Dt
Activity A

At-1

At

Figure 3: The top two layers of the Dynamic Bayesian Network predict low-level events for a complex event
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DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORK

This approach can be captured by the Dynamic Bayesian
Network (DBN) in Figure 3. Nodes within the top two layers represent elements of the person’s state and can be collectively referred to as x. The bottom layer represents the
simple event that is observed. The vertical dashed line distinguishes the boundary between time slices, t − 1 and t.
Activity observations: Recognition commences at the
bottom of the DBN using the simple-event detection
modules. Ours are described in section 3. Each detection
must be attributed to a tracked object or person.
Desire: Moving up the DBN hierarchy the middle layer
represents the agent’s current desire. A desire is instantiated with a simple-event (activity) that supports the
complex-event (goal). Given the previous definitions of T
and C the conditional probability for D (desire) is:


p di = p dj ∀i,j : di , dj ∈ C\T
(1)

p dk = 0 ∀k : dk 3 C\T
(2)


Define T P αi as the true positive detection probability
of simple event αi . Having now defined A and D the the
emission probabilities can also be defined by the function
E (At , Dt ):

E (At , Dt ) = p At = αi |Dt = αj
(3)

i
:i=j
(4)
= TP α

i
= 1 − TP α
: i 6= j
(5)
Goal Representation: The top layer in the DBN represents the agent’s top-level goal and tracks the features that
have been observed. The final node; I, removes an important limitation in (Baxter et al., 2010). I represents behaviour interruption, which indicates that observation At
cannot be explained by the state xt (the top two layers of
the DBN). It implies one of two conditions. 1) A person
has switched their complex behaviour (e.g. goal) and thus
Tt−1 6= Tt . Although humans frequently switch between
behaviours, this condition breaks the assumptions made by
(Baxter et al., 2010), causing catastrophic failure. 2) At is
a false detection. In this case, the elements of T and C are
temporarily ignored.
3.1

MODEL PARAMETERS

Given the model description above, the DBN parameters
can be summarised as follows.
Variables: α is the set of detectable simple events. T represents a single behaviour (complex event) and ∀t ∈ T :
t ∈ α. C represents the elements of T that have been observed and thus ∀c ∈ C : c ∈ T . D is a prediction of the
next simple-event and is drawn from T \C. Finally, A is the
observed simple event and is drawn from α.
Probabilities: Define Beh (β) as the target feature set for
behaviour β, and P r (β) as the prior probability of β. The
transition probabilities for latent variables C and T can
then be defined as per Table 2.
The distribution on values of D is defined by equations 1
and 2, and the emission probabilities by equations 3 to 5.
It should be noted that of all these parameters, only functions Beh (β) and E (At , Dt ) need to be defined by the
user. It is expected that Beh (β) (the set of features representing behaviour β) can be easily defined by an expert,
while E (At , Dt ) may be readily obtained by evaluating
the simple-event detectors on a sample dataset. All other
parameters are calculated at run-time, eliminating learning.
3.2

RAO-BLACKWELLISED INFERENCE

The DBN in Figure 3 is a finite state Markov chain and
could be computed analytically. However, given our target
application of visual surveillance, which has the requirement of near real-time processing, we adopt a particle filtering approach to reduce the execution time. In Particle

Filtering the aim is to recursively estimate p(x0:t |y0:t ), in
which a state sequence {x0 , ..., xt } is assumed to be a hidden Markov process and each element in the observation
sequence {y0 , ..., yt } is assumed to be independent given
the state (i.e. p(yt |xt )) (Doucet et al., 2000b).
We utilise a Rao-Blackwellised Particle Filter (RBPF) so
that the inherent structure of a DBN can be utilised. We
wish to recursively estimate p(xt |y1:t−1 ), for which the
RBPF partitions xt into two components xt : (x1t , x2t )
Doucet et al. (2000a). This paper will denote the sampled
component by the variable rt , and the marginalised component as zt . In the DBN in Figure 3, rt : h Ct , Tt , It i
and zt : Dt . This leads to the following factorisations:
p(xt |y1:t−1 ) = p(zt |rt , y1:t−1 )p(rt |y1:t−1 )

(6)

= p(Dt |Ct , Tt , It , y1:t−1 )p(Ct , Tt , It |y1:t−1 )

(7)

The factorisation in 7 utilises the inherent structure of
the Bayesian network to perform exact inference on D,
which can be efficiently performed once h Ct , Tt , It i
has been sampled. Each particle i in the RBPF represents a posterior estimate (hypothesis) of the form hit :
h Cti , Tti , Iti , Dti , Wti i, where Wt is the weight of the
particle calculated as p(yti |xit ).
For brevity we will focus on the application of the RBPF
to our work, but refer the interested reader to (Bui and
Venkatesh, 2002; Doucet et al., 2000a) for a generic introduction to the approach.
3.2.1

Algorithm

At time-step 0, T is sampled from the prior and C = ∅
for all N particles. For all other time steps, N particles
are sampled from the weighted distribution from t − 1 and
each particle predicts the new state hCti , Tti , Iti i using the
transition probabilities in Table 2.
After sampling is complete, the particle set is partitioned
into those where p(yt |Ct , Tt , It ) is non-zero, and zero. The
first partition is termed the Eligible set because the particle states are consistent with the new observation, while
the second partition is termed the Rebirth set. Particles in
the Rebirth set represent those where an interruption has
occurred. For each particle in this set, T and C are reinitialised according to the prior distribution with a probability of p(T P ), indicating the true positive rate of the
observation. With a probability of 1 − p(T P ), particles are
flagged as “FP” (False Positive), and are not re-initialised.
At the next step, the Eligible and Rebirth sets are recombined and the Rao-Blackwellised posterior is calculated:
p(zti |rti , y1:t−1 ) = p(Dti |Cti , Tti , Iti , y1:t−1 ). The value of
Dti (the agent’s next desire) is then predicted according to
the Rao-Blackwellised posterior. At this point each particle
has a complete state estimate xit , and can be weighted according to equation 8. It is important to note that particles

Table 2: DBN transition probabilities between time steps t − 1 and t
p (Ct = Ct−1 ∪ {Dt−1 }|It = 0)
p (Ct = Ct−1 ∪ {Dt−1 }|It = 0)
p (Ct = ∅|It = 1)

= T P (At−1 )
=0
=1

p (Tt =
6 Tt−1 |It = 0)
p (Tt = Beh (β) |It = 1)
p (Tt = Tt−1 |It = 1)

=0
= pr (β)
=1

if At−1 not assumed false positive
if At−1 assumed false positive

flagged as “FP” are weighted with 1 − p(T P ).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two datasets were used to evaluate our framework. Five
complex behaviours were extracted from four PETS 2006
scenarios, and our own video dataset contains the same behaviours but encompasses more variability than PETS in
terms of luggage items and the ordering of events. Experiments were run on a Dual Core 2.4Ghz PC with 4GB RAM.
Figure 4 shows the average F-Scores for the low-level detectors (trackers, event modules). An F-score is a weighted
average of a classifiers accuracy and recall with range [0:1],
where 1 is optimal. Our person tracker performs well (FScore ≥ 0.92), but occasionally misclassified non-persons
(e.g. trolley), instantiates multiple trackers for a single person, or does not detect all persons entering in close proximity. The object tracker has an F-Score ≥ 0.83, and is
limited by partial obstructions from the body and shadows.
The naivety of our simple event modules makes them reliant on good tracker performance. Although the average
score is 0.83, the “Group Formed” module is particularly
unreliable (F-Score: 0.6).
4.1

COMPLEX EVENT RECOGNITION

The five complex behaviours used in our evaluation are:
Passing Through 1 (PT-1): Person enters and leaves, Passing Through 2 (PT-2): Person enters, places luggage, picks
it up and leaves, Abandoned Object 1 (AO-1): Person meets
with a second person, places luggage and leaves, Abandoned Object 2 (AO-2): Person enters, places luggage and
leaves, and Watched Item (WI): Two people enter together,

F−score

The final step in the algorithm is to calculate the transition probabilities. This step ensures that the algorithm is
robust to activity recognition errors. The transition probability encapsulates the probability that the agent really has
performed the predicted feature Dti , observed via At .
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Figure 5: Classifier F-Score as the number of particles is
increased (reducing speed).

one places luggage and leaves, one remains. This last behaviour was synthesized for the PETS dataset by merging
track data from scenarios six and four.
Figure 5 compares the average classifier F-Scores as the
number of particles is increased. Classifications are made
after all simple events have been observed by selecting
the most likely complex event. A minimum likelihood of
0.3 was imposed to remove extremely weak classifications.
As the number of particles increases accuracy/recall is improved. The algorithm remains very efficient with 500 particles, and is capable of processing in excess of 38,000 simple events per second. The classifiers achieve 0.8 F-Score
on Dataset 2, and 0.87 on PETS.
In section 3 we highlighted that our naive simple-event
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Figure 6: Observations arriving in different orders still
match the correct goal (AO-1). Nomenclature: Enter
(Ent), Form Group (FrmG), Part Group (PrtG), Place Item
(Place), Leave Item (Leave), Exit (Ext)
modules would perform poorly on more complex video.
To simulate these conditions, we artificially inserted noise
into the observation stream to lower the true positive rate
to 60%. Figure 5 shows that even with this high degree of
noise, complex events can be detected with 0.65 F-Score.
Table 3 shows classifier confusion across both datasets.
Missing object detections cause confusion between PT-1
and PT-2. Behaviours AO-1 and WI differ by only one
event (Form Group), and thus absent group detections lead
to confusion here.
Table 3: Confusion Matrix for the combined video datasets
Scenario

PT-1
PT-2
WI
AO-1
AO-2

4.2

PT-1

PT-2

WI

AO-1

AO-2

0.92
0.33
0
0
0

0
0.58
0
0
0

0
0
0.9
0.2
0

0.08
0
0.1
0.8
0

0
0.08
0
0
1

TEMPORAL ORDER

We proposed that the exact temporal order of observations does not need to be modelled to recognise human behaviour. Figure 6 supports this thesis by showing
complex-event likelihood for three different activity permutations of the AO-1 behaviour. In all three cases AO1
is highly probable, although there are differences in probability. These differences are because some activity subsequences are shared between multiple behaviours. For
instance, hP laceItem, LeaveItem, Exiti matches both
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Figure 7: Probability of each behaviour as observations are
made. Behaviour switches from WI to PT-2 at observation
6, causing a similar shift in behaviour probability.
AO-1 and AO-2. There is a low probability that observations hF ormGroup, P artGroupi were false detections,
and thus some probability is removed from AO1 in support of AO2, which can also explain the subsequence
hP laceItem, LeaveItem, Exiti. Although observation
order can have an impact on goal probability, it is clear that
our thesis holds for these behaviours.
4.3

BEHAVIOUR SWITCHING

Our inference algorithm contains components to detect behaviour switching, which occurs when an agent concatenates or otherwise changes their behaviour (see Section
2.3). To demonstrate the effectiveness of these components
Figure 7 plots the probability of each behaviour as observations are received from two concatenated behaviours. The
behaviours are WI, followed by PT-2.
In observation 1 the agent enters. The distributions on
the features within each behaviour causes PT-1 to be most
probable because it has the least features. The second observation can only be explained by two behaviours and is
reflected in the figure. At observation six “EnterAgent”
cannot be explained by any of the behaviours, triggering
behaviour interruption. Observation seven can only be explained by PT-2 and this is reflected in the figure. As a
result, the behaviours that best explain the observations are
WI and PT-2, which matches the ground truth.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has argued that data scarcity prevents the advancement of high-level automated visual surveillance using probabilistic techniques, and that anomaly detection
side-steps the issue for low-level events. We proposed that
simple visual events can be considered as salient features
and used to recognise more complex events by imposing
a weak temporal ordering. We developed a framework
for end-to-end recognition of complex events from surveillance video, and demonstrated that our “bag-of-activities”
approach is robust and scalable.
Section 2.3 made the assumption that for a set of features
defining a behaviour, each feature is only performed once.
This assumption limits our approach but is not as strong as
it may at first appear. An agent who enters and exits the
scene can still re-enter, as this is simply the concatenation
of two behaviours. Each individual behaviour has only involved one ’EnterAgent’ event so the assumption is not in
conflict. Furthermore, it is also possible to consider actions
that are opposites. For instance, placing and removing a
bag, or entering and exiting the scene, can both be considered action pairs that ’roll-back’ the state. Although not
implemented in this paper, further work has shown that this
is an effective means of allowing some action repetition.
The only behaviours prevented by the assumption are those
that require performing action A twice (e.g. placing two
individual bags).
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Abstract
Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGMs) are
powerful tools for representing and reasoning
under uncertainty. Although useful in several domains, PGMs suffer from their building phase known to be mostly an NP-hard
problem which can limit in some extent their
application, especially in real world applications. Ontologies, from their side, provide a
body of structured knowledge characterized
by its semantic richness. This paper proposes
to harness ontologies representation capabilities in order to enrich the process of PGMs
building. We are in particular interested in
object oriented Bayesian networks (OOBNs)
which are an extension of standard Bayesian
networks (BNs) using the object paradigm.
We show how the semantical richness of ontologies might be a potential solution to address the challenging field of structural learning of OOBNs while minimizing experts involvement which is not always obvious to obtain. More precisely, we propose to set up
a set of mapping rules allowing us to generate a prior OOBN structure by morphing an
ontology related to the problem under study
to be used as a starting point to the global
OOBN building algorithm.

1

Introduction

Knowledge representation (KR) is one of the principal
areas of Artificial Intelligence which was studied by
different techniques coming from various disciplines.
In this work we will focus on probabilistic graphical
models and ontologies which are considered within the
most efficient frameworks in KR.
Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) provide an efficient framework for knowledge representation and
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reasoning under uncertainty. Ontologies allow logical reasoning about concepts linked by semantic relations within a knowledge domain. Even though they
represent two different paradigms, PGMs and ontologies share several similarities which has led to some
research directions aiming to combine them. Concern
for the majority of them was to extend ontologies in
order to support uncertainty. This is either by adding
additional markups to represent probabilistic information or by mapping the ontology into a PGM in order
to enrich ontology reasoning with probabilistic queries.
Few works intend to construct PGMs using ontologies.
In this area, Bayesian networks (BNs) (Pearl, 1988) are
the most commonly used. Typically, concepts are associated to nodes, ontology relations are used to link
these nodes, and for some proposals, axioms are involved to express nodes or edges or to define the states
of variables. However, given the restrictive expressiveness of Bayesian networks, these methods focus on a
restrained range of ontologies and neglect some of their
components such as representing concepts properties,
non taxonomic relations, etc. To overcome this weakness, we propose to explore other PGMs, significantly
more expressive than standard BNs, in order to address an extended range of ontologies.
We are in particular interested in object oriented
Bayesian networks (Bangsø and Wuillemin, 2000)
(OOBN), which are an extension of standard BNs. In
fact, OOBNs share several similarities with ontologies
and they are suitable to represent hierarchical systems
as they introduce several aspects of object oriented
modeling, such as inheritance. Our idea is to benefit from ontologies in order to address the challenging problem of OOBN structure learning known to
be an NP-hard process. To this end, we first establish the correspondence between OOBNs and ontologies. Then, we describe how to generate a prior OOBN
structure by morphing an ontology related to the problem under study and then to use it as a starting point
to the global building OOBN algorithm. This latter
will take advantages from both semantical data, de-

rived from ontology which will ensure its good start-up
and observational data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In sections 2 and 3 we provide a brief representation
of our working tools. In section 4, we show how to
benefit from knowledge provided by an ontology to
define the structure of an OOBN. In section 5 we represent a survey on existing approaches trying to find a
combination between PGMs and ontologies. The final
section summarizes conclusions reached in this work
and outlines directions for future research.

2

Object Oriented Bayesian Networks

Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) provide an efficient framework for knowledge representation and reasoning under uncertainty. In the literature, we distinguish a panoply of PGMs sharing two common components: a graphical one (i.e. a set of nodes and
links) and a numerical one allowing the quantification of different links defined in the graphical component via probability distributions. Among the most
used PGMs we can mention Bayesian networks (BNs)
(Pearl, 1988) which have been largely developed and
used in several real world applications. Despite their
great success, BNs are limited when dealing with largescale systems. Thus, several extensions have been proposed in order to broaden their range of application,
such as object oriented Bayesian networks (OOBNs)
(Bangsø and Wuillemin, 2000), (Koller and Pfeffer,
1997) which introduce the object oriented paradigm
into the framework of BNs. Object Oriented Bayesian
Networks (OOBNs) are a convenient representation of
knowledge containing repetitive structures. So they
are a suitable tool to represent dynamic Bayesian networks as well as some special relations which are not
obvious to represent using standard BNs (e.g., examine a hereditary character of a person given those of
his parents). Thus an OOBN models the domain using fragments of a Bayesian network known as classes.
Each class can be instantiated several times within
the specification of another class. Formally, a class
T is a DAG over three, pairwise disjoint sets of nodes
(IT , HT , OT ), such that for each instantiation t of T:
• IT is the set of input nodes. All input nodes are
references to nodes defined in other classes (called
referenced nodes). Each input node have at most
one referenced node, it has no parents in t and no
children outside t.
• HT is the set of internal nodes including instantiations of classes which do not contain instantiations of T . They are protected nodes that can’t
have parents or children outside t.

• OT is the set of output nodes. They are nodes
from the class usable outside the instantiations of
the class and they can not have parents outside
t. An output node of an instantiation can be a
reference node if it is used as an output node of
the class containing it.
Internal nodes, which are not instantiations of classes,
and output nodes (except those that are reference
nodes) are considered as real nodes and they represent variables. In an OOBN, nodes are linked using
either directed links (i.e., links as in standard BNs) or
reference links. The former are used to link reference
or real nodes to real nodes, the latter are used to link
reference or real nodes to reference nodes. Each node
in the OOBN has its potential, i.e. a probability distribution over its states given its parents. To express
the fact that two nodes (or instantiations) are linked
in some manner we can use construction links (− − −)
which only represent a help to the specification.
When some classes in the OOBN are similar (i.e. share
some nodes and potentials), their specification can be
simplified by creating a class hierarchy among them.
Formally, a class S over (IS , OS , HS ) is a subclass of
a class T over (IT , OT , HT ), if IT ⊆ IS , OT ⊆ OS and
HT ⊆ HS .
Example 1. Figure 1 represents the insurance network adapted to the OOBN framework (Langseth and
Nielsen, 2003). This network contains six classes (Insurance, Theft, Accident, Car, CarOwner and Driver).
In this figure only the interfaces of the encapsulated instantiations are shown, dashed ellipses represent input
nodes, while shaded ellipses represent output nodes.
For instance, the class CarOwner describes properties
of a car owner. It has no input nodes, the nodes
Age, SocioEcon, HomeBase, AntiTheft, VehicleYear
and MakeModel operate as output nodes of this class.
Moreover, Driven characteristics are a part of the notion of a car owner. Thus, an instantiation of the class
Driver is then encapsulated in the class CarOwner.
Note that the output node DrivQuality of the class
Driver is used as output reference node of the class
CarOwner as it is referenced in the Accident class.
In the extreme case where the OOBN consists of a
class having neither instantiations of other classes nor
input and output nodes we collapse to standard BNs.
As all PGMs, OOBNs have two fundamental cornerstones: construction and reasoning. The construction of an OOBN concerns both learning the graph
structure and parameters estimation. Few works have
been proposed in the literature to learn the structure
(Bangsø et al., 2001), (Langseth and Nielsen, 2003)
and the parameters (Langseth and Bangsø, 2003) of
such a model from data. Given an OOBN, reasoning
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Figure 1: The insurance network represented using the OOBN framework
stands for probabilistic inference and this requires to
translate the OOBN into a BN or a multiply sectioned
Bayesian network (MSBN) (Bangsø and Wuillemin,
2000).
In this paper we are interested in the learning process.
The standard approach proposed by (Langseth and
Bangsø, 2003) is the OO-SEM algorithm. This algorithm is based on an Object Oriented assumption
which states that all instances of a class are assumed
to be identical w.r.t. both parameters and structure.
This algorithm is based on a prior expert knowledge
about a partial specification of the OOBN by grouping nodes into instantiations and instantiations into
classes. Then, on the basis of this prior, the learning
process adapts the SEM algorithm (Friedman, 1998)
in order to learn the OOBN structure that fits best to
the data. Learning in object oriented domains allows
to reduce the search space, however it remains an NPhard problem. In fact, the main computational phase
in the OO-SEM algorithm consists in finding the interfaces of instantiations, which is exponential in the
number of instantiations. So, this information may be
also elicited from domain experts. However, human
expertise, required to initiate the learning process, is

not always obvious to obtain. To overcome this limitation we propose to use ontologies richness. Before
introducing our method, we give basic notions on ontologies.

3

Ontologies

Over the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in the application of ontologies in various domains (e.g., linguistics, semantic web, bioinformatics). They represent not only a fixed structure
but also the basis for deductive reasoning. For the
AI community, an ontology is an explicit specification
of a conceptualization (Gruber, 1995). That is, an
ontology is a description of a set of representational
primitives with which to model an abstract model of
a knowledge domain. Formally, we define an ontology
O = hCp, R, I, Ai as follows:
• Cp = {cp1 , . . . cpn } is the set of n concepts
(classes) such that each cpi has a set of k properties (attributes) Pi = {p1 , . . . pk }.
• R is the set of binary relations between elements
of Cp which consists of two subsets:
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Decision
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Man

Woman
Maiden name
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is-a

is-a
Person
Name
Age
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Figure 2: The joint credit ontology
– HR which describes the inheritance relations
among concepts.
– SR which describes semantic relations between concepts.
That is, each relation
cpi sR cpj ∈ SR has cpi as a domain and cpj
as a range.
• I is the set of instances, representing the knowledge base.
• A is the set of the axioms of the ontology. A consists of constraints on the domain of the ontology
that involve Cp, R and I.
Axioms are of the form A ≡ B (A and B are equivalent), R1 ⊆ R2 (R1 is a subproperty of R2), R1(x, y)
(x is related to y by the relation R1), A(x) (x is of
type A), etc. Where A and B are concepts, R1 and
R2 are relations and x and y are instances.
Example 2. Figure 2 is an example of a joint credit
ontology.
Cp = {Loan, Couple, M an, W oman, P erson}.
For instance PLoan = {Amount, Decision}.
SR
= {requests(Couple × Loan), constituted
of(Couple×M an), constituted of(Couple×W oman)}.
Is-a relations represent HR and are equivalent to
subsumption axioms, e.g., Man⊆ Person. For instance, we can have an instance p of the concept Man
p {P aul, 30, 2000$, teacher, T }, p.Name = Paul, p.Age
= 30, p.Salary = 2000$, p.Employment = teacher and
p.Military service = T.
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hand into the a prior OOBN structure. To this end, we
first define the common points and similarities between
these two paradigms, then we describe the main steps
of our proposal.

A new approach for OOBNs
building based on ontologies

Clearly PGMs and ontologies share several similarities
even they are derived from different frameworks. Thus
our idea is to use the ontological knowledge in the
OOBN learning process by morphing the ontology in

4.1

OOBNs vs ontologies

In this part, we highlight the common points and
similarities between ontologies and object oriented
Bayesian networks. The main components of an ontology (i.e., concepts and relations) may be viewed as a
start-up to define the main components of an OOBN
(i.e., classes and relations among them).
• Concepts vs classes
Ontology concepts are translated into classes of
the OOBN framework. Hence, for each class so
defined, concept properties will constitute the set
of its random variables (real nodes). It is clear
that the set of the concept properties does not
cover the three sets of nodes of a class. Let:
– cpi be the concept of the ontology translated to the class ci in the underlying OOBN,
where ci is a DAG over Ic , Hc and Oc .
– Pi = {p1 . . . pk } be the set of properties of
cpi .
– Hc0 = Hc \ Hcinst , where Hcinst is the set of internal nodes which are instantiations of other
classes.
– Oc0 = Oc \ Ocref , where Ocref is the set of
output nodes which are reference nodes.
Pi allows us to generate Hc0 ∪Oc0 . Reference nodes,
namely, Ic ∪ Ocref , are pointers to nodes defined
in other classes. Consequently their set of states
as well as parameters are copied from the referenced nodes. These latter are properties of other
concepts in the ontology side. Reference nodes as
well as Hcinst will be derived from the semantic
relations.
• Inheritance relations vs class hierarchy
As ontological inheritance relations already model
a hierarchical feature, then all concepts connected
by an is-a relation in the ontology will be represented by a class hierarchy in the OOBN framework.
• Semantic relations vs links
Having two concepts {cpi , cpj } ∈ Cp2 related by a
semantic relation means that there is at least one
property of one of them that affects at least one
property of the other, which means that the definition of one of them depends on the existence

of the other. In the underlying OOBN, this allows to set up dependencies among nodes from
different classes. Suppose that the property pk of
concept cpi affects the property pk0 of concept cpj .
Then, the node that represents pk in the class ci
will be either an output node connected directly
using directed links to the internal node representing pk0 in the class cj , in this case cj could only
be an encapsulating class of the instance of ci , or
an output node referenced, using reference links,
by a reference node in the class cj , this reference
node is either an input node, parent of the node
that represents pk0 in cj or an output reference
node of the class containing an instance of ci and
communicates with cj .
Semantic relations might provide an information
about classes interfaces and instantiations organization in the OOBN. However, the link direction
of the semantic relation can not provide a good
informer about dependence relations among the
variables of the OOBN, which variable depends
on the other? So, it is required that the semantic relations be designed from the beginning of a
causal or an anti-causal orientations. The choice
of a fixed orientation is a determining factor to
specify which instantiation Ii could be referenced
from an instantiation Ij . Suppose that all semantic relations are of causal orientation, the cause
is then conceived as the direct explanation of the
fact and it is involved in its production. consequently, the definition of the concept range depends on the existence of the concept domain. In
the OOBN side, this means that the definition of
the class representing the concept domain is part
of the class representing the concept range. This
can be translated in the OOBN by instantiating
the class representing the concept domain within
the specification of the class representing the concept range.
In what follows, we assume that all semantic relations have a causal orientation. Thus,
∀ {cpi , cpj } ∈ Cp2 related by a semantic relation,
where cpi is the domain and cpj is the range, cpi
is considered as the cause of cpj and this latter is
the effect.
In fact, the ontology conceptual graph is simply
the result of the ontology components definition.
Thus, we require that semantic relations definition to be, from the beginning, done following a
causal reasoning that is considered as an intuitive
reflexion of the ontologist. Then, if we require to
have all semantic relations to be anti-causal, we
just have to reverse their definitions (i.e., define
the domain as range and vice versa).

4.2

The morphing process

To ensure the morphing process, we need to traverse
the whole ontology. To provide this, we assume that
the ontology is a directed graph whose nodes are
the concepts and relations (semantic and hierarchical
ones) are the edges. Our target is to accomplish the
mapping of the ontology graphical representation into
an OOBN while browsing each node once and only
once. To this end, we propose to adapt the generic
Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm for graph traversing. The idea over the Depth-First Search algorithm is
to traverse a graph by exploring all the vertices reachable from a source vertex: If all its neighbors have already been visited (in general, color markers are used
to keep track), or there are no ones, then the algorithm
backtracks to the last vertex that had unvisited neighbors. Once all reachable vertices have been visited, the
algorithm selects one of the remaining unvisited vertices and continues the traversal. It finishes when all
vertices have been visited. The DFS traversal allows
us to classify edges into four classes:
• Tree edges: are edges in the DFS search tree.
• Back edges: join a vertex to an ancestor already
visited.
• Forward edges: are non-tree edges connecting a
vertex to a descendant in a DFS search tree.
• Cross edges: all other edges.
We use these classes of edges to determine actions
to do on each encountered concept. Tree edges allow to define actions on concepts encountered for the
first time, while forward and cross edges allow to define actions to do on concepts that are already visited
crossing another path and so having more than one
parent. According to their definition, back edges allow cycle detection, in our case these edges will never
be encountered. As our edges respect a causal orientation having a cycle of the form X1 → X2 → X3 → X1
means that X1 is the cause of X2 which is the cause of
X3 so this latter can’t be the cause of X1 at the same
instant t but rather at an instant t + . We are limited
to ontologies that do not contain cycles, because such
relationships invoke the dynamic aspect which is not
considered in this work.
A deep study of the similarities discussed above shows
that the morphing process can be done in three main
steps, namely initialization, discovery and closing. At
each step, we define a set of actions that might be
done:
i. Initialization step: All concepts are undiscovered, we generate the OOBN class and a class to

Algorithm 1: Generate OOBN
Input: An ontology O
O is of an anti-causal orientation.
For all concepts, the color must be initialized to
”white” before running the algorithm.
begin
CREATE OOBN GLOBAL ;
for each concept cp ∈ Cp do
RECORD PREDECESSOR[cp]=NULL;
CREATE CLASS(cp)
for each concept cp ∈ Cp do
if color[cp]= white then
Handling Process(O, cp)

each concept:
CREATE OOBN GLOBAL : creates the OOBN
class.
CREATE CLASS(Concept cp): transforms a concept cp to a class ccp .
ii. Discovery step: The classes of edges are used to
determine actions to do on each encountered concept. These actions allow us to define input, internal and output sets for each class of the OOBN.
ADD INPUT NODE(Node n, Class c) : adds an
input node n to a class c. this action is invoked
on all properties of a concept which is related by
an out edge to another one. Its properties are
considered as candidate input nodes of the class
representing the second concept.
ADD INTERNAL NODE(Node n, Class c): adds
an internal node n to a class c. The set of internal
nodes of a class consists of instantiations of other
classes representing concepts that are related by
an out edge to the corresponding concept of the
class c in the ontology and this edge is in the same
DFS search tree.
ADD OUTPUT NODE(Node n, Class c): adds
an output node n to a class c. all properties of a
concept are transformed into variables of its corresponding class in the OOBN. These nodes are
considered as candidate output nodes of the class.
ADD OUTREF NODE(Class c1, Class c2): adds
output reference nodes to classes containing c1
until reaching c2. In fact, some concepts might
have parents coming from more than one DFS
search tree or from different paths. Let cpi be
a concept having two parents cp1i and cp2i coming from two different branches. Then, ccpi would
to be instantiated within the specification of only
one of them. However, ccpi has its output nodes

Algorithm 2: Handling Process
Input: An ontology O, A concept S.
We use color markers to keep track of which vertices
have been discovered: white marks vertices that have
yet to be discovered, gray marks a vertex that is
discovered but still has vertices adjacent to it that are
undiscovered and black marks discovered vertex that
is not adjacent to any white vertices.
begin
color[S]:= gray;
for each property p of S do
ADD OUTPUT NODE(p, cS )
for each V ∈ adjacent[S] do
if color[V ]=white then
RECORD PREDECESSOR[V ]=S;
Handling Process(O, V );
ADD INTERNAL NODE
(INSTANCE OF(cV ), cS );
if (S, V ) is an inheritance relation then
ADD CONSTRUCT LINK
INSTANCE OF(cV ),INSTANCE OF(cS ))
if (S, V ) is a semantic relation then
for each node n ∈ GET OUTPUT(cV ) do
ADD REFERENCE LINK
(n,ADD INPUT NODE(n,cS ))

if color[V ]=black then
if (S, V ) is an inheritance relation then
ADD CONSTRUCT LINK
INSTANCE OF(cS ),INSTANCE OF(cV ))

if (S, V ) is a semantic relation then
for each node n ∈ GET OUTPUT(cV )
do
ADD INPUT NODE(n, cS )
ADD OUTREF NODE
(INSTANCE OF(cS ),INSTANCE OF(cV )

color[S]:= black;
if RECORD PREDECESSOR[S] = N ull then
ADD INTERNAL NODE
(INSTANCE OF(cS ),GLOBAL OOBN CLASS)

to be referenced by output reference nodes of the
class containing it until reaching its second parent
(see figure 3).
ADD CONSTRUCT LINK(Class c1, Class c2): a
construct link appears between instantiations of
superclasses and instantiations of their subclasses
(see figure 4). All properties of the super-concept
are considered as properties of its subconcepts.
ADD REFERENCE LINK(Node n1, Node n2):
allows the communication between classes interfaces.
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iii. Closing step: We check whether the vertex is
a root (having no predecessor), if it is, we add
an instance of its class to the global OOBN class
using the ADD INTERNAL NODE action.
We also define the INSTANCE OF (Class c)
which allow to instantiate a class c and the
GET OUTPUT(Class c) which returns all output
nodes of a class c.
All these actions are used in Algorithms 1 and 2. The
Handling Process function (see algorithm 2) provides
actions to do at each vertex.
Example 3. We assume that all random variables are
modeled in the corresponding ontology 5(b) as concepts
properties and that all semantic relations present in the
ontology are of an anti-causal orientation.
We will follow the steps of the Generate OOBN algorithm (see algorithm 1)to generate our prior OOBN
structure.
First of all, we start by generating the Global OOBN
class Prior OOBN. Then we create a class to each
concept of the ontology, that is, we create 11 classes
ccpi , i = {1, . . . 11} which are initially empty. their
sets of nodes will be discovered during the generation
process.
Initially, all concepts are white. cp1 is the source concept, it is grayed and all its properties are declared as
output nodes of the class representing it in the prior
OOBN. Then, each concept adjacent to cp1 is recursively visited if it is white and its properties are treated
in the same way. cp1 has cp2 as adjacent concept, it is

painted gray and it has cp5 as adjacent concept, so on
until reaching cp9 . cp9 is grayed and all its properties
are declared as output nodes of the class representing
it in the prior OOBN (ccp9 ). As it has no adjacent, it
is instantiated within its ancestor ccp6 . As cp6 and cp9
are related by an inheritance relation then, we add a
construction link between ccp6 and ccp9 and all properties of the super-class ccp9 are considered as properties
of its subclass ccp6 . The concept cp9 is finished and
blackened. We backtrack to the cp6 concept, it is gray
and it has finished his adjacent concepts so, it is instantiated within its ancestor ccp11 . As cp11 and cp6
are related by a semantic relation then, all its output
nodes are considered as input nodes of the ccp11 class
linked by reference links. cp6 is blackened and we go
back to cp11 it is gray and it has finished his adjacent
concepts so, it is instantiated within its ancestor ccp5 .
As ccp11 and ccp5 are related by an inheritance relation
then, we add a construction link between them. cp11 is
blackened and we go back to the second adjacent of the
cp5 concept. cp5 is gray and cp9 is black, so (cp5 ,cp9 ) is
a cross/forward edge, means that cp9 has already been
instantiated so, we add output reference nodes from
ccp6 until reaching the ccp5 class. cp5 is gray and it
has finished his adjacent concepts so, it is instantiated
within its ancestor and so on until backtracking to the
concept ccp1 , it is gray and it has not ancestors, so it
is blackened and instantiated within the specification of
the Prior OOBN class. The first DFS tree is finished,
so we choose an undiscovered node from the remainder nodes and we apply the algorithm until discovering
all the concepts. The result of this process is shown in
figure 5.(b)) shows the final result.
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Related work

In recent years, a panoply of works have been proposed
in order to combine PGMs and ontologies so that one
can enrich the other. We can outline two main directions for these proposed approaches. The first aims to
enhance ontologies capabilities to support probabilistic inference. While the second aims to enhance PGMs
construction by integrating ontologies.
Ontologies provide a support for logical reasoning, but
they do not support uncertainty. Hence, several extensions have been proposed to overcome this limitation.
One line of research aims to extend existing ontology
languages, such as OWL1 , to be able to catch uncertainty in the knowledge domain. Proposed methods,
such as BayesOWL (Ding and Peng, 2004), OntoBayes
(Yang and Calmet, 2005) use additional markups to
represent probabilistic information attached to indi1
ttp://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features20040210/
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Figure 5: An example of ontology morphing to a prior OOBN structure
vidual concepts and properties in OWL ontologies.
The result is then a probabilistic annotated ontology
that can be translated into a BN to perform probabilistic inference. Other works define transition actions in
order to generate a PGM given an ontology with the
intention of extending ontology querying to handle uncertainty while keeping the ontology formalism intact
(Bellandi and Turini, 2009).
On the other hand, some solutions proposed the use of
ontologies to help PGMs construction. Some of them
are designed for specific applications (Helsper and Van
der Gaag,2002), (Zheng et al., 2008), while some others give various solutions to handle this issue. We
can mention the semi-automatic approach provided
in (Fenz et al., 2009) to create BNs and the SemCaDo (Semantical Causal DiscOvery) algorithm (Ben
Messaoud et al., 2009) (Ben Messaoud et al., 2011)
which ensure the integration of ontological knowledge,
more precisely, subsumption relationships, to learn the

structure of causal Bayesian networks (i.e. BNs with
causal relations) (Pearl, 2000) and improve the causal
discovery.
However, all these solutions are limited to a restrained
range of PGMs, usually BNs. So, they neglect some
ontology important aspects such as representing concepts having more than one property, non taxonomic
relations, etc. In our approach we used OOBNs which
are much richer graphical model than standard BNs.
They allowed us to address an extended range of ontologies, we focused on concepts, their properties, hierarchical as well as semantic relations and we showed
how these elements would be useful to automatically
generate a prior OOBN. Our proposal concerns exclusively the OOBN structure definition through the use
of ontologies.
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Conclusion and future work

The crossing-over of PGMs and ontologies can allow
us to improve relevant tasks related to each of them.
In this paper, we showed how we take advantage of
the semantic richness provided by ontologies to generate a prior OOBN structure and this is by exploring similarities between these two paradigms. The
use of the OOBN framework has enabled us to handle an extended range of ontologies unlike works which
were limited to the use of standard Bayesian networks,
which brings us to say that this work is an initiative aiming to set up new bridges between these two
paradigms.
The final structure resulting from the learning process
may also be useful to make the initial ontology evolve,
and this is by trying to find how the new relations discovered by the learning process can affect the (semi)
automatic ontology enrichment process. Thus, as an
ongoing work, we aim to analyze the elements that are
common to both tasks and provide a two-way approach
that uses ontology power in representing knowledge to
help the hard process of OOBN structure learning by
proposing new metrics, based on ontological knowledge, allowing to assess better the choice of the best
structure. Then, uses novel relations discovered by the
learning process in order to improve the hard activity
of ontology enrichment.
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Abstract
We describe a system that uses graphical models to perform real-time high-level perception.
Our system uses Markov Logic Networks to relate entities in images via first-order logical sentences to perform real-time semi-supervised person recognition. The system is a collection of
“commodity-level” vision algorithms such as the
Viola-Jones face detector, histogram matching
and even low-level pixel comparisons, together
with logical relationships such as mutual exclusivity and entity confusion combined with a
small number of labeled examples into a Markov
random field which can be solved to provide labels for faces in the images. We describe the
methodology for constructing the logical relations used for the system, and the (many) pitfalls we encountered despite the small number
of relations used. We also discuss several future approaches to achieve interactive speeds for
such a system, including bounding the size of the
graph using temporal weighting of instances, approximating the structure of the graphical model,
parallelizing graphical model inference, and lowlevel hardware acceleration.

Introduction
In this paper, we describe a real-time system1 (Figure 1)
for recognition using a small labeled dataset plus first-order
logic relations. The system assumes a constrained environment, i.e., one in which the same people generally occur
and that the instances that we want to classify are localized
in time.
1
A batch version of this system along with empirical results
was described by Chechetka et al. (2010). Here we focus more on
the implementation details as well as the knowledge management
of the system.

Long Quoc Tran
Georgia Institute of Technology

In recent years there has been an explosion of work on exploiting in-frame context for entity classification in images
(Torralba, 2003, Kumar and Hebert, 2005, Torralba et al.,
2005, Heitz and Koller, 2008, Heitz et al., 2008, Gupta and
Davis, 2008, Rabinovich and Belongie, 2009, Gould et al.,
2009). The work typically involves finding some useful
relations for the specific domain at hand, e.g., “the sky is
usually above the ground”(Gupta and Davis, 2008), building a customized conditional random field model over the
entities in a frame and jointly classifying each entity in an
image given the observed pixel values. Despite these successes, at present few if any practical real-time systems exist that attempt to do high-level reasoning by integrating
context at a high-level. In this paper, we discuss our attempts at building such a system using Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) and by constructing a database of logical
relationships that are useful for relating entities to be identified.
This paper also makes the point that MLNs provide a uniform, intuitive and modular interface for performing highlevel perception. More importantly, we show that MLNs
can provide a newer more global sense of context that allows them to jointly classify an entire dataset of images
(entities), using meaningful relations between these entities, in a manner similar to the collective classification of
citation entries done by Singla and Domingos (2006). The
image representation provides a wealth of relations that can
be brought to bear on the problem, such as mutual exclusivity of multiple faces in an image, temporal and spatial
stratification, personal traits that may relate people to various objects or distinctive clothes, etc. We thus expect that
this application is even more suited for the use of a powerful tool like MLNs than the case of citation matching.
This use of MLNs for collective classification resembles
graph-based semi-supervised learning (SSL) approaches
(c.f., Fergus et al., 2009), which relate entities across a corpus via a distance or similarity measure. However, compared to SSL approaches, MLNs provides a much richer
way of connecting labeled/unlabeled instances, allowing
one to combine multiple similarity metrics at the same time

Figure 1: System Overveiw

as well as incorporate arbitrary logical relationships. In fact
we argue that MLNs can provide an approximate generalization to some of the standard SSL approaches by discretizing a distance/similarity measure and incorporating
them into the MLN. In addition one can continue to exploit other relations that would not fit well within the SSL
framework, such as contextual information that relates entities within frames. We show empirically that this approach
yields favorable results for face recognition in images of
three datasets collected by us, and that the use of the additional logical relations, which would be difficult in standard
SSL, is crucial for the best classification accuracy.

MLN Background
Markov logic (Richardson and Domingos, 2006) is a probabilistic generalization of finite first-order logic. A Markov
logic network (MLN) consists of a set of weighted firstorder clauses. Given a set of constants, an MLN defines a
Markov network with one binary variable for every ground
atom and one potential for every possible grounding of
every first-order clause. The joint probability distribution
over the ground atom variables is defined as




X
X
1
wf f (xi ) ,
(1)
P (x) = exp


Z
x
f

i

where f is an indicator function corresponding to a firstorder clause (1 if that clause is true and 0 otherwise), wf
is a weight of that clause, and xi is the set of ground atom
variables in a particular grounding of that clause. The inner
summation in (1) is over all possible groundings. Therefore, for every grounding of every first-order clause, the
higher the weight for that clause, the more favored are assignments to x where that grounding is true.
Two fundamental problems in Markov logic that apply
to our application are those of learning optimal weights
for the known set of first-order clauses given the knowledge base of known ground atoms, and inference, or finding the most likely assignment to unknown ground atoms
given the knowledge base. Even though both problems are
intractable in general, well-performing approximate algorithms are available. For weight learning, we used preconditioned conjugate gradient with MC-SAT sampling implemented in the Alchemy package (Kok et al., 2009). For
inference, we used a high-performance implementation of
residual belief propagation (Gonzalez et al., 2009) along
with a lazy instantiation of MLN structure as recommended
by Poon et al. (2008).

Model Description
In the existing literature, many types of very different
features have been shown to be useful for face recogni-

tion (and object recognition more generally). In particular, SSL approaches (Fergus et al., 2009) exploit similarity in object appearances in different images to propagate
label information from labeled to unlabeled blobs, and between unlabeled blobs. In a supervised setting, typically
a low-dimensional representation of blob appearances is
extracted (e.g., Turk and Pentland, 1991) and a standard
technique such as a support vector machine (Vapnik, 1995)
is then applied. Besides the blob appearance information,
it has been shown that taking context in which the blob
appears, such as blob location within the frame or labels
of other objects in the scene, is crucial to accurate object
recognition. In this section, we show that all the above
sources of information can be combined efficiently using
a Markov logic network. Our approach thus combines the
advantages of the diverse existing approaches to improve
face recognition accuracy. In the MLN described below, we
will use the query predicate Label(b, o), which is true if
and only if blob b has label o. The evidence predicates will
be introduced gradually, as they are needed for the MLN
rules.
We assume that face detection has already been performed
by some standard approach, such as that of Viola and Jones
(2001). The input to our system thus consists of a set of
images, and for each image, a set of bounding boxes for
the detected faces, some of which are labeled with people’s
names. The goal is to assign labels to the remaining unlabeled face blobs.
Label propagation: semi-supervised component
A key idea of the SSL approaches is to classify all the objects of the test set simultaneously by rewarding the cases
of similar-looking objects having the same label (equivalently, penalizing labels mismatches for similarly looking objects). Let xi and xj be the appearances of blobs
bi and bj respectively. Denote kxi − xj k to be the distance between xi and xj . We define the evidence predicate
SimilarFace(bi , bj ) that is true if and only if kxi −xj k <
∆f , where ∆f is a threshold. Then the rule to favor matching labels for similar faces is simply
SimilarFace(bi , bj ) ∧ Label(bi , o) ⇒ Label(bj , o)
(2)
We selected threshold
∆
so
as
to
get
precision
0.9
on
the
f
P
training data:

P i,j

I(SimilarFace(bi ,bj )=true)
I(Label(bi ,o)=Label(bj ,o))

= 0.9, where

i,j,o

I(·) is the indicator function. For simplicity of implementation, we used 16-bin color histograms as representations for
P#bins (xi (k)−xj (k))2
xi and χ2 distance kxi − xj kχ2 ≡ k=1
xi (k)+xj (k) .
Naturally, any other choice of representation and distance
can be used instead.
Observe that similar face appearance is not the only possible clue that two image fragments actually depict the same
person. For example, similar clothing appearance is an-

other useful channel of information, as was demonstrated
by Sivic et al. (2006). In our approach, information about
clothing appearance similarity is used in the same way to
the face similarity: for every face blob bi , we define the
corresponding torso blob ti to be a rectangle right under
bi ; the scale of the rectangle is determined by the size of
bi . Let yi be the appearance representation of ti . We define the evidence predicate SimilarTorso(bi , bj ) which
is true if and only if kyi − yj k < ∆t and introduce the
corresponding label smoothing rule
SimilarTorso(bi , bj ) ∧ Label(bi , o) ⇒ Label(bj , o)
(3)
into the MLN. One can see that we have two versions of
essentially the same rule exploiting different channels of
information for label propagation. Even though it is possible in principle to achieve the same effect in standard graph
Laplacian-based SSL approaches (Fergus et al., 2009), one
would need to use costly cross-validation to find a good
way to combine the two separate distance metrics into one
(alternatively, find the relative importance of the torso distance and face distance metrics). In contrast, standard algorithms for MLN weight learning provide our approach with
the relative importance of the two rules automatically.
More fine-grained label smoothing. One advantage of
the graph Laplacian-based unsupervised methods over our
approach is that the former naturally support real-valued
blob similarity values, while our approach requires thresholding. However, our approach can also be adapted to
handle varying degrees of similarity: instead of a single
similarity threshold, one can use multiple different similarity thresholds and introduce corresponding similarity
predicates. For example, suppose we want to use two
(1)
(2)
different thresholds, ∆f < ∆f , for face blob similarity. Then we would introduce two similarity predicates,
SimilarFace(1) (bi , bj ), which is true if and only if kxi −
(1)
xj k < ∆f , and analogously SimilarFace(2) (bi , bj ), for
(2)

∆f . Then for highly similar blobs, those with kxi −
(1)

xj k < ∆f , both versions of the formula in Eq. 2 for
SimilarFace(1) and SimilarFace(2) will have the lefthand side to be true, providing a higher reward for matching the labels. On the other hand, for weakly similar blobs,
(1)
(2)
those with ∆f < kxi − xj k < ∆f , only the version of
Eq. 2 corresponding to SimilarFace(2) will have the LHS
to be true, providing a weaker reward for matching labels.

Figure 2: Example security images for datasets 1–3 (top
to bottom). The top image shows an example of torso extraction (faces on this set have been blurred by subjects’
request). The middle image shows a view of a kitchen area
where a coffee machine (red) is in the middle of the frame,
while the refrigerator (green) is on the right; thus coffee
drinkers might be more likely to appear in the middle.

Exploiting single-image context

with monitors) and broad scene context (fridges usually occur in kitchen scenes) have all been shown to enable dramatic improvements in recognition accuracy. Here, we describe the MLN rules used by our system to take singleimage context into account.

In addition to the appearance of the blob of interest itself
and the labels of similar blobs in other images, powerful contextual cues often exist in the image containing the
blob. In the broader context of object recognition, spacial
context (e.g. sky is usually in the top part of an image),
co-occurrence (computer keyboards tend to occur together

A person only occurs once in an image. In the absence
of mirrors, for every person at most one occurrence of their
respective face is possible in a single image. Therefore,
if two faces are present in the same image, they necessarily have to either have different labels, or be both labeled
as unknown. Hence we introduce an evidence predicate

SameImage(bi , bj ) which is true if and only if bi and bj
are in the same image, and the following MLN rule:
SameImage(bi , bj ) ⇒!Label(bj , o1 )∨
!Label(bj , o2 ) ∨ (o1 ! = o2 ) ∨ (o1 == Unknown) (4)
Face location. For multiple images taken with the same
camera pose, such as images from a security camera, often different people will tend to occupy different parts of
the frame. For example, in the middle image of Fig. 2
the refrigerator is in the right part of the frame, and the
coffee machine is in the middle. Therefore, faces of coffee drinkers may be more likely to appear in the middle
of the frame, while those preferring soft drinks may spend
more time in the right part. In addition, false-positive face
detections (which are given the label “junk”) will appear
randomly whereas actual faces appear in more constrained
locations. Using the spacial prior in such settings will benefit the recognition accuracy. In our approach, we subdivide
every image into 9 tiles of the same size, arranged in a 3×3
grid and introduce an evidence predicate InTile(b, tile)
and an MLN rule capturing the spacial prior:
InTile(b, +tile) ⇒ Label(b, +o)
Notice we use the Alchemy convention +tile and +o,
meaning that for every combination of the tile and label a
separate formula weight will be learned, yielding different
priors over the face labels for different regions of the image.
Time of the day. Similar to face location, a timedependent label prior is also useful when processing images from security cameras: “early birds” will be more
likely to occur in images taken earlier in the day and vice
versa. We subdivide the duration of the day into 3 intervals: morning (before 11AM), noon (11AM to 2PM)
and evening (after 2PM), introduce an evidence predicate
TimeOfDay(b, time) and the corresponding MLN rule:
TimeOfDay(b, +time) ⇒ Label(b, +o)
Again, to obtain a time-dependent label prior we force the
system to learn a separate weight for every combination of
the time interval and face label.

accuracy significantly over simpler baselines in a supervised setting. If such a recognition system is available, it is
desirable to be able to leverage its results in our framework
instead of completely discarding the existing system and
replacing it with the MLN model. Fortunately, it is easy
to combine any existing face recognition system with our
approach by using the face labels produced by the existing
system as observations in our model. Formally, we use an
evidence predicate ObservedLabel(b, observedLabel),
which is true if and only if the external face recognition
system assigned observedLabel as the label for blob b.
The MLN rule
ObservedLabel(b, +observedLabel) ⇒ Label(b, +o)
(5)
then provides the observation model. Observe that several different external classifiers can be used as observations simultaneously, by mapping the labels produced by
different classifiers to disjoint sets of atoms. For example,
if there are two different classifiers, clf1 and clf2 , and
both label blob b1 as John, then one would set two ground
predicates to true: ObservedLabel(b1 , John clf1 ) and
ObservedLabel(b1 , John clf2 ). Again, as in the case of
multiple measures of blob similarity, MLN weight learning
would automatically determine the relative importance and
reliability of the two classifiers by assigning corresponding
weights to the groundings of the observation model.
We used a boosted cascade of Haar features as given by
Viola and Jones (2001) for face detection, and face recognizer of Kveton et al. (2010) as observations for the MLN
rule in Eq. 5. This classifier is based on calculating the L2
distance in pixel space for down-sampled (92 × 92 resolution) and normalized images. This method was shown by
Sim et al. (2000) to be generally superior to the more common method based on PCA for face classification in single images. For evaluating torso similarity for SameTorso
evidence predicate, simple torso occlusion handling was
performed by assuming that larger faces were in the foreground. Thus, larger-faced torsos were assumed to lie in
front of smaller-faced torsos, and the resulting torso bounding boxes did not intersect (see Fig. 2 for an example).

One can see that extracting the relations introduced in this
section requires little preprocessing, and it is possible to
come up with similar common-sense relations to improve
accuracy for settings other than security camera image sequences.

Results

Plugging in existing face recognizers

Exploiting additional information channels dramatically improves accuracy. Classification error is reduced
by our approach by a factor from 1.35 to 5.2 compared to
the baseline of Kveton et al. (2010). Such an improvement
confirms the long-standing observation that using the context, such as time of the day, is crucial for achieving high
recognition accuracy. It also shows that the framework of

The relations and predicates described so far only use simple representations and similarity metrics. However, there
is a large amount of existing literature and expert knowledge dealing with design of representations, distance metrics and integrated face recognition systems that improve

Quantitative results for a batch version of this model were
presented by Chechetka et al. (2010). Here, for some added
context, we just present some of the qualitative lessons
learned from those experiments.

Markov logic is an efficient way to combine the multiple
sources of information, both within a single image, and
multiple types of relations between different images, for
the goal of face recognition.
No single relation accounts for the majority of the improvement. Over all the dataset, the most extreme singlerelation accuracy improvement over the baseline of Kveton
et al. (2010) (InTile predicate and the corresponding location prior is less than 40% of the total performance improvement of the full model over the baseline. Therefore,
the multiple relations of our full model are not redundant
and represent information channels that complement each
other. It is the interaction of multiple relations that enables
significant accuracy improvements.
Relation importance is not uniform across datasets.
One can see that the effect of the same relation can be
dramatically different for different datasets, depending on
those datasets’ properties. Only label propagation via the
SimilarTorso relations provides a consistently significant performance improvement, the effect of other relations
is much more varied. The varying degree of relation importance for different datasets makes it important for a face
recognition approach to be easily adjustable to emphasize
important relations and ignore the unimportant ones. Fortunately, the Markov logic framework makes such adjustability extremely easy on two levels. First, learning the weights
of the formulas automatically assigns large weights to important formulas and close to zero weight to irrelevant ones.
Second, any relation or formula can be easily taken out of
the model or put back in, enabling the search for the optimal set of relations using cross-validation.

Building a Real-time system
In this section, we explore how the ideas in this paper can
be augmented into a real-time system. There are two broad
objectives that need to be addressed:
1. Updating the model as new instances come in (online
learning).
2. Performing graphical model inference at interactive
speeds (online inference).
To perform these two tasks simultaneously, we chose an
asynchronous architecture (Figure 3) where learning and
inference are performed in separate processes. This provided a natural parallelism for the whole system. Even
with this parallelized approach, both learning and inference components required special enhancements to enable
real-time operation. Online learning was necessary whenever a new labeled instance was observed by the system.
This could happen whenever Incorporating new instances
caused the graph structure to change.

Online inference was triggered whenever a new unlabeled
instance was observed. In this case, the structure of the
graph was altered. Specifically, new nodes corresponding to new instantiations of all propositions involving the
new observed faces will be added to the network. At this
point, since the structure of the network has changed, the
beliefs of the network are necessarily invalidated. Thus, an
exact algorithm would run belief propagation over the entire graph after such events occurred. In our system, we
avoided this with the following heuristic: we maintained
the current beliefs of the network (as of the last iteration),
and we pushed the beliefs of the new nodes on the top of
the priority queue in the Residual BP calculation. This had
the effect of focusing the next round of computation on the
new nodes until convergence was reached.

Related Work
There exists quite a lot of work now on incorporating relations into image classification. Rabinovich and Belongie
(2009) provides a good overall review of this work, and
contrasts “scene-based” and “object-based” context. The
former methods are represented by (Torralba, 2003, Kumar and Hebert, 2005, Heitz and Koller, 2008, Heitz et al.,
2008), which all attempt to understand the scene (“the
gist”) before trying to recognize objects. Gould et al.
(2009) and Torralba et al. (2005) use MRFs to do joint
segmentation and object recognition by exploiting physical
relations between entities. Gupta and Davis (2008) uses
prepositions present in annotated images to help determine
relative positions of objects in images. For example, if an
image is annotated with “car on the street”, one might infer that a car is above a street in the image. Many of these
efforts have a different aim from our work. Namely, they
attempt to do object class detection, i.e., detect all the objects of some given classes in an image; whereas in our
face recognition application, we are doing object-instance
recognition: given the presence of objects of a given type,
find specific labels for those objects. On the other hand,
these methods have in common with us the intent to exploit physical relations between objects and abstract relations between a set of objects and the gist of a scene to
improve their results. The difference between their application of this principle and ours is that they all attempt to
relate entities across a single image; whereas we use crossimage relationships. Second, by using the framework of
Markov Logic, we have a unified, automated mechanism to
add arbitrary relations and automatically generate the CRF.
Fergus et al. (2009) and Kveton et al. (2010) present
approximations to the graph Laplacian-based semisupervised learning solution for classifying images. These
methods in general have the advantage over our method
that they allow continuous similarity measures rather than
our discretized version, and they can be solved efficiently. However, these approaches are typically restricted

Figure 3: Real time system architecture

to similarity-based classification; whereas we can incorporate much more general relations such as our mutual exclusivity. Furthermore, our approach can easily incorporate
any of these classifiers (as we do in this paper by taking the
classifier of Kveton et al. (2010)) and use them as core face
recognizers in an object model. Finally, our approach can
approximate these approaches (albeit much less efficiently)
by using a discretized version of a similarity-measure, as
we do using face and torso histograms in this work.

Conclusions
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: First,
we present a real-time perception system that incorporates Markov Logic for multilabel classification in images.
Whereas there has been much existing research showing
the benefits of exploiting local and global in-frame context,
they all have involved custom-made graphical models and
therefore are less accessible as a general modeling tool for
specific domains. Second, we show that Markov Logic can
also provide a powerful new type of context for collective
classification across frames, especially when the database
is expected to have many repeated shots of the same entity
in different circumstances. We have argued that this type
of context generalizes graph-based SSL approaches, and
adds much to these approaches in the expressibility of the
relations across frames that can guide the collective classification of entities. Thus, we show that Markov Logic
can provide a beneficial unification of two quite dissimilar cutting-edge techniques for entity classification in images. Finally, for the specific case of person identification,
we have shown empirically that relations such as clothing
preferences, mutual exclusivity, spatial and temporal stratification as well as multiple similarity channels can dramatically improve face recognition over the state-of-the-art. Although much work remains to be done, we present some of
the specific modeling issues involved with this system, as
well as some of the obstacles to making the system operate
at interactive speeds.
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Abstract
Building probabilistic models for industrial
applications cannot be done effectively without making use of knowledge engineering
methods that are geared to the industrial setting. In this paper, we build on well-known
modelling methods from linear dynamic system theory as commonly used by the engineering community to facilitate the systematic creation of probabilistic graphical models. In particular, we explore a direction of
research where the parameters of a linear dynamic system are assumed to be uncertain.
As a case study, the heating process of paper
in a printer is modelled. Different options
for the representation, inference and learning
of such a system are discussed, and experimental results obtained by this approach are
presented. We conclude that the methods developed in this paper offer an attractive foundation for a methodology for building industrial, probabilistic graphical models.

1

Introduction

As part of the manual construction process of a
Bayesian network for an actual problem one needs to
somehow translate knowledge that is available in the
problem domain to an appropriate graphical structure.
Problem characteristics also play a major role in the
choice of the type of the associated local probability
distributions. The whole process can be looked on as a
form of knowledge engineering, where the actual construction of the Bayesian network is only one of the
many needed activities in the development process.
The acquisition of knowledge from domain experts is
traditionally seen as one of the most important bottlenecks in knowledge engineering. It is well known
that this can be greatly alleviated if there is an easy

Peter J.F. Lucas
Radboud University Nijmegen
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mapping from the informal ways domain knowledge
is described, in documents or verbally by experts, to
the Bayesian network formalism [7]. A typical example of such a mapping is the exploitation of available
causal knowledge in a particular domain; often, causal
knowledge can be easily translated to an initial graph
structure of a Bayesian network, which can be refined
later, for example by examining the conditional independence relationship represented by the resulting
network. Fields where causal knowledge has been successfully used in knowledge engineering for Bayesian
networks include medicine and biology.
However, for industrial applications the situation is
somewhat different. This is mainly because in time,
engineers have developed their own notational conventions and formalisms to get a grip on the domain of
concern in the system-development process. In addition, industrial artifacts are designed by humans, and
already early in the design process models are available
that also can be used for other purposes: model-based
design and development is here the central paradigm.
Thus, rather than replacing methods from engineering by some new and unrelated methods, a better option seems to be to deploy as many of the engineering principles, methods, and assumptions as possible.
Linearity is one of the assumptions frequently used,
as it facilitates the development of complex models as
industrial applications often are. Another commonly
used method is the use of diagrams that act as abstractions of the system being developed. Diagrams
act as important means for communication. Ideally,
one would like to use similar diagrams as a starting
point for building Bayesian networks or related probabilistic graphical models.
In this paper we explore these ideas by taking Linear
Dynamic Systems, LDS for short, as a start for the construction process. LDS models enjoy a well-developed
theory and practice, as they are widely used throughout many engineering disciplines for tracking system
behaviour (cf. the well-known Kalman filter [4]) as well

as for controlling this behaviour. Like Bayesian networks, an LDS can often be represented by a graphical
diagram, which facilitates documentation and communication of the model among experts and non-experts.
Although an LDS is deterministic in nature, it is often used in situations that involve uncertainty. The
Kalman filter is the canonical example here: given
some noisy observations, it determines the expected
current state of the system (mean and variance). However, the Kalman filter only accounts for one specific
type of uncertainty: additive linear Gaussian noise on
the state and output variables.

2
2.1

LDS models and their role in the
engineering process
Basic definitions

In its most basic form, a Linear Dynamic System or
LDS describes a system’s behaviour by the differential
equation
d
dt x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
known as the state-space representation. Here, vector
x(t) represents the system’s state at time t, u(t) its input at time t, and matrices A and B describe how the
current state change depends linearly on the current
state and input.
This is a continuous-time representation; in order to
calculate with LDS models, time is usually discretized.
In this article, we therefore use the simple discretized
model
xt+1 − xt = Axt + But
in which the size of the discretization steps conveniently equals the unit of the time domain in order
to simplify the exposition (in practice one can use discretization steps of size ∆t and scale the A and B
matrices with this factor). The equation can then be
rewritten to:
xt+1 = Ad xt + Bd ut
Ad = A + I
Bd = B

(1)
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In this article, we explore a different direction of augmenting an LDS with probabilities: we regard the parameters as unknown. This allows us for example to
model a printer that heats different types of paper, in
which it is uncertain what the current type is. Previous Bayesian networks modelling this situation were
developed in a laborious ad hoc manner by close cooperation of domain experts and probabilistic modelling
experts [3]; in this article we aim for a more systematic
approach.

Ptin

Ptin

−1/r0
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Figure 1: LDS model of paper heater. Left: as an electrical diagram, where voltage represents temperature and
current represents heat flow. From top to bottom, the diagram consists of a (1) time-variable heat source, (2) heat
mass with capacity c, (3) heat resistance r, (4) heat mass
with capacity c0 , (5) heat resistance r0 , (6) heat sink with
temperature 20◦C modelling the constant flow of paper.
Right: as a graphical representation of the state-space
equations for two discrete time points t, t+1. The state of
the system is described by the T variables, which represent the temperatures of the two heat masses. Its input
is Ptin , the power entering the system. Auxiliary variables
represent the power flowing from the first heat mass to
the second (Pttrans ), and from the second to the heat sink
(Ptout ). Note: The parameters of the system are r, c, r0 , c0
(instantiated with concrete values in a real system).

2.2

Role in engineering

In the engineering process, LDS models of systems are
often represented by means of diagrams. We exemplify
the role of these models and diagrams using a case
study which remains our running example thoughout
the paper. The case study originates from a manufacturer of industrial printers. To ensure print quality, paper needs to be heated to a certain temperature, which
is accomplished by passing the paper along a metal
heater plate. It is quite important that the paper
reaches the right temperature. If it is too cold, print
quality suffers; if it is too hot, energy (and money)
is wasted or worse: the printer might malfunction.
Therefore, engineers have put a lot of effort in the accurate modelling of the heating process. This results
in models such as Fig. 1, in which the heater is modelled as two distinct heat masses: when the heater is
powered, the first mass is directly heated, thereby indirectly heating the second mass, which transfers the

heat to the paper.1 In the diagram, the heating dynamics are represented as an electrical circuit, where
temperature plays the part of voltage and heat flow
that of current. A diagram like this has important
advantages for the engineering process:
• It is very well suited for documentation and communication. A trained engineer can read the system’s basic dynamic behaviour off this diagram
in a blink of an eye; for a non-expert with a science background it is relatively easy to gain some
intuition.
• It has a formal meaning as an LDS; it translates into the state-space equations in the form
of Eq. (1), connecting it to a vast body of theoretical and practical knowledge.
• It separates qualitative and quantitative aspects of
the model; the former are determined by the diagram structure, the latter by the parameters.
• It is composable: other models like this can be
developed independently and joined into a larger
system.
• It is supported by software: drawing and managing modules of electrical circuits (and also
other graphical forms like bond graphs [5] and
schematic diagrams) can be done by tools like 20sim [11], which can also perform the translation
to the state-space representation. This representation can be used for simulation, e.g. in MATLAB.
However, it is confined to modelling deterministic behaviour. In the realm of probabilistic modelling, the
formalism of Bayesian networks shares the above attractive properties. A natural question is therefore:
how can we combine these well-known LDS models
with Bayesian networks?
Specifically, this paper will explore the situation where
the parameters of the system (in this case: r, c, r0 , c0 )
involve uncertainty. This direction is induced by the
following use case: the paper heater modelled above
is used with different paper types {pt1 , pt2 , pt3 } (for
example: 80 g/m2 A4, 200 g/m2 A4, 80 g/m2 Letter).
We have no direct knowledge about which type is in
the heater, and would therefore like to model it as a
probabilistic variable PT. Each paper type leads to a
different value for the system’s r0 parameter (the heat
resistance between plate and paper). The question we
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Figure 2: The three basic types of Bayesian network
nodes we will use for LDS models. Left: Linear deterministic node P(y|x1 , x2 ) = 1 if y = µ + αx1 + βx2 . Middle:
Linear Gaussian node P(Y |x1 , x2 ) = N (µ+αx1 +βx2 , σ 2 ).
Right: Conditional linear Gaussian node P(Y |x1 , x2 , θ) =
N (µθ + αθ x1 + βθ x2 , σθ2 ) (for discrete Θ). The notation is
ours and is introduced in section 3.3.

ask ourselves is: How can we join the paper type variable to the LDS model, so we can infer probabilistically
which paper type is in the heater, by observing the T 0
values of the system?

3
3.1

Augmenting LDS models with
uncertainty
Bayesian network representation

A Bayesian network B = (G, Φ) is an acyclic directed
graph G, consisting of nodes and arcs, that is faithful
to a joint probability distribution factored as Φ, which
contains for each node Y (with parents X1 , X2 , . . .) a
family of local conditional probability density or mass
functions P(Y |X1 , X2 , . . .). A dynamic Bayesian network [1] is a special case of this, where the nodes are
partitioned in time slices all consisting of the same
structure and distributions. Furthermore, arcs are
only allowed between nodes in the same or adjacent
time slice.
For modelling linear dynamic systems as (dynamic)
Bayesian networks, only the following types of nodes
are needed:
Deterministic nodes: a node Y with parents
X1 , X2 , . . . is called deterministic if its conditional
probability distribution is
(
1 if y = f (x1 , x2 , . . .)
P(y|x1 , x2 , . . .) =
0 if y 6= f (x1 , x2 , . . .)
for a certain function f ; in this article, these functions are mostly linear, i.e.
y = µ + αx1 + βx2 + . . .

1

This is known as a lumped element model ; in contrast, the heat distribution could also be modelled as a
3-dimensional temperature field over the plate.

We use a special notation for these linear deterministic nodes shown in Fig. 2 (left).

Linear Gaussians: a node Y
with
X1 , X2 , . . . is known in Bayesian
literature as a linear Gaussian if

parents
network

P(Y |x1 , x2 , . . .) = N (µ + αx1 + βx2 + . . . , σ 2 )
Networks that consist only of linear Gaussians
(with σ > 0) have theoretical significance: their
joint distribution is multivariate Gaussian, and
exact inference is easy and efficient (e.g. see [6]).
A linear Gaussian without parents N (µ, σ 2 ) is
simply called Gaussian; the Gaussian N (0, 1) is
called a standard Gaussian. A linear Gaussian
can be written as a linear deterministic node with
two extra parents; see Fig. 2 (middle).
Conditional linear Gaussians: a node Y with parents X1 , X2 , . . . and discrete parent Θ is conditional linear Gaussian if
P(Y |x1 , x2 , . . . , θ) = N (µθ +αθ x1 +βθ x2 +. . . , σθ2 )
i.e. it is linear Gaussian for each value θ. If
X1 , X2 , . . . are Gaussian, the marginal distribution over Y is a mixture of Gaussians:
X
P(Y ) =
P(θ)N (µ̂θ , σ̂θ2 )

The state of the system consists of the temperatures Tt
and Tt0 of the two heat masses. In fact, translating the
electrical diagram by tools such as 20-sim first leads to
a more elaborate form in which auxiliary power variables are present. It is instructive to represent this
form as a Bayesian network consisting only of linear
deterministic nodes; this is shown at the right side of
Fig. 1. As the network is completely deterministic,
it might also be read as a system of equations over
ordinary variables:
• Each node represents the left-hand side of an
equation, consisting of one variable.
• The incoming arcs represent the right-hand side:
a linear combination of the parent variables, with
coefficients as specified on the arcs. Note: we
follow the convention that empty arcs carry a coefficient of 1.
For example, the figure shows that

θ∈Θ

µ̂θ = µθ + αθ µX1 + βθ µX2 + . . .
2
2
σ̂θ2 = σθ2 + αθ2 σX
+ βθ2 σX
+ ...
1
2

Again, this also holds for complete networks: if all
nodes are (conditional) linear Gaussian, the joint
distribution is a mixture of multivariate Gaussians. However, this number of components in
this mixture is exponential in the number of Θ
variables, which can make inference hard. A conditional linear Gaussian can also be written as a
deterministic node with extra parents. For this
we use a special notation shown in Fig. 2 (right),
to which we will return later.
As these three node types can all be written as deterministic nodes, we will henceforth use the convention
that all non-root nodes in our networks are deterministic.
3.2

LDS models as Bayesian networks

The paper heater model in Fig. 1 translates to the following discrete-time state-space equations in the form
of Eq. (1):
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The state-space equations (2) are obtained from this
system by substituting the P trans and P out variables
for their right-hand sides. Interpreted as a Bayesian
network, this corresponds to marginalization.
We will now start to add uncertainty to the LDS. First,
as is often done (e.g. in the Kalman filter), we augment
the state variables with additive zero-mean Gaussian
noise:


 
 in   
Tt+1
Tt
Pt
Wt
= Ad 0 + Bd
+
0
Tt+1
Tt
20◦C
Wt0
(3)
Wt ∼ N (0, σ 2 )
Wt0 ∼ N (0, σ 02 )
The noise is represented by two independent variables
Wt and Wt0 . A graphical representation of this system
is shown in Fig. 3; we have only replaced Wt and Wt0 by
two anonymous standard Gaussian variables N (0, 1)
whose value is multiplied by σ and σ 0 . As a result, the
Tt variables now have the linear Gaussian form from
Fig. 2 (middle).
In fact, this makes the whole system Gaussian: although the Pttrans and P out nodes are not linear Gaussian, we have already seen that they can be marginal0
ized out, making the Tt+1 , Tt+1
nodes directly depend
0
in
on Tt , Tt . As for the Pt node: as it is always used
with concrete evidence pin
t , it never represents a probability distribution, and can be reformulated to take
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Figure 3: LDS of Eq. (3), containing
additive zero-mean Gaussian noise on
the state variables.
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Figure 4: LDS of Eq. (3) augmented
with uncertain parameters. These are
modelled by conditional linear deterministic nodes.

the place of µ in the Tt+1 distribution. Thus, Fig. 3
is a dynamic Bayesian network with a Gaussian joint
distribution. This means that we can use a variant of
the standard Kalman filter to do exact inference on
this network; we discuss this in detail in Sect. 4.
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LDS models with uncertain parameters

Above, we have shown how to represent an LDS with
additive zero-mean Gaussian noise as a Bayesian network; while it may be instructive, thus far it is only a
convenient reformulation of known theory. However,
to model the relation with the paper type variable,
we need uncertainty in the parameters, i.e. the coefficients of the linear relation. Our solution is to transform these coefficients into probabilistic variables. We
accomplish this by introducing a new node type:

Conditional linear deterministic node: a linear
deterministic node extended with a special parent, which is distinguished from the rest because
its arc ends in a diamond (and carries no coefficient); we call this parent the conditioning parent.
The coefficients on the other arcs can depend on
the value of the conditioning parent. This dependence is shown by putting a bullet in the place
where this value is to be filled in.

Figure 5: The model from Fig. 4,
summarized using vector variables
(where Θ represents R, C, R0 , C 0 ) and
augmented with a paper type variable
with a discrete distribution. The relation between time slices t − 1 and t
is also shown. There are several options for the relation between paper
type and Θ (the dashed arc here is
not a linear influence).

We have already given an example of such a node:
the conditional linear Gaussian node in Fig. 2. Just
like the linear Gaussian node is an instance of a linear
deterministic node, viz. having specific parents 1 and
N (0, 1), a conditional linear Gaussian node is a specific
instance of conditional linear deterministic node.
By using conditional linear deterministic nodes, we can
extend our already noisy paper heater model with uncertain parameters: we replace parameter r by variable R—which becomes the conditioning parent of the
node that depended on r—and do the same for the
other parameters. The result is shown in Fig. 4.
We can now proceed to connect a discrete paper type
variable to the model, with an example distribution assigning to pt1 , pt2 , pt3 the probabilities 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2.
Like we mentioned, the paper type determines the R0
parameter, but for generalization’s sake we will assume
that it influences all the parameters. The resulting
model, in Fig. 5, also shows that the notation for (conditional) linear deterministic nodes extends very naturally to vector-valued variables: coefficients become
matrices. These are the matrices from Eq. (2), written
as functions Ad (θ) and Bd (θ) of θ = (r, c, r0 , c0 ). Thus,
we have made a graphical summary of the model which
is linked very clearly to the state-space equations. Although this hides some of the model’s internal structure, it is useful for keeping an overview.

Regarding the probability distribution of the Θ variable, we give two examples:
Discrete Θ: The paper types pt1 , pt2 , pt3 deterministically set a value θ1 , θ2 , θ3 (resp.) for Θ. In
fact, this turns Tt and Tt+1 into conditional linear Gaussians (conditioned by the paper type), so
the joint distribution is a mixture of 3 Gaussians.
Continuous Θ: The paper types pt1 , pt2 , pt3 determine the parameters (µθ1 , σθ1 ), (µθ2 , σθ2 ),
(µθ2 , σθ2 ) for a Gaussian-distributed Θ. This
model is no longer linear.

data up to t), in analogy to the Extended Kalman Filter (see e.g. [6, 10]).
A second type of inference that we do with the model
is smoothing. In particular, we want to calculate
P(θ, tt , tt+1 |D) for each timeslice, in order to do EM
learning (see the next section). We have used a RauchTung-Striebel -type smoother [9]. This uses a forward
pass like discussed above, with the adjustment that it
stores the distributions over two time slices. The last
of these, i.e. P(tm−1 , tm , θ, D), is used as the input for
a recursive backward pass defined as follows:
P(tt−1 , tt , θ, D) =
Z
P(tt , tt+1 , θ, D)P(tt−1 |tt , θ, D) dtt+1

These options have an influence on inference and learning in the model, which we discuss in the next sections.
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where the first factor in the integral is the recursive
one, and the second is calculated from the distribution
over tt−1 , tt stored in the forward pass:

Inference

In this section, we shortly discuss inference in the
uncertain parameter model of Fig. 4, for both the
discrete and continuous Θ given above. Assume
we observe the system’s Tt0 variable responding to
the Ptin input for a while, resulting in data D =
0
in
0
0
{pin
0 , t0 , . . . , pm−1 , tm−1 , tm }, and the goal is to find out
the paper type.
This can be done by a forward pass over the model as
known from dynamic Bayesian network literature. We
start with the prior distribution
P(t0 , θ, t00 )

=

P(t0 )P(θ)P(t00 )

and perform a recursive forward pass from t = 0 to
t + 1 = m:
0
P(tt+1 , θ, pin
0..t , t0..t+1 ) =

Z

0
0
in
0
0
P(tt , θ, pin
0..t−1 , t0..t )P(tt+1 |tt , tt , pt , θ)P(tt+1 |tt , tt , θ) dtt

Finally, we marginalize out tm :
Z
P(θ, D) = P(tm , θ, D) dtm
The details of the inference algorithm depend on the
model used. For the discrete Θ, all the distributions
above are linear Gaussian, so we can multiply and integrate exactly. To be precise, P(tt+1 |tt , t0t , pin
t , θ) and
P(t0t+1 |tt , t0t , θ) are linear Gaussian for each of the 3
individual θi values; the algorithm thus independently
works on 3 Gaussians.
For the continuous Θ, the conditional distributions of
0
Tt+1 and Tt+1
are not linear Gaussian; we can do approximate inference by linearizing these distributions
at each timeslice around the means of Tt , Θ (given the

0
P(tt−1 |tt , θ, D) = P(tt−1 |tt , pin
0..t−1 , t0..t )

=R

0
P(tt−1 , tt , pin
0..t−1 , t0..t )
in
0
P(tt−1 , tt , p0..t−1 , t0..t ) dtt−1

The advantage of such a smoother over an independent
backward pass is that it does not linearize the distribution over Tt−1 , T in two different ways (the backward
pass uses the linearization of the forward pass).

5

Learning

For learning the model, we discuss the situation
where we know the paper type (assume it is pt1 )
and observe the system like before, i.e. D =
0
in
0
0
{pin
The goal is to learn
0 , t0 , . . . , pm−1 , tm−1 , tm }.
the parameter set ρ that maximizes the likelihood
P(D|pt1 ; ρ). The situation is a little different depending on the model for Θ.
5.1

EM for continuous Θ

For the continuous Θ, the restriction to pt1 means that
we are learning the parameters for one multivariate
Gaussian variable Θ (actually consisting of four independent variables R, C, R0 , C 0 ) and the σ, σ 0 process noise parameters. Thus, ρ = (µθ1 , σθ1 , σ, σ 0 ).
This can be done by a standard EM algorithm [2] for
Bayesian networks: given a set of initial parameters
ρi , the approximate smoother infers the distributions
P(tt , tt+1 , θ|D, pt1 ; ρi ). From these, the expected sufficient statistics are gathered for maximizing
P(D, T0..m , Θ|pt1 ; ρi+1 )
expected under the old parameters ρi ; this is repeated
until convergence.

5.2

EM for discrete Θ

For the discrete parameter space model, we are looking for the parameter set (θ, σ, σ 0 ) that maximizes the
likelihood
P(D|pt1 , Θ = θ; σ, σ 0 )
Note that the role of Θ is different here; we are not
learning the optimal parameters for a distribution
over Θ, but the optimal single value. This requires
some adjustments to the smoother: it should store distributions over (Tt , Tt+1 ) instead of over (Tt , Tt+1 , Θ),
and should not use a prior distribution over Θ either. Because all the probability distributions are linear Gaussian again, smoothing is exact now.
However, maximizing the expected likelihood is not so
trivial now: we are looking for the optimal linear Gaussian distribution P(tt+1 , t0t+1 |tt , t0t , pin
t , θ) constrained
to a certain form prescribed by A and B. Specifically,
the log likelihood for an individual time slice is:
1
1 T −1
δ − log |2πΣ|
log P(tt+1 , t0t+1 |tt , t0t , pin
t , θ) = − δ Σ
2
2
h 2
i
where Σ = σ0 σ002 and δ is an abbreviation for


 
 in 
tt+1
tt
pt
δ= 0
− Ad (θ) 0 − Bd (θ)
tt+1
tt
20◦C
Separating variables and parameters, we can write:
δ = D(θ)xt


D(θ) = I −Ad (θ) −Bd (θ)

xt = tt+1 t0t+1 tt t0t pin
t

20◦C

T

The log likelihood for all the time slices (ignoring the
term − 21 log |2πΣ| for now) is then:
log P(D, t0..m |θ) = −
=−

1 X
(D(θ)xt )T Σ−1 D(θ)xt
2 t=0..m

1 X (D1 (θ)xt )T D1 (θ)xt (D2 (θ)xt )T D2 (θ)xt
+
2 t=0..m
σ2
σ 02

where Di denotes the ith row of D. The goal is to
maximize the expected value of this expression. At
first sight, it seems that the two terms are dependent
through θ, but on closer inspection
D(θ) =

h

1 0 −1+1/rc
−1/rc
−1/c
0
0 1 1/rc0 −1+1/rc0 +1/r 0 c0 0 −1/r 0 c0

D1,3 (θ)+D1,4 (θ) = −1. We record these constraints in
a matrix C and vector c such that CDT1 (θ) = c. Substituting d = DT1 (θ), for the first term we are looking
for the d that minimizes
"
#
X
X
T
T
T
T
E(xt dd xt ) = d
E(xt xt ) d
t=0..m

t=0..m

under the constraint Cd = c. This is a linearly constrained quadratic optimization problem that can be
solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers. The
second term can be minimized in the same way.
In conclusion, we have derived the M-phase for the
discrete Θ model; in the E-phase, we therefore have to
collect the expected sufficient statistics E(xt xTt ).
5.3

Comparison

It is interesting to compare learning for continuous and
discrete Θ. In order to do this, we have simulated the
system in Fig. 1 for 150 time slices, with a sine wave
as P in input and random Gaussian disturbance. We
provide the EM algorithms discussed above with the
P in and the generated Tt0 data. Typical results of a
60-iterations run are shown in Fig. 6.
The most interesting fact to observe is that the two
approaches converge to different values (but the same
log likelihood). This probably means that the system
is not identifiable: several choices for Θ lead to the
same likelihood of the observed behaviour Tt0 . To test
this hypothesis, we also generated synthetic Tt , Tt0 data
(without disturbance) for systems with the learned parameters. The results are plotted in Fig. 7. These
results indeed show that both methods arrive at the
same approximation (green, red) of the original (blue)
Tt0 data; however, the different values for the parameters lead to a different behavior of Tt .
A second observation from Fig. 6 is that learning continuous Θ converges faster than learning discrete Θ.
The explanation for this is as follows: the EM algorithm for the continuous parameter space uses inference to compute a posterior distribution over the variable Θ. In this algorithm, the posterior distribution
is updated for each time slice. However, we can also
regard the algorithm as doing full Bayesian learning
where Θ is viewed as a parameter; the algorithm is
then performing incremental EM [8], which is known
to converge faster.

i

we see that the values in the first row do not constrain those in the second, or vice versa. We can
therefore minimize the expected value of the two
terms independently. We can also see that there are
linear constraints for the values within a row, e.g.
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Conclusion

The central scientific hypothesis which initiated the research described in this paper was that knowledge engineering methods for industrial applications of probabilistic graphical models should be based as much as
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Figure 6: EM learning of the Θ parameters: comparison of discrete parameter space (parameters are single
values; shown in green) and continuous parameter space
(parameters are Gaussians; µ values shown in red). The
horizontal axis represents 60 EM iterations. Also shown
are the learned distribution over T1 (Gaussian, µ value)
and the log likelihood.

possible on existing methods from engineering. We
have developed a systematic framework, where we
start with linear system theory and associated diagrams and notations as the first step in the knowledge engineering process. The advantage of this approach is that engineers have already dealt with the
unavoidable complexity issues in representing realistic
models. Subsequently, it was shown how linear dynamic system models can be augmented with probabilistic variables for uncertain parameters, transforming them into dynamic Bayesian networks with conditionally linear nodes. We introduced a concise notation that combines LDS and Bayesian network concepts in a natural way and demonstrated methods for
inference and learning from data in these models. The
practical usefulness of the framework was illustrated
by a case study from the domain of large production
printers.
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Abstract
There are now many large surveys of individuals that include questions covering a wide
range of behaviours. We investigate longitudinal data from the Add Health survey of
adolescents in the US. We describe how structural inference for (dynamic) Bayesian networks can be used to explore relationships between variables in such data and present this
information in an interpretable format for
subject-matter practitioners. Surveys such
as this often have a large sample-size, which,
whilst increasing the precision of inference,
may mean that the posterior distribution
over Bayesian networks (or graphs) is concentrated on disparate graphs. In such situations, the standard MC3 sampler converges
very slowly to the posterior distribution. Instead, we use a Gibbs sampler (1), which
moves more freely through graph space. We
present and discuss the resulting Bayesian
network, focusing on depression, and provide
estimates of how different variables affect the
probability of depression via the overall probabilistic structure given by the Bayesian network.

1

INTRODUCTION

Hypotheses of multifactorial causes of symptoms and
outcomes play an important role in the social sciences
and in public health. Regression-based approaches are
widely-used in these fields to explore such hypotheses.
A great deal of insight can be gained through such
approaches, but it is sometimes overly constraining to
fix a particular quantity as the dependent variable,
especially if the goal is to explore the possibility of unexpected relationships between the data. Instead, we
can consider a number of variables on an equal footing,
and study the possibility of unexpected relationships

Frances Griffiths
Health Sciences Research Institute
University of Warwick
Coventry, UK

in the data.
Graphical models provide a statistical framework
within which the relationship between variables can
be studied. These models enable complex multivariate distributions to be decomposed into simpler local
distributions. This can reveal a great deal about the
relationships between the variables, as well as provide
a statistical and computationally tractable description
of their (often large) joint distribution. The decomposition is formed by the conditional independence structure, which can be represented by a graph. The use of
graphs helps to make the interpretation of the model
simpler. In this paper, we focus on the structure of
the model, as given by the graph. We aim to make
inference about this using statistical model selection.
The structure of the model suggests how the different components of the system interact, which may be
helpful in understanding the system as a whole. These
methods have been widely adopted in molecular biology (2, 3), and have been used in some areas of medical
sciences (4).
Consideration of unexpected relationships between
factors requires datasets that incorporate a wide range
of topics. Such data is now widely available for representative samples of populations in many countries,
and for many sub-groups of interest. Many of these
datasets are derived from surveys that are general in
scope, and are not collected to study any one particular question. For example, in the US, the health
of the whole population is representatively sampled
annually for the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System (BRFSS) survey, and the Add Health study,
which we use here, followed a cohort of young people from 1994 until 2008. Data from both of these
have been used in scores of studies, but these commonly focus on one specific aspect, often using the
data to evaluate existing hypotheses. Given the wide
scope inherent in the design of these studies and the
large samples available in many cases, it is possible to
broaden the scope of the analysis by considering richer

structures. In this paper, we discuss the potential that
such a more explorative approach yields. We do not
seek to make conclusive causal claims, but instead suggest that a broader approach may uncover important
aspects that have been neglected.
Our focus will be on depression among adolescents in
the US, drawing on data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health). It is
estimated that around 1–6% of adolescents each year
are affected by depression (5, 6). The effects of depression in this age-group are wide-ranging (7), and
include the stigma associated with poor mental health
more generally (8). There is considerable evidence that
there are a wide range of causal factors for depression
amongst adolescents, spanning biological, psychological and social domains. Understanding these causal
factors and separating them from the consequences of
depression has been recognised as an important aim
(9). Some of the relevant causal factors may interact
and the approach taken here accounts for this.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
We first introduce the AddHealth dataset and describe the Bayesian network framework. Inference for
Bayesian networks is performed using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC), but the large sample size of
the dataset we consider makes achieving convergence
difficult because the posterior distribution may be concentrated on disparate graphs, and so we describe an
alternative sampler that has superior properties in this
situation. Whilst the PC-algorithm (10, 11) has properties that often make it attractive in such contexts,
we found that the results in this situation were not
robust (see Discussion). We then present and discuss
the results for the Add Health dataset.

2
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Add Health

The data that we use are drawn from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health)
that explores health-related behavior of adolescents
(12) in the US. The questionnaire contains over 2000
questions that cover many aspects of adolescent behaviours and attitudes. We consider the representative sample of adolescents from Waves I and II of the
in-home section, and the parental questionnaire from
Wave I of the study. The analysis we perform is not
feasible when the data is not complete (see Discussion), and so individuals with missing data were removed from the study. Removing incomplete samples
leaves 5975 individuals in the study.
Our measure of depression is a self-assessed scale based
upon the Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression

Scale (CES-D) (13). Two questions from the 20-item
scale are omitted from AddHealth, and two are modified, and so we scale the score given by the available
questions (14). A Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) analysis showed that thresholds of 24 for females and 22 for males provided the best agreement
with clinical assessments of depression (15). We use
this threshold to create a binary indicator of depression status.
Many of the remainder of the variables that we consider (Table 1) are drawn from the risk factors described in the depression literature, and the mental
health literature more generally. A recent review (8)
described a wide range of factors that are associated
with poor mental health in young people, including
gender, poverty, violence and the absence of social networks in the local neighbourhood. The quality of relationships with parents is also thought to be important,
especially with the mother (16), as are parental alcohol
problems (17) and parental discord (16). The individual’s use of alcohol, drugs, smoking and HIV/AIDS
are all also associated with depression (18, 19). Physical exercise has been proposed in some studies as a
useful intervention for the management of depression,
but many of these studies have been deemed to be poor
quality (20).
2.2

Bayesian Networks

Our study uses Bayesian networks to explore the relationships between variables in the Add Health study.
Bayesian networks are a particular type of graphical
model that enable classes of probability distributions
to be specified using a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
A Bayesian network G is represented using a DAG
with vertices V = (V1 , . . . , Vp ), and directed edges
E ⊂ V × V . The vertices correspond to the components of a random vector X = [X1 , . . . , Xp ]T , subsets
of which will be denoted by XA for sets A ⊆ {1, . . . , p}.
For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p, we define the parents Gj of each
node Vj to be the subset of vertices V such that
Vi ∈ Gj ⇔ (Vi , Vj ) ∈ E. Specifying the parents of the
vertices determines the edges E of the graph G. We
denote by G the space of all possible directed acyclic
graphs with p vertices. We will use XGi to refer to the
random variables that are parents of Xi in the graph
G.
The graph specifies that the joint distribution for X,
with parameters θ = (θ1 , . . . , θp ), can be written as
a product of conditional distributions p(Xi | XGi , θi ),
given the variables XGi corresponding to the parents
of Xi in the graph.
p(X | G, θ) =

p
Y
i=1

p(Xi | XGi , θi )

We will need to be able to evaluate the marginal likelihood p(X | G) easily, and so we consider only a conjugate analysis in which the conditional distributions
p(Xi | XGi , θi ) are multinomial, with Dirichlet priors
p(θi ) for each θi . In this case, the marginal likelihood
can be evaluated analytically. Suppose each Xi takes
one of ri values, and define qi as the number of levels
of the sample space of XGi , each element of which we
call a configuration. For each configuration j of XGi ,
let Nijk be the number of observations in which Xi
takes value k. We assume the Dirichlet priors for each
0
θi , each with hyperparameters Nijk
, are independent.
Pri
Pri
0
0
N
and
N
We define Nij =
ij =
k=1 Nijk ,
k=1 ijk
and the local score p(Xi | XGi ) to be
p(Xi | XGi ) =

qi
Y

ri
0
0
Y
Γ(Nijk + Nijk
)
Γ(Nij
)
.
0 )
0 )
Γ(N
+
N
Γ(N
ij
ij
ijk
j=1
k=1

The marginal likelihood
Qp can be shown to equal the
product p(X | G) = i=1 p(Xi | XGi ) of these local
scores (21).
2.3

Structural inference for Bayesian
Networks

We aim to make inference about the DAG G, given
data X and so our interest focuses on the posterior
distribution Pr(G | X) on Bayesian networks. Under
the assumptions we have made, this can be written in
terms of the marginal likelihood p(X | G), and a prior
π(G) for the Bayesian network structure.
Pr(G | X) ∝ π(G)

p
Y

p(Xi | XGi )

i=1

space fully because the sampler may become ‘trapped’
in one mode. This issue becomes more severe as the
sample size increases because the posterior distribution becomes more concentrated. A natural approach
in such situations is to use the PC-algorithm (10, 11),
which has been shown to be asymptotically consistent
(23), but we found in this case that the results were
not robust (see Discussion).
Our analyses in this paper were performed using a
Gibbs sampler (1), which we found to converge rapidly
to its equilibrium state. A naı̈ve Gibbs sampler for
structural inference that proposes single-edge additions and removals can easily be constructed, but
this sampler offers no advantages over the analogous
MC3 . This naı̈ve scheme, however, can be improved
by ‘blocking’ together a number of components, and
sampling from their joint conditional distribution. In
theory, any group of components can be taken as a
block, but sampling from their joint conditional distribution needs to be possible and, ideally, computationally quick.
For Bayesian networks, the most natural blocks are
those consisting of parent sets G1 , . . . , Gp . This is
natural because the marginal likelihood p(X | G) for
a graph G factorises across vertices into conditionals
p(Xj | XGj ) and these conditionals depend on the parent set of the vertex. Therefore, since any graph G ∈ G
can be specified by a vector G = (G1 , . . . , Gp ) of parent
sets, the posterior distribution on Bayesian networks
G ∈ G can be written as functions of G1 , . . . Gp in the
following way.
Pr(G1 , . . . , Gp | X) ∝ π(G1 , . . . , Gp )

p
Y

p(Xi | XGi )

i=1

The priors π(G) can be chosen to encode domain information (3). For the analyses in this paper, we choose
an improper prior π(G) ∝ 1 that is flat across the
space of graphs.
The posterior distribution Pr(G | X) is difficult
to evaluate, because cardinality of G grows superexponentially in p. This motivates the use of approximations to Pr(G | X), which are usually based on
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
2.4

Approximate inference for Bayesian
Networks

The standard form of MCMC that is used for structural inference for Bayesian networks is MC3 (22).
This is a Metropolis-Hastings sampler that explores G
by proposing to add or remove a single edge from the
current graph G. This sampler works surprisingly well
in many situations, but if the posterior distribution is
not unimodal, the local moves may fail to explore the

In the following, we will denote subsets of the vector
G = (G1 , . . . , Gp ) by GA = {Gk : k ∈ A}, and the
subset given by the complement AC = {1, . . . , p} \ A
of a set A will be denoted by G−A = {Gk : k ∈ AC }.
In particular, the complete graph can be specified by
G = (G1 , . . . Gp ) = (Gi , G−i ) for any i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
To be able to construct a Gibbs sampler using
parent sets, we need to find their conditional distribution, given the other parent sets G−j =
{G1 , . . . , Gj−1 , Gj+1 , . . . , Gp }. Parent sets Gj for
which G = (Gj , G−j ) is cyclic will have no probability mass in the conditional distribution. Let Kj? be
the set of parent sets Gj such that G = (Gj , G−j ) is
acyclic. The conditional posterior distribution of Gj is
multinomial, with weights given by the posterior distribution of G = (Gj , G−j ). When the cardinality of
Kj? is constrained (for example, by restricting the maximum number of parents of each node) the conditional
posterior distribution for Gj ∈ Kj? can be evaluated
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Figure 1: Diagnostic runs for MC (left) and the
Gibbs sampler (right). The posterior edge probabilities given by two independent runs are plotted against
each other. When the two runs give the same estimates
of the posterior edge probabilities, all of the points appear on the line y = x. We observe that the two Gibbs
runs gives similar posterior edge probabilities, but the
MC3 runs do not. (5 runs of 750,000 samples (MC3 )
or 100,000 samples (Gibbs) of each sampler were performed; the first half of the samples were discarded as
burn-in; mean Pearson correlation between runs was
0.9999 ± 0.0002 (standard deviation) for Gibbs and
0.6322 ± 0.0477 for MC3 .)

exactly.
Pr(Gj , G−j | X)
Pr(G−j | X)
Pr(Gj , G−j | X)
=P
Gj ∈K ? Pr(Gj , G−j | X)

Pr(Gj | G−j , X) =

(1)

j

We can improve the speed of convergence of this sampler by allowing pairs of parent sets to be sampled
together. At each step of the Gibbs sampler we
conditionally sample pairs of parent sets (Gj1 , Gj2 ),
given the remainder of the graph G−{j1 ,j2 } . Parent
sets G−{j1 ,j2 } such that G = (Gj1 , Gj2 , G−{j1 ,j2 } ) is
cyclic have no probability mass in the conditional distribution. Let Kj?1 ,j2 be the set of pairs of parent
sets (Gj1 , Gj2 ) such that G = (Gj1 , Gj2 , G−{j1 ,j2 } )
is acyclic. For (Gj1 , Gj2 ) ∈ Kj?1 ,j2 , the conditional
posterior distribution is multinomial, by analogy with
(1), with weights given by posterior distribution of
G = (Gj1 , Gj2 , G−{j1 ,j2 } ).
Pr(Gj1 , Gj2 | G−{j1 ,j2 } , X)
=P

(Gj1

Pr(Gj1 , Gj2 , G−{j1 ,j2 } | X)
Pr(Gj1 , Gj2 , G−{j1 ,j2 } | X)
,Gj )∈K ?
2

j1 ,j2

Similarly, sets of three parent sets can be conditionally
sampled. Full technical details are presented in (1).

Figure 3: Conditional probability of depression. The
conditional probability of being depressed at Wave II
given the variable indicated is changed to the level indicated by the colours, conditional on the DAG shown
in Figure 2. For binary variables, is true, and is
false; shades of grey indicate intermediate levels. Wave
number (time point) is indicated in parentheses. Only
variables for which the conditional probability differed
between levels by at least 0.005 are displayed.

3

RESULTS

The variables that we consider are detailed in Table 1. As is common when using graphical models
(24), all of these variables were grouped, initially into
‘Background’, ‘Wave I’ and ‘Wave II’, and then refined into whether the question asked about the longor short-term, as shown in Table 2. These groups define constraints on the Bayesian networks that are considered. Specifically, no edges can be directed backwards through the groups. Edges, however, are allowed within groups. For example, no edge is allowed
to be directed into ‘Gender’, and no edge can pass
backwards in time, for example, from Depression at
Wave II to Depression at Wave I. Additionally, no
edge can pass from a short-term variable to a longterm variable, for example, from Depressed at Wave I
to Have HIV/AIDS at Wave I.
We precomputed the local scores, and then drew
100,000 samples (the first half of which were discarded
as burn-in) using the Gibbs sampler (Section 2.3),
which took 30 minutes (on a single core of a cluster
computer). The graph space was constrained such that
no node had more than 3 parents, to ensure Equation
1 could be evaluated.
We ran 5 independent samplers, with disparate initial
states. This enables a simple test of convergence to
be performed that compares the posterior edge probabilities obtained from each of the independent runs
(25). The agreement between runs can be examined
graphically by plotting the edge probabilities against
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Figure 2: Summary network for the AddHealth variables considered. The edge colors are given by the Kendall
correlation coefficents between the two variables, with green edges corresponding to positive correlation, and
red edges to negative correlation. The strength of the correlation is indicated by the transparency of the line,
with greater transparency indicating weaker correlation. The variables ‘Depressed (1)’, ‘Depressed (2)’ and their
parents are shown in bold.
each other (Figure 1). Mean Pearson correlation coefficients between edge probabilities from pairs of runs
were 0.9999±0.0002 (standard deviation) for the Gibbs
sampler and 0.6322 ± 0.0477 for MC3 . The agreement
between the independent runs of the Gibbs sampler
gave us confidence in our results, in contrast to the
large disagreements between MC3 runs. In addition,
cumulative edge probability plots for each edge showed
regular excursions around the mean (26), and a numerical diagnostic (27) monitoring the number edges
in the sampled graph also clearly suggested that sufficient samples had been drawn (R̂ ≈ 1.0).
The samples drawn using MCMC allow the posterior
distribution of Bayesian networks to be approximated.
In particular, the samples can be used to estimate the
posterior edge probability P (e|X) with e ∈ E. Figure 2 displays all edges with posterior probability of
at least 0.5.
Our focus is on depression, the parents of which in
Figure 2 we observe are “Didn’t present to doctor”
and “Gender”. It important, however, to note that

the model does not say that these are the only factors
that are important. For example, “Drug user” at Wave
I is related to depression through “Didn’t present to
doctor” at Wave I and II (Figure 2).
This is shown in Figure 3, which gives the conditional
probability of being depressed at Wave 2 when a particular variable is set to a specific value. We see that
general health, violence, academic performance and
drug use all affect the conditional probability of depression at Wave II. Note that to compute this probability, links from the parents of the variable in which
we ‘intervene’ are removed; this is equivalent to the
‘do-operator’ in the terminology of Pearl (28).
The analysis reveals the interaction between the many
aspects of life that have an impact on depression. The
connection between the depression and its two parents
in Figure 2 have been previously discussed in the literature. The importance of gender in depression is
particularly extensively documented in the literature
(8). The connection to a failure in seeking medical care
even when the individual thinks they should has also

been discussed in the literature, often in terms of poor
accessibility of health care services for young people
(29, 8). Several decades of research have revealed the
complex causation of depression in young people, as
suggested by this study (8).

4

DISCUSSION

There is a large amount of information held in large
social science questionnaires. In this paper we have examined a graphical model approach to inferring structure amongst the variables in such questionnaires. In
contrast to the standard regression-based approaches,
a graphical model approach forgoes the need to specify
a particular variable as the response. Instead, a more
comprehensive estimate of the entire structure of the
underlying system can be obtained. Regression approaches posit a particular conditional-independence
structure, while graphical approaches allow consideration of more general structures.
The limitations of this study include those of all similar studies using observational data that are collected
for multiple audiences. These forms of data, including
the longitudinal data used here, do not permit strong
causal conclusions to be drawn. In particular there
may be important variables that we have not included
in the analysis. However, the results are consistent
with studies that have used other research approaches
including experimental designs. The connection between an individual not seeking medical care when
they think they should and depression supports current practice guidance in the UK (30) where there is an
emphasis on providing access to health care through
the school system rather than expecting young people
to seek health care themselves. Not seeking medical
care despite believing it should be sought is a complex factor because it captures both barriers to getting
medical care within the individual, such as lacking motivation to seek care, and barriers within the individual’s environment, such as poor access to care. This
may mean that the variable encapsulates a number of
different characteristics related to depression, and thus
may form a ‘marker’ for depression. However, the use
of a form of the question “Has there been any time over
the past year when you thought you should get medical care, but you did not?” as a screening question in
different contexts needs further consideration.
This method of analysis clarifies the complexity of
depression and suggests why when using traditional
methods of analysis it can be difficult to clarify
whether or not factors, such as experiences in the family, in the wider community and at school, impact on
the experience of depression for young people. It may
also suggest why interventions for prevention of de-

pression have not yet been demonstrated to be cost
effective (31).
We performed structural inference for the Bayesian
network using a Gibbs sampler (1), because MC3 did
not mix in a reasonable time. We have also found
(1) this algorithm to be superior to the REV sampler
(32), and it has the advantage of avoiding the need to
consider an order prior as required by order MCMC
methods (33, 34), which induces a bias that can only
be corrected exactly by NP-hard computation of a correction factor.
An alternative to the MCMC method used here is the
PC-algorithm (10, 11). This method is computationally efficient and is asymptotically consistent. However, to test whether the sample size available here is
sufficient to reach the asymptotic regime, we applied
the PC-algorithm (without constraints) to 10 different subsamples, each containing 90% of the data. We
found that these results differed significantly, with a
mean 84 in structural Hamming distance between the
pairs of completed partially directed acyclic graphs
(CPDAGs) given for the subsamples.
We used a Multinomial-Dirichlet model for the local
conditional distributions, which yields a closed-form
marginal likelihood. This model posits an entirely
general discrete distribution, allowing its form to be
guided by the data. However, the number of parameters in the local distributions for this model increases
exponentially with the number of parents, which may
mean that overly-sparse models are preferred. This is
problematic when the sample size of the available data
is small, because models with many parameters cannot
be assessed adequately without a large dataset. The
large sample size of the dataset used here minimises
this issue, but it would nonetheless be worthwhile to
consider more compact parameterisations. However,
estimating such models (35) significantly increases the
complexity of the model space, which makes such an
approach computationally challenging in this setting.
For this paper, we removed samples with missing data.
It is possible to handle missing data formally, for example by using structural EM (36), and similarly consider
latent variables (e.g. shared genetics driving both child
and parent behaviour). However, at present, doing so
whilst robustly exploring large model spaces remains
an open challenge. Tackling these computational and
inferential issues is a key area for future research.
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Table 1: The table shows the label used in the plots above, the number of levels (r), and the exact wording of the question. The ID(s) of the relevant variables in the Add Health dataset are in parentheses. See
www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/addhealth for full details of all of these questions.
Label
Female
Hisp/Latino
White
Black/Af Am

r
2
2
2
2

Am Ind/Nat Am

2

Asian/Pac Isl.

2

Other race
Skips school

2
4

Experiences prejudice

3

In physical fights

4

Didn’t present to doctor
Severely injured

2

Have HIV/AIDS

2

Seen shooting

3

Mother warm/loving
Been suspended

4
2

Been expelled
Good health
Talks to neighbours

2
3
2

Age

5

Live with mother
Live with father
Smoker
Drinks alcohol

2
2
4
4

Exercises
Depressed

3
2

3

Question
Interviewer, please confirm that R’s sex is (male) female. (BIO SEX)
Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin? (H1GI4)
What is your race? [White] You may give more than one answer (H1GI6A)
What is your race? [Black or African American] You may give more than one
answer (H1GI6B)
What is your race? [American Indian or Native American] You may give more
than one answer (H1GI6C)
What is your race? [Asian or Pacific Islander] You may give more than one
answer (H1GI6D)
What is your race? [Other] You may give more than one answer (H1GI6E)
[If SCHOOL YEAR:] During this school year [If SUMMER:] During the 19941995 school year how many times HAVE YOU SKIPPED/DID YOU SKIP
school for a full day without an excuse? (H1ED2; H2ED2)
[If SCHOOL YEAR:] Students at your school are prejudiced [If SUMMER:] Last
year, the students at your school were prejudiced. (H1ED21; H2ED17)
In the past 12 months, how often did you get into a serious physical fight?
(H1DS5; H2FV16)
Has there been any time over the past year when you thought you should get
medical care, but you did not? (H1GH26; H2GH28)
Which of these best describes your worst injury during the past year? (H1GH54;
H2GH47)
Have you ever been told by a doctor or a nurse that you had... HIV/AIDS
(H1CO16D; H2CO19D)
During the past 12 months, how often did each of the following things happen?
You saw someone shoot or stab another person. (H1FV1; H2FV1)
Most of the time, your mother is warm and loving toward you. (H1PF1; H2PF1)
Have you ever received an out-of-school suspension from school? (H1ED7;
H2ED3)
Have you ever been expelled from school? (H1ED9; H2ED5)
In general, how is your health? Would you say... (H1GH1; H2GH1)
In the past month, you have stopped on the street to talk with someone who
lives in your neighborhood? (H1NB2; H2NB2)
Age at interview, computed from date of birth, and date of interview (Constructed from IYEAR, IMONTH, IDAY, H1GI1Y, H1GI1M)
Indicator variable (Constructed from H1HR3A-T; H2HR4A-Q)
Indicator variable (Constructed from H1HR3A-T; H2HR4A-Q)
Frequency of smoking (Constructed from H1TO1/2/5; H2TO1/5)
Frequency and amount of drinking alcohol (Constructed from H1TO12/15/18;
H2TO15/19/22)
Amount of exercise (Constructed from H1DA4/5/6; H2DA4-6)
Rescaled CES-D, following (14) (Constructed from H1FS1-18; H2FS1-18)

Victim of violence
Family bereavement

2
3

Strong academically
Drug user
Family poor
Parents unhappy together
Parent drinks
Householder smokes

4
2
5
4

Has learning disability

2

Parents aid decisions

5

4
3

Indicator variable (Constructed from H1FV2-6; (H2FV2-5)
Number of bereavements (Constructed from H1NM2/F2, H1FP24A1-5;
H2NM4/F4, H2FP28A1-3)
Quartiles (Constructed from H1ED11-4; H2ED7-10)
Indicator variable (Constructed from H1TO30/34/37/41; H2TO44/50/54/58)
Census Bureau measure of poverty (Constructed from H1HR2/3/7/8, PA55)
(Parent asked.) Do you and your partner argue/talk of separating? (Constructed
from PB19/20)
(Parent asked.) Number/frequency of drinks (Constructed from PA61/2)
(Parent asked.) Either parent or others in household smokes (Constructed from
PA63/4)
(Parent asked.) Does (he/ she) have a specific learning disability, such as difficulties with attention, dyslexia, or some other reading, spelling, writing, or math
disability? (PC38)
(Parent asked.) How often would it be true for you to make each of the following
statements about {child’s name}? {Child’s name} and you make decisions about
(his/ her) life together. (PC34B)

Table 2: The groupings of the variables that were used to determine constraints on the Bayesian networks. Each
variable in the analysis is either a Background variable, or from Wave I or Wave II of the Add Health study.
Within each wave of the study, variables were further classified into whether they asked about the short- or
long-term.
Background
Female
Age
Hisp/Latino
White
Black/Af Am
Am Ind/Nat Am
Asian/Pac Isl.
Other race
Has learning dis.

Wave I Long-term
Skips school
Experiences prejudice
In physical fights
Didn’t pres. to doctor
Severely injured
Have HIV/AIDS
Seen shooting
Mother warm/loving
Been suspended
Been expelled
Good health
Alcohol
Victim of violence
Family bereavement
Strong academically
Drug user
Family poor
Parents unhappy togth.
Parents aid decisions

Wave I Short-term
Househol. smokes
Smoker
Live with mother
Live with father
Parent drinks
Talks neighbours
Exercises
Depressed

Wave II Long-term
Seen shooting
Alcohol
Drug user
Mother warm/loving
Have HIV/AIDS
Family bereavement
Experiences prejudice
Been expelled
Been suspended
Victim of violence
In physical fights
Strong academically
Didn’t pres. to doctor
Skips school
Severely injured
Good health

Wave II Short-term
Smoker
Live with mother
Live with father
Talks neighbours
Exercises
Depressed
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Abstract
In this paper we apply ideas from collaborative filtering to the problem of building dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) models for
planning. We demonstrate that item-based
collaborative filtering can be used to construct dynamic Bayesian networks for use
in large, factored domains with sparse data.
Such Bayesian networks can model the transition function for decision-theoretic planning. We demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of this technique on an academic
advising domain, based on student grades in
computer science and related courses at the
University of Kentucky.

1

Introduction

In this paper we examine the use of memory-based CF
algorithms for constructing static models of data. This
work is grounded in the real-world domain of academic
advising. We use an item-based collaborative filtering
algorithm to generate dynamic Bayesian network models of an advising domain from sparse grade data.
Collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms are designed to
aggregate the opinions or preferences of a large number of users to extrapolate information about unnamed
preferences for new and existing users. Recommendation systems are constructed using CF techniques to
locate items in a database which a target user is likely
to prefer. Preferences are typically defined by grades
that the user provides either explicitly (by the user
providing grades for items that have already seen) or
implicitly (often indicated by patterns of behavior such
as browsing habits). These grades can be represented
in a number of ways, but are often numerical in nature; most recommender systems ask for a numerical
∗
This material is based upon work supported by the
National Science Foundation under Grant No. 1049360.

grade (1–5) or a grade based on letters or “stars” which
is easily mapped to numerical grade (for instance 1–5
stars, or a letter grade of A–E).
CF algorithms can be roughly divided into modelbased and memory-based algorithms. Model-based algorithms involve generating a predictive model based
on the data and using it to make preference-related
predictions. One formalism that has seen success in
model-based CF is the Bayesian network [1].
Memory-based CF operate over the database of items
to make predictions, leveraging a measure of similarity
between users or (more commonly) between items to
determine grades for unseen items. This class of algorithms provides us with several notable features which
are useful for making predictions. Namely, these algorithms are designed to operate over very large datasets
(common examples include the Netflix dataset, the
MovieLens datasets, or the Amazon.com recommendation system). Such datasets typically contain tens of
thousands of items and grades from hundreds of thousands of users, however since most users only provide
grades for a small percentage of items these datasets
are very sparse. Because of this, modern recommendation systems must scale well and must work well with
very sparse data.

2

A Predictive Model for Academic
Advising

Reasoning in the domain of undergraduate academic
advising is often approached as a deterministic process.
Short and long-term decision making is based on the
assumption that a student’s actions (i.e., taking one
or more courses) will succeed. This doesn’t capture
the nuances and complexity of the real world. The
outcome of taking a course can not always be predicted
with certainty; even a student who makes consistent
A’s may perform poorly at some point.
Given the stochastic nature of grade prediction, it may

be desirable to construct statistics-based models of
student performance from real world data. Students
leave behind tangible evidence of progress in the form
of transcript data. Universities amass a wealth of data
with which to make predictions about grades. From
this we can construct probabilistic predictive models.
The Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) formalism has
a number of features which make it ideal for this sort
of modeling.
A DBN model consists of a directed acyclic graph with
links representing temporal, probabilistic relationships
between variables and conditional probability tables
(CPTs) that specify those relationships quantitatively
[2] (a discussion of DBNs will follow in Section 3.2).
We are interested in a class of DBNs which model only
a single time-step known as 2-slice DBNs. This imposes restrictions on the underlying graphical structure. Specifically, variable values at one time-step are
conditioned only on the values of parent variables at
the previous time-step.
The structural restrictions imposed on 2-slice DBNs
make them a potentially compact representation for
decision theoretic planning. For this reason we limit
our attention to 2-slice DBNs.
In the case of discrete-valued variables, each child node
in the DBN has an associated conditional probability
table (CPT) which gives a probability distribution over
possible values for every possible assignment to parent
variables (incoming edges in the graph) at a previous
time-step. Because all possible assignments to parent
variables may need to be enumerated explicitly, CPT
size is exponential in the number of parent variables.
For example, a CPT for a single course with 5 parents,
each of which has 6 possible values (A–D, Failure, and
NOT TAKEN) will have 65 = 7, 776 rows, each containing a probability distribution over the 6 possible
outcomes.
For modern computers, tables of this size are unlikely
to cause representational issues. However the need for
enough data to populate a table’s 66 = 46, 656 probabilities makes seemingly abundant data seem rather
sparse. Popular or required courses may be taken
by hundreds or even thousands of students within
the span of several years, but even this is insufficient to derive realistic probability distributions from
straight statistical analysis. This problem is worse for
most courses (and for smaller colleges and universities) where enrollment over several years may reach
only hundreds of students or fewer.
In order to deal with the problem of prediction when
data is sparse, we turn to techniques from collaborative
filtering to aggregate the data that is available. Collaborative filtering algorithms are commonly used to

narrow down choices based on a user’s preferences and
the preferences of current and past users. A common
example application is predicting preferences over unseen items (movies, music, groceries) based on grades
given for other items [1].
The problem of grade prediction very closely resembles the problem of grade prediction in collaborative
filtering: make predictions about a student’s grades in
untaken courses, given their past grades and the transcript data from many past students. Letter “grades”
can map directly to integers where A=1 and Failure=5.
In this paper we present a simple collaborative filtering
algorithm, and demonstrate how it is used to generate
a valid DBN model of state transitions in the advising
domain. We use real-world data from the Computer
Science Department at our university as a testbed for
our model generation techniques.

3
3.1

Background
Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph G =
hV, Ei, where each vertex v ∈ V is a variable with
domain dom(v). Each v ∈ V has an associated probability distribution over values in dom(v), conditioned
on the values of P av ⊂ V , the parents of v. These conditional probability distributions are usually enumerated in tabular form as conditional probability tables
(CPTs) for each variable.
Learning of Bayesian networks is often divided into
structure learning and parameter learning. Structure
learning is the problem of learning the graphical structure E by discovering predictive or causal dependencies between variables. Parameter learning is the problem of learning the conditional probability distributions for a given network structure.
Because the space of all possible networks is very large,
structure learning is usually approached as a heuristic
search problem or an exact search of a constrained
version of the search space (see [4,6,11] for examples).
Search for an an optimal (or near optimal) network
structure is guided by some scoring function (one example is the log-likelihood scoring function).
Once structure is known, CPT parameters (probability distributions over outcomes) are generally learned
from the data. Examples of parameter learning for
DBNs include maximum likelihood estimation (one example being the expectation maximization [3] algorithm), or Bayesian estimation.
Unlike most Bayesian network learning algorithms, our
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Rather than selecting a single ideal structural size we
choose to make structure size a parameter of our algorithm. Since we are considering models for the purpose of planning, we must consider the tradeoff between accuracy of the representation and tractability
of planning. Our goal is to be able to generate DBNs
of different sizes for different purposes. We examine
how our algorithm fares as a function of structure size
in Section 5. At this point we are left with the question
of how to select n parent nodes for each node.

2-Slice Dynamic Bayesian Networks

Goldenberg et al. approached a similar problem of
learning Bayesian network structures from sparse data
using frequent set mining [5]. Frequent sets are
widely used in data mining for learning common cooccurrence between sets of items. The idea of applying
frequent set mining to academic advising may be useful
in other capacities (learning combinations of courses
which should or should not be taken together), however co-occurrence of actions is less applicable to building predictive models of advising; courses which are
frequently taken together are unlikely to make good
predictors for each other. Parent courses should be
taken before child courses, otherwise they provide little information.

Bayesian networks have been demonstrated to be useful for inference in a number of domains, however the
standard framework does not have an explicit notion
of time. A dynamic Bayesian network builds upon the
Bayesian network idea, incorporating temporal or sequential aspects of data into its structure. Variables
at one time-step may influence the value of variables
at future time-steps (or at the same time-step).

Rather than using co-occurance we make the assumption that similar variables make better predictors than
dissimilar variables. We examine the use of pairwise
item similarity in selecting parent nodes. Item similarity is commonly used in collaborative filtering and
other data mining applications to determine which
items hold the most predictive power for a target item,
allowing for better predictions to be made.

We are interested in a special case of dynamic Bayesian
networks, the 2-slice dynamic Bayesian network. A 2slice dynamic Bayesian network is a Bayesian network
with V = V, V 0 , representing variables at time t and
t + 1, and edges from V to V 0 (and sometimes between
vertices in V 0 ). In DBNs of this form, V and V 0 may
be visualized as two separate columns representing,
respectively, the variables at time t and t + 1.

One of the most common approaches for collaborative
filtering is to use the database of user grades to determine item-item similarity. For each pair of items in
the database a vector of grades is created (retaining
only grades where users voted for both items) [7]. To
these vectors a number of distance metrics can be applied. In our implementation we tested two common
vector similarity metrics: Pearson’s correlation coefficient and cosine similarity.

Figure 1: An example DBN structure.

validation is based on the quality of predictions rather
than of inference. In other words, our work looks
forward in time rather than backward. We conjecture that good learned probabilistic planning models
may actually differ from probabilistic inference models
learned from the same data.
3.2

This structural formulation implies two theoretical
assumptions under which we operate. These are a
stationary assumption where models are not timedependant and a Markov assumption where there is no
memory of past states; future values are conditioned
only over the current system state.
Figure 1 gives the structure of an example of a 2-slice
DBN which could be used for planning in an academic
domain. This DBN structure shows that the expected
grade in Logic and Theory of Computing (LTC) is conditioned over the grades obtained in Introduction to
Programming (INTR), Discrete Mathematics (DISC),
and Introduction to Numerical Methods (INUM).

3.3

Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms
typically fall into one of two general categories: modelbased algorithms and memory-based algorithms [1].
Model-based algorithms involve generating a model
based on data, and using the model to make predictions. We are interested in memory-based algorithms
which use the entire data set to make predictions. This
class of algorithms is described in Section 3.4.
Collaborative filtering algorithms also rely heavily on
the notion of similarity. That is, similar users are likely

to assign similar grades to items. Likewise, similar
items may also be given similar grades. Collaborative
filtering systems often employ one of these assumptions. These are known as user-based and item-based
collaborative filtering. In this paper we focus on the
use of item-based collaborative filtering because of the
performance demonstrated by these algorithms and
because of their user-independent nature.
3.4

Item-Based Collaborative Filtering

The collaborative filtering algorithm that we used in
this paper is an item-based algorithm presented by
Sarwar et al. [7]. First, item-item similarity is calculated over all items in the database. For item-item
similarity we are using Pearson’s correlation coefficient
and cosine similarity. For a user u and an item i, predictions are made using the weighted sum of u’s grades
for all items which are similar to i. This can be expressed as:
P
all similar items,N (si,N ∗ Ru,N )
P
.
(1)
pu,i =
all similar items,N (|si,N |)

Here, pu,i is the predicted grade that user u might give
item i, si,N is the similarity between items i and N ,
and Ru,N is the grade that u provided for item N .
Equation 1 produces a single, most likely grade for
the given user and item. Because a DBN requires a
probability distribution over all possible grades, we
are not yet ready to encode our DBNs.

4

Algorithm Details

The CF algorithm based on the function pu,i described
in Section 3.4 defines a deterministic version of the
DBN CPTs that we want to generate. We use these
predictions and the data from past students’ transcripts to generate probability distributions over possible grades to produce full CPTs. Algorithm 1 describes the process of turning deterministic predictions
from pu,i into CPTs.
In this algorithm we make the assumption that deviation from predictions in past data will produce a distribution which is a reasonable approximation of the
probability distribution.
Given the predictions from the CF function described
in 4, we build a distribution table, grade distribution,
for the set of items with rows and columns indexed by
predicted and actual grades. If G1 and G2 are possible
grades, then the grade distribution[G1 ][G2 ] entry in
the table is the number of transcripts for which the
CF algorithm predicted G1 and the student received
G2 for the class in question.

After we construct grade distribution we normalize
each row of the table to form probability distributions.
For a grade g, row grade distribution[g] is now a probability distribution over actual grades when R predicts
g.
Input: Past Users - a database of past user grades.
Output: CPT - A set of CPTs for each course
foreach user in Past Users do
foreach item in user’s graded items do
p = puser,item ;
actual = actual grade for item;
grade distribution[p][actual]++;
end
end
normalize rows of grade distribution;
foreach item do
T = create prediction table for item;
foreach row in T do
u* = temporary user using grade assignments
in row;
p = puser,item ;
add distribution from grade distribution[p] to
current row of T;
end
CPT(course) = T;
end
Algorithm 1: Generate DBNs from CF predictions
The second half of our algorithm constructs a set of
prediction tables for each course. A prediction table
T for a course c reflects the overall structure of a final CPT for c; each row of T contains a set of values for parent variables (defined by δ and our distance
metric). For each row of T , we fill in the probability
distribution over grades using the appropriate row of
grade distribution.
Each row of the prediction table T implies a hypothetical user transcript as an assignment over past
grades. Using R we can make a prediction p for
each row. We select a probability distribution from
grade distribution[p], adding probability distributions
over grades to each row of T .
After completion, CP T is a set of CPTs for each
course, where CP T (c) is the CP T for course c.

5

Results

In this section we describe the tests we run on the
academic advising data. We evaluate the two variants
of the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm on
this dataset. We also generate two baseline DBN models and two collaborative filtering based models, and

analyze their performance on this dataset.

0.72
Pearson Correlation
Cosine Distance

Data and Experimental Setup

Models are generated from the transcript data for
approximately 4760 undergraduate students who enrolled during the 2000–2003 academic years. These
anonymized data are a time-stamped (semester and
year) series of transactions labeled with course and instructor information and grade outcomes. Because we
have meta-data from computer science courses, we restricted our attention to students who took computer
science courses during their academic careers.
Our analysis is broken down into two steps: collaborative filtering evaluation and DBN evaluation. We
chose to evaluate the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm first to give a measurement of the algorithm’s performance on an academic dataset. Testing
of both collaborative filtering and DBNs is performed
using 10-fold cross validation (partitioned randomly).
We are looking at two methods for evaluating the itembased collaborative filtering algorithm on this dataset:
mean absolute error and the percent of misclassified
predictions. Together, these statistics give us an indication of how far predictions are from actual grades
and how often predictions are misclassified, respectively. We selected these statistics because they are
fairly straightforward to interpret, and because mean
absolute error has been used in the past for collaborative filtering evaluation, allowing comparison to performance on other datasets.
As a baseline for comparison of our 2-slice DBNs we
generated baseline DBNs using more standard techniques. Baseline DBN structures were found through
exhaustive search of the network structure space, using Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [8] as a scoring function. The highest scoring network was selected
for a specified neighborhood size, and parameters were
estimated using both maximum likelihood (ML) and
Bayesian parameter estimation. Baseline DBNs were
generated using the bnlearn software package [9].
As a means of evaluating the performance of the DBNs
we calculated the log-likelihood loss of the models, and
the percent of misclassified predictions. Log-likelihood
loss is the negation of the log-likelihood, which we wish
to minimize. “Predictions” in this case are similar to
the deterministic predictions made by a collaborative
filtering algorithm. We select the most likely outcome
as a deterministic prediction and count the number
that were classified correctly/incorrectly. This also
gives us a basis for comparing our DBNs to the itembased collaborative filtering algorithm.
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Figure 3: Percent of misclassified predictions.

5.2

Collaborative filtering evaluation

Figures 2 and 3 show that the two different distance
metrics, Pearson’s correlation and cosine similarity,
yield DBNs that perform very similarly. These figures display the mean absolute error and percent of
misclassified predictions for both Pearson correlation
and cosine distance similarity metrics.
Figure 2 shows that mean absolute error decreases
swiftly as the neighborhood size increases. After about
11 neighbors this decrease slows and little change is
observed as the number of predictors continues to increase. This curve is similar to tests conducted on the
MovieLens dataset [7].
Figure 3 shows how the percent of misclassified predictions changes as neighborhood size increases. At
first there is an abrupt jump in this percent, however

afterward this curve resembles the curve for mean absolute error, with an apparent ideal neighborhood size
of about 15 neighbors.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the DBNs learned using collaborative filtering (Pearson and cosine) outperform
the baseline DBNs. Figure 4 shows the log-likelihood
loss averaged over all models for a given neighborhood
size. Figure 5 shows the percent of misclassified predictions for each model. Baseline DBNs are labeled
as “Bayes” and “ML” for their parameter estimation
methods. Collaborative filtering inspired DBNs are labeled “Pearson” and “Cosine” for the distance metric
used in the collaborative filtering algorithm.
In terms of minimizing loss (Figure 4), the maximumlikelihood, Pearson, and cosine models show similar
performance. At a neighborhood size of 2, these models have a log-likelihood loss tightly clustered around
1.14–1.16. Loss shows a steady decrease as the neighborhood size increases. However, the Bayesian model
appears unable to cope with increasing neighborhood
size, showing an increasing loss. This is likely due to
the sparsity of data, and the increase in the possible
number of configurations that corresponds with an increased neighborhood size.
Classification accuracy (Figure 4) shows steady improvement as neighborhood size increases across all
models, with collaborative filtering models showing
much better accuracy than Bayes and maximumlikelihood models at all neighborhood sizes. At a
neighborhood size of only one the Pearson and cosine models show comparable accuracy (48.74-49.45%
misclassified respectively) to the ML model Bayesian
model at a neighborhood size of 5 (49.52% misclassified) and 7 (49.47% misclassified), respectively. At a
neighborhood size of 10, the Pearson model shows the
lowest misclassification rate at approximately 42.18%.
Comparing Figures 3 and 5, we find that at 6-7 parent
variables, our baseline DBNs outperformed the itembased collaborative filtering algorithm. This is consistent with other experiments that demonstrated that
Bayesian methods of classification showed better results than the standard item-based algorithm [10].
However, in terms of the percent of misclassified observations the CF-based DBNs outperformed both our
benchmarks and the item-based collaborative filtering
algorithm that they were based on at all neighborhood
sizes. At 17 neighbors the CF algorithm hit a misclassification rate of approximately 49.6%, however at a
neighborhood size of only 10 the CF-based DBNs had
a misclassification rate of approximately 42.18%. This
indicates that by observing the way that predicted
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Figure 4: Average Log-Likelihood Loss.
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Figure 5: Observations misclassified by the DBN.
grades deviated from actual grades on a per-item basis (as we did with CPT generation in algorithm 1)
one may be able to construct a better collaborative
filtering algorithm.
Across all tests the Pearson model showed a slight advantage over the cosine model. This indicates that
improvements in the item-based collaborative filtering
used to generate DBNs may lead to improvements in
resulting DBN models.

6

Conclusions and future directions

Our goal is to develop DBN transition models for the
purpose of decision-theoretic planning. In this paper we have presented a novel approach for generating DBN planning models from sparse data. We
used academic advising data to show the validity of

our method. One of the benefits of this method is
the flexibility regarding the use of collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms. Our models were
constructed using a generic item-based collaborative
filtering algorithm. Any similar item-based collaborative filtering algorithm can be used in its place, giving
us a wide variety of algorithms which can be employed
using off-the-shelf software packages.
We are also investigating methods for modeling utility in this and similar domains, as well as decisiontheoretic planning algorithms that can run on domains
of the size and complexity presented here, and larger.
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Abstract
We present a method for context-dependent and
incremental intention recognition by means of
incrementally constructing a Bayesian Network
(BN) model as more actions are observed. It is
achieved with the support of a knowledge base of
readily maintained and constructed fragments of
BNs. The simple structure of the fragments enables to easily and efficiently acquire the knowledge base, either from domain experts or automatically from a plan corpus. We exhibit experimental results improvement for the Linux Plan
corpus. For additional experimentation, new plan
corpora for the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma are
created. We show that taking into account contextual information considerably increases intention recognition performance.

1

INTRODUCTION

We propose a method for intention recognition in a dynamic, real-world environment. An important aspect of intentions is future-directedness, i.e. if we intend something
now, we mean to execute a course of actions to achieve
something in the future [3]. Most actions may be executed
only at a far distance in time. During that period, the world
is changing, and the initial intention may be changed to
a more appropriate one or even abandoned [3, 6]. An intention recognition method should take into account these
changes, and may need to reevaluate the intention recognition model depending on some time limit; in addition, as
new actions are observed, the model should be reconfigurable to incorporate them.
Generally, intention recognition (also called goal recognition) is defined as the process of becoming aware of the intention of another agent and, more technically, as the problem of inferring an agent’s intention through its actions and
their effects on the environment [10]. Plan recognition is

closely related to intention recognition, extending it to also
recognize the plan the observed agent is following in order
to achieve his intention [20]. Intention recognition is performed in domains in which it is better to have a fast detection of just the user’s goal/intention rather than a more precise but time consuming detection of the complete user’s
plan, e.g. in the interface agents domain [12].
In this work, we use Bayesian Networks (BN) as the intention recognition model. The flexibility of BNs for representing probabilistic dependencies and the efficiency of
inference methods for BN have made them an extremely
powerful and natural tool for problem solving under uncertainty [16, 17]. We present a knowledge representation
method to support incremental BN construction for performing intention recognition during runtime, from an initially given domain knowledge base. As more actions are
observed, a new BN is constructed reinforcing some intentions whilst ruling out others (Section 3). This incremental method allows domain experts to specify knowledge in
terms of small and simple BN fragments, which can be
easily maintained and changed. Alternatively, these fragments can be learned from data. Our intention recognition
method is evaluated on the Linux Plan corpus [2] (Section
5) and on our new, so-called IPD plan corpora (Section 6).
We also propose a method to represent relationship among
intentions when considering the case that agents may pursue multiple intentions simultaneously (Section 4). It is
an indispensable aspect, but mostly omitted in prior works,
which also allows us to sometimes significantly decrease
the complexity of the probability inference [7].
It is inspired in that knowledge experts often consider
a related set of variables together, and organize domain
knowledge in larger chunks. An ability to represent conceptually meaningful groupings of variables and their interrelationships facilitates both knowledge elicitation and
knowledge base maintenance [14, 13]. To this end, there
have been several methods proposed for BN construction from small and easily maintained network fragments
[16, 19, 14, 15, 13]. In essence, a combination of BNs is
a graph that includes all nodes and links of the networks,

where nodes with the same name are combined into a common node. The main issue for a combination method is
how the influence of different parents of the common node
can be combined in the new network, given the partial influence of each parent in the corresponding fragment. The
most popular method is Noisy-Or, firstly proposed by [16]
for BNs of Boolean variables, and generalized by [22] for
the general case of arbitrary domains.
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BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Definition 1 A BN is a pair consisting of a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) whose nodes represent variables and missing edges encode conditional independencies between the
variables, and an associated probability distribution satisfying the Markov assumption of conditional independence,
saying that variables are independent of non-descendants
given their parents in the graph [16, 17].
In a BN, associated with each node of its DAG is a specification of the distribution of its variable, say A, conditioned on its parents in the graph (denoted by pa(A))—i.e.,
P (A|pa(A)) is specified. If pa(A) = ∅ (A is called root
node), its unconditional probability distribution, P (A), is
specified. These distributions are called Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD) of the BN.
The joint distribution of all node values can be determined as the product of conditional probabilities of the
value of each node on its parents P (X1 , ..., XN ) =
QN
i=1 P (Xi |pa(Xi )), where V = {Xi |1 ≤ i ≤ N } is
the set of nodes of the DAG.
Suppose there is a set of evidence nodes (i.e. their values
are observed) in the DAG, say O = {O1 , ..., Om } ⊂ V .
We can determine the conditional probability distribution
of a variable X given the observed value of evidence nodes
by using the conditional probability formula
P (X|O) =

P (X, O1 , ..., Om )
P (X, O)
=
P (O)
P (O1 , ..., Om )

(1)

where the numerator and denominator are computed by
summing up the joint probabilities over all absent variables
with respect to V .
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INCREMENTAL INTENTION
RECOGNITION

In [18], a general BN model for intention recognition
is presented and justified based on Heinze’s intentional
model [10]. Basically, the BN consists of three layers: cause/reason nodes in the first layer (called preintentional), connecting to intention nodes in the second
one (called intentional), in turn connecting to action nodes
in the third (called activity) (Figure 1). In this work, we

Figure 1: Bayesian Network for Intention Recognition.

present a method for incrementally constructing such BN
model for performing incremental intention recognition.
Definition 2 (Intention Recognition BN – IRBN)
A BN for intention recognition (IRBN) W is a triple
h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PW i where
• Cs, Is and As are the sets of cause/reason nodes, intention nodes and action nodes, respectively. They
stand for binary random variables (i.e. their value is
either true (T) or false (F)).
• pa is a mapping which maps a node to the set of
its parent nodes such that: pa(C ) = ∅ ∀C ∈ Cs;
pa(I ) ⊆ Cs ∀I ∈ Is; and ∅ =
6 pa(A) ⊆ Is ∀A ∈ As.
• CPD tables are given by the probability distribution
PW , i.e. PW (X|pa(X)) defines the probability of X
conditional on pa(X) in W, ∀X ∈ Cs ∪ Is ∪ As.
The intention recognition method will be performed by incrementally constructing an IRBN as more actions are observed. The construction is based on a prior knowledge
base consisting of Unit BN Fragments.
Definition 3 (Unit Fragments) There are two types of
unit fragments used for IRBN model construction:
1. A unit fragment for an action A consists of an intention I connecting to (i.e. causally affecting) A, and is
denoted by UFA (I , A).
2. A unit fragment for an intention I consists of a contextindependent and fixed over time set of causes/reasons
Cs connecting to (i.e. causally affecting) I, and is denoted by UFI (Cs, I ).
Definition 4 (Knowledge Base) The domain knowledge
base KB consists of a set of actions ∆, a set of intentions
Υ, a set of unit fragments for each action in ∆ and a single
unit fragment for each intention in Υ, satisfying that
• An intention I has a unique unit fragment in KB. The
set of its parents (causes) and the CPD table associated with it are fixed. Let C(I) denote the set of parents of I and PKB (I|C(I)) define its CPD table.
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Figure 2: Noisy-OR Combination Method

• A cause C has the same prior probability distribution
in all the unit fragments (for intentions) that it belongs
to, denoted by PKB (C).
The simple structures of unit fragments enable domain experts to easily construct and maintain the knowledge base.
The fragments also can be learnt from appropriate datasets,
as we shall see later with the Linux and IPD corpora. Before presenting the intention recognition algorithm, let us
define some (original) operators for handling CPD tables
and IRBNs.
3.1

OPERATORS FOR CONSTRUCTING IRBN

Definition 6 (Project of CPD Table) Let Tb be a CPD table defining P (X|V ), the probability of a random variable
X conditional on a set of random binary variables V, and
V 0 ( V . The project of Tb on V 0 , denoted by proj(Tb, V0 ),
is the part of Tb corresponding to all variables in V \ V 0
being false.
Now we need to combine the obtained unit IRBN, irBN(A),
with the current IRBN. For that, in the sequel we define
how to combine two IRBNs. Intuitively, we simply add up
all the new nodes and links of the new IRBN to the current
IRBN, keeping the CPD tables from the original IRBNs.
Definition 7 (Combination of IRBNs) Let
W1
=
h{Cs1 , Is1 , As1 }, pa1 , P1 i
and
W2 = h{Cs2 , Is2 , As2 }, pa2 , P2 i be two IRBNs,
such that As1 ∩ As2 = ∅ (the actions in As2
which are already in As1 are renamed). The combination of these two IRBNs is an IRBN, denoted by
comb(W1 , W2 ) = h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PW i, where
• As = As1 ∪As2 ; Is = Is1 ∪Is2 ; Cs = Cs1 ∪Cs2 ;
• pa(I) = C(I) ∀I ∈ Is; pa(A) = pa1 (A) ∪ pa2 (A);
• PW (C) = PKB (C) ∀C ∈ Cs; PW (I|pa(I)) =
PKB (I|C(I))
∀I ∈ Is; PW (A|pa(A)) =
PWk (A|pak (A)) if A ∈ Ask (with k = 1, 2).

As a new action A is observed, we need to incorporate it
into the current IRBN. First, appropriate unit fragments for
A are selected from KB. Let select(A) denote the set of all
unit fragments for A from KB 1 . They are then combined
using the Noisy-OR method [16, 22], thereby obtaining a
BN with a single action A (Figure 2).

Note that here it is allowed the possibility that the observed
agent follows multiple intentions simultaneously. When
some intentions are found irrelevant—e.g. because they are
much unlikely2 —those intentions should be removed from
the IRBN. This is enacted by considering them as completely false and employing the project operator.

Definition 5 (Unit IRBN via Noisy-OR) The Unit IRBN
for action A is an IRBN with a single action, denoted by irBN (A) = h{Cs, Is, {A}}, pa, PW i. It
is obtained via Noisy-OR method as follows.
Let
select(A) = {UFA (I1 , A), ...., UFA (IN , A)} and for 1 ≤
i ≤ N , P (A = T |Ii = T ) = qi (defined in fragment
UFA (Ii , A)). Then,
S
• Is = {I1 , ..., IN }; Cs = I∈Is C(I);
• pa(I) = C(I) ∀I ∈ Is; pa(A) = Is;
• PW (C) = PKB (C) ∀C ∈ Cs; PW (I) =
PKB (I) ∀I ∈ Is; and, according Q
to the Noisy-OR
method, PW (A = T |pa(A)) = 1 − i:Ii =T (1 − qi ).

Definition 8 (Remove Intentions from IRBN) Let
W = h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PW i be an IRBN and R ⊂ Is
a strict subset of Is.
The result of removing the
set of intentions R from W is an IRBN, denoted by
remove(W, R) = h{CsR , IsR , AsR }, paR , PR i, where
S
• AsR = As; IsR = Is \ R; CsR = I∈IsR C(I);
• paR (I ) = C(I ) ∀I ∈ IsR ; paR (A) = pa(A) \
R ∀A ∈ AsR ;
• PR (C) = PKB (C) ∀C ∈ CsR ; PR (I|paR (I)) =
PKB (I|C(I)) ∀I ∈ IsR ; and for each A ∈
AsR , PR (A|paR (A)) is defined by the CPD table
proj(Tb, paR (A)) where Tb is the CPD table for A
in W, i.e. defined by PW (A|pa(A)).

The rationale and appropriateness of the application of the
Noisy-OR method here for combining unit fragments is
based on the intuition that each intention can be interpreted
as a “cause” of action A; and action A occurs when one or
more of the intentions are active. Detailed arguments for
this can be found in [5, 16].

Based on these operators, we now describe an algorithm for
incremental intention recognition in a real-time manner.
Incremental Intention Recognition Algorithm. Repeat
the following steps until some given time limit is reached;
the most likely intention in previous cycle is the final result.
2

1

The selection can be done in a context-dependent manner, but
it is beyond the scope of this paper.

One intention is much less likely than the other if the fraction
of its likelihood and that of the most likely intention is less than
some small threshold. It is up to the KB designer to provide it.

• Let A be a new observed action.
Combine
the current IRBN W with irBN(A) to obtain
W0 = comb(W, irBN(A)). If A is the initially observed
action, let W0 = irBN(A).
• Compute the probability of each intention in W 0 , conditional on the set of current observations in W 0 . Remove the intentions which are much less likely than
the others (following Definition 8).

4

RELATION AMONG INTENTIONS

When considering the case in which the observed agent
may pursue multiple intentions simultaneously, it is undoubtedly indispensable to take into account and express
the relations amongst the intentions in the model. Pursuing one intention may exclude some other intention to be
pursued. We introduce a so-called exclusive relation e—a
binary relation on the set of intention nodes—representing
that if one intention is pursued, then the other intention cannot be pursued. It is usually, although perhaps not always,
the case that intentions exclusiveness is symmetric. Here
we assume that e is symmetric; it can be renamed mutually
exclusive relation.
Intentions I1 and I2 are mutually exclusive iff they cannot
be pursued simultaneously, i.e. P (I1 = T, I2 = T ) = 0.
Thus, for any action A, if I1 , I2 ∈ pa(A) then the CPD table for A is undefined. Hence, the BN needs to be restructured. The mutually exclusive intentions must be combined
into a single node since they cannot co-exist as parents of
a node. Each intention represents a possible value of the
new combined node. Namely, let I1 , ..., It be such that
e(Ii , Ij ), ∀i, j : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t. The new combined node,
I, stands for a random variable whose possible outcomes
˜
are either Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, or I—the
outcome corresponding
to the state that none of Ii = T . Note that if the intentions
are exhaustive, I˜ can be omitted. Next, I is linked to all the
action nodes that has a link from one of Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
There remains to re-define CPD tables in the new BN. They
are kept the same for action A where I 6∈ pa(A). For A
such that I ∈ pa(A), the new CPD table at I = Ii corresponds to the CPD table in the original BN at Ii = T
and Ij = F ∀j 6= i, i.e. P (A|I = Ii , ...) = P (A|I0 =
F, ..., Ii−1 = F, Ii = T, Ii+1 = F, ..., It = F, ....). Note
that the left hand side is defined in the new BN, and the
right hand side is defined in the original BN. Similarly, the
new CPD table at I = I˜ corresponds to Ii = F ∀1 ≤ i ≤ t.
We now specify the CPD table of I. In the new BN,
the causes/reasons of each intention
St are connected to the
combined node, i.e. pa(I) = i=1 C(Ii ). Applying the
Markov assumption (Def.1) we have P (I =QIi |pa(I)) =
t
˜
Pi (Ii = T |C(Ii )) and P (I = I|pa(I))
= i=1 Pi (Ii =
F |C(Ii )), where Pi is the probability distribution of the unit
fragment for Ii .
In the next section we focus on the single intention recog-

nition case, showing how the approach to representing relationships amongst intentions can significantly decrease the
complexity of the probability inference therein. We then
present experimental results on the Linux Plan corpus. After that, in Section 6, we provide further experimentation
on our novel, so-called IPD plan corpora.

5
5.1

SINGLE INTENTION RECOGNITION
THE MODEL

Suppose the observed agent pursues a single intention. In
this case, all intentions are mutually exclusive, and they
can be combined into a single node. The IRBN then has
a single intention node, linking to all action nodes. All
cause/reason nodes are connected to the intention node.
Let I1 , ..., In be the intentions in the original IRBN. As
usual, they are assumed to be exhaustive, i.e. the observed
agent is assigned an intention from them. The combined
node I thus has n possible outcomes Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let
As = {A1 , ..., Am } be the set of current observed actions.
The set of all cause/reason nodes are Cs = ∪ni=1 C(Ii ).
Suppose Ce ⊆ Cs is the set of cause/reason nodes which
are observed (evidence nodes). Let Cne = Cs \ Ce .
Applying Eq. 1, we obtain the probability of each intention
conditional on the current observations, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
P (Ij , Ce , As)
, where
P (I = Ij |Ce , As) = Pn
i=1 P (Ii , Ce , As)
P (Ij , Ce , As) =

m
Y
i=1

!
P (Ai |Ij )

X

P (Ij |Cs)

Cne

Y

P (C)

C∈Cs

This implies that, when not including causes/reasons of intentions (Cs = ∅) as in case of Linux Plan corpus below,
our intention recognizer has a linear complexity O(|n|).
If all the cause/reason nodes are not observable, i.e. Cne =
Cs (as in the case of the Linux Plan we examine in the
next subsection),
it is easily seen that: P (Ij , Ce , As) =
Qm
P (Ij ) i=1 P (Ai |Ij ). If all of them are observed (Cne =
∅)
Q (as we shall see in the IPD Plan corpora), the term
C∈Cs P (C) is simplified in the fraction. Thus, in these
two cases, we do not need to define prior probabilities distribution of the root nodes in Cs. Note that in the latter
case we still need to compute the conditional probabilities
P (Ij |Cs).
5.2

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The Linux Plan Corpus. Plan corpus is the term used
to describe a set of plan sessions and consists of a list of
goals/intentions and the actions a user executed to achieve
them [1]. Although there are many corpora available for
testing machine learning algorithms in other domains, just

a few are available for training and testing plan/intention
recognizers; furthermore, each of the recognizers using
plan corpora usually has its own datasets, leading to a difficult comparison among them. For that important reason,
we chose Linux Plan corpus [2]—one of the rare regularly
used plan corpora—which was kindly made publicly available by Nate Blaylock—to test our system. It enables a better comparison with other systems using this corpus [2, 1].

Table 1: Intention Recognition Results on the Linux Plan Corpus

N-best
τ
Precision
Recall
Converg.

1-best
0.95
0.786
0.308
0.722

2-best
0.5
0.847
0.469
0.799

3-best
0.45
0.870
0.518
0.822

4-best
0.42
0.883
0.612
0.824

The Linux plan corpus was gathered from 56 human users.
The users have different levels of expertise in the use of
Linux, and they were allowed to perform as many times as
they wished, in order to contribute more plan sessions. The
sessions, consisting in sequences of commands performed
by the users to achieve a given goal/intention, were automatically recorded. At the end of each session, the users
were asked to indicate whether they succeeded in achieving their goal. In total, there are 547 sessions, 457 of
which were indicated as successfully completing the goal,
19 goals and 43 actions.

predictions divided by total predictions and total prediction
opportunities, respectively. More formally (also see [1]),
let Seq = a1 , ..., an be a sequence of actions (plan session) achieving intention I. Considering N-best prediction
case, let correct(A) = 1 if I is one of N most likely intentions, and 0 otherwise. Then, precision
Pn and recall for Seq
are defined as: precision(Seq)
=
(
i=1 correct(ai ))/z;
Pn
recall(Seq) = ( i=1 correct(ai ))/Z, where z and Z are
the number of predictions made (when the recognizer is
confident enough) and the total number of prediction opportunities (i.e. when τ = 0), respectively.

The Linux Plan corpus is an important (especially in the
interface-agents domain [12]) and hard benchmark for intention/goal recognition. First, data is collected from real
humans and thus noisy. Second, involved humans expertise
is varied, and they sometimes used wrong commands due to
limited knowledge about the domain [2]. Furthermore, we
observe that plan sessions’ lengths in the corpus are quite
varied. The minimum, maximum, and mean number of actions of a plan session are 1, 60, and 6.124, respectively.

On the other hand, convergence is a metric that indicates
how much time the recognizer took to converge on what
the current user goal/intention was. Let t be such that
correcti = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1 and 1 for t ≤ i ≤ n
(i.e. t is the first time point which from there on the system
always correctly predicts), convergence for Seq is defined
as: convergence(Seq) = (z − t + 1)/z.

Learning Unit Fragments from Data. For unit fragment UFA (I , A), the conditional probability of A given
I is defined by the frequency of A in a plan session for
achieving the goal/intention I divided by the frequency of
I)
any action for achieving I: P (A = T |I = T ) = freq(A
freq(I ) .
For better understanding, in the plan corpus each action is
marked with the intention which the action is aiming at.
Then, freq(AI ) is the frequency of A being marked by I,
and freq(I ) is the frequency of seeing the mark I.
Prior probabilities of all the intentions in the corpus are
given initially, and used for generating tasks for users [2].
Making Predictions. Similar to [2], instead of letting the
recognizer make a prediction after each observed action,
we set a confidence threshold τ (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1) , which allows the recognizer to decide whether or not it is confident
enough to make a prediction; the recognizer only makes a
prediction if the likelihood of the most likely intention in
the model is greater than τ . Otherwise, it predicts “don’t
know”. In addition, instead of only predicting the most
likely intention, the recognizer provides a set of N most
likely ones (N-best prediction).
Evaluation Metrics. For evaluating our system and comparing with the previous ones [2, 1], we use three different
metrics. Precision and recall report the number of correct

Finally, the overall precision, recall and convergence are
obtained by taking averages over all testing sessions.
Experiments and Results. Because of the small size of
the Linux corpus, similar to previous works, we ran experiments using the one-out cross validation method [1].
Table 1 shows the results for different values of N (and the
corresponding value of τ ). Similar to the previous works
[2, 1], we keep the best results for each value of N w.r.t. τ .
For example, we obtained a precision of 78.6% for 1-best
that is increased to 87.0% for 3-best prediction and 88.3%
for 4-best one. Convergence is increased from 72.2% for
1-best to 82.2% for 3-best and 82.4% 4-best prediction.
The best performance on the Linux corpus (namely, in
terms of precision and convergence) so far was reported
in [1], where the authors use variable Markov model with
exponential moving average. Here we got an increment of
14% better precision and 13.3% better convergence for 1best prediction, 8.2% better precision and 9.3% better convergence for 2-best prediction, and 7.5% better precision
and 7.7% better convergence for 3-best prediction. We also
obtained better recalls comparing with [2] in all cases.
The Linux corpus allows an appropriate comparison with
existent works. However, it does not include contextual
information (reasons/causes of intentions), and there is no
intention change/abandonment occurrences (users follow a

single intention throughout entire plan sessions). To evaluate the context-dependent aspect as well as the capability of dealing with intention change/abandonment, we next
present new plan corpora.

Next, we describe how training and testing plan corpora are
created employing these strategies.

6

We made an assumption that all strategies to be recognized
have the memory size bounded-up by M (M ≥ 0)—i.e.
their decision at the current round is independent of the
past rounds that are at a time distance greater than M . The
strategies described above have memory M = 1. Abusing
notations, R, S, T and P are referred to as game states (in
a single round or interaction). We too use E (standing for
empty) to refer to the game state having had no interaction.

IPD PLAN CORPORA

We present new plan corpora in the context of iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) [21] and provide experimental results for them. The intentions/goals to be recognized are
the (known) strategies in IPD (see below). Plan sessions
are sequences of moves played by such strategies.
6.1

ITERATED PRISONER’S DILEMMA

Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) is a symmetric two-player nonzero game defined by the payoff matrix
C
D

„

C
R, R
T, S

D
«
S, T
P, P

Each player has two options in each round, cooperates
(C) or defects (D). A player who chooses to cooperate
with someone who defects receives the sucker’s payoff S,
whereas the defecting player gains the temptation to defect,
T . Mutual cooperation (resp., defection) yields the reward
R (resp., punishment P) for both players. PD is characterized by the payoff ranking T > R > P > S (and, in
addition, 2R > S + T for IPD). Thus, in a single round, it
is always best to defect, but cooperation may be rewarded
if the game is iterated. Let r denote the (average) number
of rounds the game is iterated.
IPD is usually known as a story of tit-for-tat (TFT), which
won both Axelrod’s tournaments [21]. TFT starts by cooperating, and does whatever the opponent did in the previous
round. It will cooperate if the opponent cooperated, and
will defect if the opponent defected. But if there are erroneous moves due to noise (i.e. an intended move is wrongly
performed with a given execution error), the performance
of TFT declines: it cannot correct errors or mistakes. Titfor-tat is then replaced by generous tit-for-tat (GTFT), a
strategy that cooperates if the opponent cooperated in the
previous round, but sometimes cooperates even if the opponent defected (with a fixed “forgiveness” probability p > 0)
[21]. GTFT can correct mistakes. Subsequently, TFT and
GTFT were replaced by win-stay-lose-shift (WSLS) as the
winning strategy chosen by evolution [21]. WSLS repeats
the previous move whenever it did well, but changes otherwise. Some other less famous strategies (which we are
going to use later) are GRIM – a grim version of TFT, prescribing to defect except after a round of mutual cooperation, and Firm-But-Fair (FBF) – known as a tolerant brother
of TFT, prescribing to defect only if getting a sucker’s payoff S in previous round. Details of all strategies described
above can be found in [21] (Chapter 3).

6.2

CORPUS DESCRIPTION

An action in the corpus is of the form s1 ...sM ξ, where
si ∈ {E, R, T, S, P }, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , are the states of the M
last interactions, and ξ ∈ {C, D} is the current move. We
denote by ΣM the set of all possible types of action. E.g,
Σ1 = {EC, RC, T C, SC, P C, ED, RD, T D, SD, P D}.
This encoding method enables to save the game states without having to save the co-player’s moves, thus simplifying
the corpus representation, described below.
Suppose we have a set of strategies to be recognized. The
plan corpus for this set consists of a set of plan sessions
generated for each strategy in the set. A plan session of
a strategy is a sequence of actions played by that strategy
(more precisely, a player using that strategy) against an arbitrary player. As an example, let us consider TFT and
the following sequence of its interactions with some other
player (denoted by X), in the presence of noise
round :

0

1

2

3

4

5

TFT : −

C

C

D

D

D

X: −

C

D

D

C

D

TFT-states : E

R

S

P

T

P

The corresponding plan session for TFT is
[EC, RC, SD, P D, T D]. At 0-th round, there is no
interaction, thus the state is E. TFT starts by cooperating
(1-st round), hence the first action of the plan session is
EC. Since player X also cooperates in the 1-st round, the
game state at this round is R. TFT reciprocates in the
2-nd round by cooperating, hence the second action of the
plan session is RC. Similarly for the third and the fourth
actions. Now, at the 5-th round, TFT should cooperate
since X cooperated in 4-th round, but because of noise, it
makes an error to defect. Therefore, the 5-th action is TD.
6.3

PLAN CORPORA GENERATION

Let us start by generating a plan corpus for seven most popular strategies within the IPD framework: AllC (always cooperate), AllD (always defect), TFT, GTFT (probability of
forgiving a defect is p = 0.5), WSLS, GRIM and FBF.
We collect plan sessions of each strategy by playing a random move (C or D) in each round with it. To be more thor-

ough, we can also play all possible combinations for each
given number of rounds r. E.g, if r = 5, there are 25 combinations: C or D in each round. When noise is present,
each combination is played repeatedly several times.
The training corpus to be used here is generated by playing
with each strategy all the possible combinations 10 times,
for each number of rounds r from 5 to 10. The testing
dataset is generated by playing a random move with each
strategy in each round, also for r from 5 to 10. We continue
until obtaining the same number of plan sessions as of the
training dataset (corpus). Both datasets are generated in the
presence of noise (namely, an intended move is wrongly
performed with probability 0.05).
In
this
testing
dataset,
intention
(strategy)
changes/abandonment are not taken into account. The
players use the same strategy in all the rounds. We
refer to this testing dataset as Testset-IRFIX. For
testing the context-dependent aspect of our intention
recognizer, as well as taking into account intention
changes/abandonment, we next introduce the concept of
social learning within the framework of evolutionary game
theory [11].
6.4

SOCIAL LEARNING

In social learning, individuals in a population can observe
the behavior of others and the outcomes of those behaviors. They copy the behavior of others whenever these appear to be more successful [21]. The accumulated payoff
from all interactions emulates the individual fitness or social success and the most successful individuals will tend
to be imitated by others. There are many ways to model
social learning [11, 21]. The most popular one is implemented using the so-called pairwise comparison rule [21]:
an individual A with fitness fA will adopt the strategy of a
randomly chosen individual B with fitness fB with a probability given by the Fermi function (from statistical physics):
−1
p(fA , fB ) = 1 + e−β[fB −fA ]
, where the quantity β
controls the “imitation strength”, i.e. how strongly the
players are basing the decision to imitate on payoff comparisons. Henceforth, A and B are referred to as imitating
and imitated individuals, respectively. For simplicity, we
use β = 1 for the rest of this paper: the imitation depends
on comparing the exact payoffs.
It is now allowed the possibility that a player can change
his/her strategy (intention) by imitating the randomly met
player’s strategy (intention), depending on how the latter player is more successful. The two players’ ongoing success difference (SD) causally affects the imitating player’s current intention. In addition, this intention
is causally affected by the so-called imitation event (IE),
stating whether the player is meeting some other player
for learning/imitating. Now we have an IRBN with two
cause/reason nodes, a single intention node, and observed

Imitation Event
(IE)

A-1

Intention (I)
Success Difference
(SD)

.
.
.
.
A-m

Figure 3: IRBN in IPD Context

action nodes (Figure 3).
We define the conditional probability distribution
P (Ii |IE , SD). If the player does not meet any other player
for imitation (i.e. IE = F ), Ii is independent of the success difference SD: P (Ii |IE = F , SD) = P (Ii |IE = F ).
Now, let us consider the case IE = T . If the successes are
also observable (thus, SD is observed, say, equal χ)3 , but
the strategy of the imitated player is not, we have
u X
P (Ii |IE = T , SD = χ) = (1 − u)pi +
pj (2)
S−1
j6=i

where u = (1+e−χ )−1 ; pi is the probability that Ii was the
player’s intention in the last prediction; and S is the number
of strategies in the corpus. The formula is explained as follows. With probability (1−u)pi the imitating player’s strategy remains Ii . Moreover, not being observed, the probability that Ii was the imitated player’s strategy is (assumed)
equal 1/(S −1). The second term expresses the probability
that the player adopts the new strategy Ii by imitation.
Now, in case the imitated player’s strategy is also observable, denoted by Ii? , similarly we have
X
P (Ii ? |IE = T , SD = χ) = (1 − u)pi + u
pj
j6=i?
(3)
?
P (Ii |IE = T , SD = χ) = (1 − u)pi ∀ i 6= i
Testing Dataset. The testing dataset in this setting is generated by using a simplified evolutionary simulation as follows. We play a random choice with each of the seven
above mentioned strategies for 10 rounds. The payoff of
each strategy is accumulated over all the rounds. Then,
for each strategy, another strategy is randomly chosen from
the other six for imitation using the pairwise comparison
rule. After all the seven strategies are given the chance to
change their strategy (imitate another), the interactions are
repeated for 10 more rounds. At the 10-th round, we save
the accumulated payoff values of the imitating and imitated
strategies. We experiment until obtaining the same number
of plan sessions as in the training dataset. The PD payoff
3
There may be noise in the evaluation of the successes. The
observed value χ of SD is randomly taken in the range ((1 −
)χ1 , (1 + )χ1 ), where  is a small positive number (here we use
 = 0.01) and χ1 is the exact value of the difference.
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Figure 4: Panels (a) and (b): Precision and convergence for τ ∈ [0, 1] and for different values of N (N = 1,2,3) with respect to
Testset-IRFIX dataset. Panel (c): Precision for different levels of contextual information, for τ ∈ [0, 1], with respect to
Testset-IRCHANGE dataset. We consider N = 1 (dashed diamond) and N = 2 (circle).

matrix being used: T = 20, R = 15, P = 10, S = 5;
and noise = 0.05. This testing dataset is referred to as
Testset-IRCHANGE.
6.5

RESULTS

The intention recognition model is acquired using the
training corpus. Figures 4a and 4b show the precision and convergence of the model with respect to the
Testset-IRFIX. Given that the training as well as
the testing datasets are generated in presence of noise,
the achieved performance is quite good. Namely, for
big enough τ , both precision and convergence scores are
greater than 0.9, even for the 1-best case.
In Figure 4c we show the effects of having different levels
of contextual information on the intention recognition performance, using Testset-IRCHANGE dataset. Namely,
in the first setting (blue curves), there is no information
about the imitation event (IE) – it is not known if the recognized player may imitate and adopt another strategy. In the
second setting (black curves), IE and the successes are observable. In the third setting (red curves), the strategy of the
imitated player is also observable. It is clearly shown that
the performance is considerably increased as more contextual information is available. Namely, comparing with the
first setting where no contextual information is taken into
account, an increase of about 5% and 15% precision is
achieved in the second and third settings, respectively.

terior probability of explanations (for the set of observed
actions). These works address a number of important issues in intention/plan recognition (see [6] for details), but
they made several assumptions for the sake of computational efficiency. First, prior probabilities of intentions are
assumed to be fixed. This assumption is not reasonable
because those prior probabilities should depend on the situation at hand [3], and can be captured by causes/reasons
of the intentions as in our work. Second, intentions are
assumed to be independent of each other. This is not generally the case since the intentions may support or exclude
one another. Those works hence do not appropriately address multiple intention recognition. This latter assumption
must always, explicitly or implicitly, be made by the approaches based on (Hidden) Markov Models, e.g. [1], or
statistical corpus-based machine learning [2]. Generally, in
those approaches, a separate model is built for each intention; thus no relations amongst the intentions are expressed
or can be expressed. These works were restricted to the
single intention case.
Different from all above mentioned works, our model
is context-dependent, which is achieved by including in
it causes/reasons of intentions. This way, our model
can appropriately deal with the abandonment/changes of
intentions—when the causes/reasons do not support or
force the intending agent to hold those intentions anymore.
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RELATED WORK

Bayesian Networks have been one of the most successful
models applied for the intention/plan recognition problem,
e.g. in [4, 6]. Depending on the structure of plan libraries, a
knowledge-based model construction is employed to build
BNs from the library—which is then used to infer the pos-

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND
FUTURE WORKS

We have presented a novel method for incremental and
context-dependent intention recognition. The method is
performed by dynamically constructing a BN model for intention recognition from a prior knowledge base consisting
of easily maintained fragments of BN. We have evaluated

the method on the Linux Plan corpus and compared with
previous works. In general, our performance is better than
all existent ones that make use of the corpus.
For further experimentation, we have created the so-called
IPD plan corpora for the famous strategies in the context of the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma. We employed
the famous model of (human) behaviors by means of social learning and evolutionary game theory to simulate
intention changes/abandonment—enabling us to evaluate
the context-dependent aspect of our intention recognizer
and as well as its capability of dealing with intention
changes/abandonment. Our experimental results show that
taking into account contextual information is crucial, enabling to achieve significant recognition improvements.
The good performance of our method with respect to
the Linux corpus shows its applicability to the important
interface-agents domain [12]. In addition, given that PD
and other social dilemmas [21] are regularly found in real
life [11, 21], its good performance for the IPD corpora
makes it highly applicable for a wide range of application
domains, as diverse as Economics (e.g. recognizing companies policies), Psychology and Biology (e.g. the role of
intention recognition in the evolution of cooperation, as our
recent works exhibit in [8, 9], using the intention recognition methods described in this paper).
In Section 4 we made an implicit assumption that the intentions to be combined are perfectly mutually exclusive. This
assumption can be relaxed by utilizing a latent variable for
any subset of perfectly mutually exclusive intention nodes.
We are exploring this direction to provide a more general method for representing relationships amongst intention nodes.
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Abstract
This paper analyses the usage of Bayesian Belief
Networks (BBNs) for Communication Service
Provider (CSP) business modeling and
simulation. Large and complex BBNs have been
created to describe the causal relationships in
CSP business domains. As a part of the study, a
novel method to collect knowledge from a large
number of independent experts living in different
countries has been introduced. A BBN from each
expert result was created (referred to here as a
sub-BBN).
Business model ontology was
utilized to combine sub-BBNs together into a
comprehensive model. The resulting BBN
represents typical business circumstances in the
European telecommunications domain. The
experts participating in the study represented
expertise in different business related categories
such as technology, processes, customer
experience, regulation,
organization and
products. Experts were asked to list causality
triplets for business categories including causal
connection strengths, in order to assess the belief
part as well.
The triplets were manually
converted to a graphical causal map and
conditional probability tables constructed. The
benefit of the method is the capability to
introduce rapidly a high number of variables and
causal relationships. A challenge is that experts
use different terms with the same underlying
meaning.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Communication Service Provider (CSP) business is
facing major restructuring due to several disruptive

factors. These include new business players like Google
and Facebook, technologies like the Internet, cloud
computing and smart-phones, as well as a growing
number and size of applications. It is clear that the CSP
value chain structure has to be re-evaluated. To respond to
these changes and customer requirements, and to adapt
successfully to new business challenges, CSP top
management needs reliable methods to model and to
analyze the essential factors driving the change, and to
understand the impact of these factors on their current and
future business. In addition, trusted and unified
information is needed for strategy planning processes and
day-to-day management. Today the strategic decisions are
often made by a small group and they are based on
insufficient knowledge due to lack of data or expert
knowledge and under time constraints.
Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs), also called belief
networks, Bayes Nets and causal probabilistic networks
are increasingly popular methods for modeling uncertain
and complex domains (Uusitalo, 2007). In this paper we
examine how the BBN methodology can be utilized to
help CSP management in their day-to-day work, strategy
planning and to better control the business.
A BBN is a probabilistic model which represents a set of
random variables and their conditional dependencies via a
directed acyclic graph. Two basic approaches are used to
construct Bayes networks: data-based and knowledgebased approaches. Data-based methods use conditional
independence semantics of Bayes networks to infer
models from data whereas the knowledge-based approach
utilizes causal knowledge from domain experts to
construct BBNs. The benefits of BBNs in data analysis
are, according to Nadkarni, 2004; Uusitalo, 2007; Jensen,
2001; Lee, 2009:
1) Possibility to combine prior knowledge and data,
2) Managing situations where some data is missing,

3) Modeling of causal relationships,
4) Structural learning possibilities,
5) Support for different kind of analyses, such as
making inferences about probabilities of
different causes given the consequences and
6) Fast response to queries from the model.

and validated with experts through subsequent interviews
and finally the probability assessment done either
manually or by using noisy-OR method or weighted sum
algorithm utilizing compatible parent configurations
(DAS, 2004) to reduce the number of probability
assessments.

Known challenges in BBNs are
1) Difficulty to obtain prior knowledge in a form
that can be converted into probability
distributions. However, for example a weighted
sum algorithm utilizing compatible parent
configurations has been developed to ease the
calculation of conditional probability tables in
complex environments (Das 2004).
2) Handling of continuous variables only in a
limited manner (Uusitalo 2007) and
3) Lack of support of feedback loops due to acyclic
nature of a BBN. Feedback loops are useful
when analyzing phenomena like new disruptive
CSP technologies as a function of time (Casey et
al. 2010).

This study focuses on BBNs as a methodology for
modeling and analysis of CSP business. As part of the
study, both multiple sub-BBNs (one per expert) and a
comprehensive CSP BBN combining sub-BBNs have
been created. The experts were asked to list and
categorize the variables they considered to have an effect
on CSP business and also how strong this effect would be.
The used seven categories are the same as in typical
Balanced Scorecards and business models (Kasperskaya,
2006; Osterwalder, 2002 and 2005; Faber, 2003) namely
financial variables, customer-related variables, product
and service innovations, staff and internal processes,
technology and architecture, strategy and competition,
local and global economy and legislation.

According to our knowledge, BBNs have in the past not
been used to model the CSP industry in a large scale. The
utilization of causality itself is wide spread in business
management due to widely used performance measuring
and management tools such as the Balanced Scorecard
(BSC) and Tableau de Board. 66% of enterprises used
BSC in 2007 (Rigby, 2007). Both the BSC and the
Tableau de Board rely on causal assumptions
(Kasperskaya, 2006). Causal mapping tools like fishbone
diagrams, cause-and effect diagrams, impact wheels, issue
trees, strategy maps, and risk-assessment mapping are
tools to help managers to understand and improve
complex systems in the areas of quality, strategy, and
information systems. (Scavarda et al., 2006). The
causalities in the performance measuring and strategy
creation have been normally deduced by using human
interaction techniques such as brainstorming or
interviews. These methods rely on person-to-person or
group interaction in eliciting the knowledge and are
fraught with biases associated with inter-person
dynamics. Methods to elicit a non-biased knowledge in
large scale have been developed (Nadkarni et al., 2004;
Scavarda et al., 2006). Scavarda introduces a formal
Collective Causal Mapping Methodology (CCMM),
which collects information asynchronously from an expert
group which is dispersed and diverse. Person-to-person
interaction possibility is eliminated and a large amount of
experts can be utilized in a controlled way. Nadkarni
introduced a procedure for constructing BBNs from
domain knowledge experts, where through four steps of a
text analysis process the first round interview results can
be converted into causal relationships. Once the causal
map is available, the states of the variables can be defined

The following types of information can be derived from
the comprehensive model and sub models:
 Financial variables: Effect of variables like
customer experience on revenue, OPEX
(operating expense) and CAPEX (capital
expenditure).
 Customers: The causes and consequences related
to customer satisfaction.
 R&D organization: How do organization agility,
managerial structures, salary and incentives
affect on efficiency, productivity, OPEX and
customer experience.
 Technologies: How do new technologies like
rapid growth of smart-phones affect on CAPEX,
revenue and data traffic.
BBNs that include all the seven categories are very
complex. The number of variables and arcs, and
especially the size of conditional probability tables play
great effect on the practical usability of the BBN for CSB
business analysis purposes. Optimization between
practical usability and model granularity and accuracy is
examined through creating the comprehensive BBN from
sub-BBNs.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces a novel method for the collection of
the expert knowledge, and describes how the expert
knowledge is converted into BBNs.
Chapter 3 describes the constructed sub-BBNs and
comprehensive BBN and elaborates on key variables and
their analysis states. Also some result examples are given.

Chapter 4 discusses challenges in eliciting and conversion
of prior knowledge into BBN and how well these models
truly represent different aspects of CSP businesses. Also
future research topics for this line of study are identified.

2.

Table 1: Part of given example triplets.

Causing variable(s)

List of variables

Effected
variable(s)

Number of staff 2

Marketing effort

2 Market share, 1 aver.

METHODS

2.1 THE KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION METHOD
Five targets were set for the developed method: 1) to
combine different expert knowledge from various
business categories with the help of a broad expert team
and 2) give the experts freedom to focus on those
causalities they feel, by their expertise, to be important in
order to make sure that new innovative causeconsequence –relationships would arise, 3) to discover as
much as possible variable candidates from CSP business
domains, 4) to ensure that the experts acted as individuals
and no group –thinking possibility existed and 5) to
facilitate also disruptive proposals. Thus a pre-defined
variable list was not introduced but instead experts had
freedom to also name the variables. The financial
category was seen more a deterministic than a
probabilistic cause- consequences structure and thus it
was decided that only a few experts need to be dedicated
to financial topics.
An email was sent to 100 expert candidates working in
12, mostly European countries, for CSPs, universities,
CSP infrastructure vendors and software and consulting
companies which offer services to CSPs. The email
included extensive background information about the
study targets, introductions of BBN and causality,
example variables and an excel template based on the
seven CSP business categories. With the help of the
template, experts were asked to list variables they
considered to have effect on CSP businesses and to
categorize the variables to the correct category. Basically
experts were asked to list causality triplets of “variable X
has some cause on variable Y, which has some effect on
variable Z”, see table 1. It was supposed, that with this
method, an expert can easily just start to write the triplets
without need to first have a big picture in mind. In
addition, experts were asked to estimate the strength of
effect by using numbers:
Strong effect=3,
Moderate effect = 2,
Weak effect = 1
These values were used for measuring the expert’s
degree-of-belief value for causal connections. The plan
was to use a simplistic method, where both weight and
belief parts originate from this strength of effect.
Triplets are in fact mini causal maps (see Figure 1) and
constructing of one full BBN required combining these
triplets together. This was done with a BBN tool called
BayesiaLab (www.bayesia.com) by hand. The plan was to
review the achieved model with each expert.

service usage, 2 OPEX
Network equip. need 1,
current network

Number of staff

3 OPEX, 2 marketing
effort

equipment capability 1

Figure 1: A causal map of two triplets from Table 1
including strengths.
2.2 SUCCESS OF KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION
Out of 100 expert candidates, 48 answered with survey
results. The resulting causal models were reviewed with
60% of these 48 experts. The distribution of expertise
was:








Product and service innovations 21%
Technology and architecture 20%
Staff and internal processes 20%
Strategy and competition 19%
Customers-related 11%
Local & global economy and legislation 5%
Financial 4%

Experts used between 1 and 5 hours for the survey, with
the average being 2,5 hours. More than 2200 variables
and 3400 arcs and 40 sub- BBNs were created from the
survey results. Text analysis (www.textanalyser.net) was
used in order to understand word frequencies used in
variable names. Out from about 5000 used words, 40%
were unique. The top 12 used words for variable names
were “product and service” 80 times, “customers” 60
times, “costs” 56 times, “market” 50 times, “product” 36

times, “brand 28” times, “new” 22 times, “revenue” 20
times, “price”, “marketing”, “personnel”, “network” 16
times.
From the text analysis it was clear that:




The process to create a comprehensive BBN is
challenging because of the high number of
different variable names that have closely the
same meaning. The plan was to give full freedom
to experts in order to make sure that there were
innovative approaches, but this study
demonstrated clearly the need of business
dictionary if Bayes Belief Networks are to be
widely used in CSP business modeling and
simulation.
The competition for customers and tight cost
control in European CSP markets might explain
the top 12 used words, as the majority of experts
were from European countries.

2.3 CONSTRUCTION OF A SUB-BBN
It was quickly concluded that the creation of a
comprehensive CSP business model directly from triplets
was a too complicated task. It was decided that individual
BBNs, called sub-BBNs would be first created. One subBNN was created per expert and then the comprehensive
BBN was merged from these sub-BBNs. This approach
has two benefits: 1) it filters out excess of variables with
the same meaning in the sub-BBN review –process with
the expert and 2) innovative sub-BBNs will be
documented individually.
The creation of a sub-BBN is straightforward: Variables
and their causal connection were created manually from
triplets by using BayesiaLab-tool (www.bayesia.com). A
model review was organized whenever possible with the
expert including the states. Each variable has typically
only two states which describe best the variable in
question
like
true/false,
big/small,
high/low,
positive/negative, fast/slow.

Figure 2: Sub-BBNs derived from expert surveys covered
in 70% of cases all seven categories of CSP businesses
but granularity varied greatly depending on expert.
converted them in the following way: 3=> 90%, 2=>
75%, 1=> 60%, -3=>10%, -2=>25% and 1=>40%.
In further studies, when the model(s) will be tested in
CSP environment, the dual review method with experts
will be used, namely first a causal model review with
states alone, and after it second review with weights and
confidence values.
2.5 CONSTRUCTING OF COMPREHENSIVE BBN
The 40 sub-BBNs varied in granularity and coverage
(Figure 2) because experts were not asked to focus solely
on their own expertise topic. Merging the sub-BBNs to a
comprehensive BBN became challenging without a
standard “kernel”. The Osterwalder business model
ontology (Osterwalder, 2002) is used as a standardized
causal kernel (Figure 3) to which sub-BBNs was merged.

2.4 PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS FOR A SUBBBN
The conditional probability tables were calculated with
weighted sum –algorithm utilizing compatible parent
configurations defined by Das (Das, 2004). This
algorithm allows for simplification of the calculation
through the utilization of compatible parent
configurations for the evaluations performed by the
expert, limiting the need of individual probability state
combinations needed to be evaluated.
For this study a simplistic method was used in
calculation: The weights 3, 2, 1, -1, -2, -3 were used as
relative weights and the same weight as probability after

Figure 3: Osterwalder business model blocks, which
are used as “a kernel” for comprehensive BBN.
The comprehensive BBN can be seen as an onion-like
structure, where the kernel is from the business model
ontology and surrounding layers represent experts’ subBBNs (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The comprehensive BBN constructs onion type of layers (black and blue circles) around the kernel model
(yellow circles)

Comprehensive BBN with different granularities (number
of variables and arcs) were created to test the tool and
computer environment constraints. When the number of
variables exceeds 100, and at the same time the
relationship between number of arcs divided by number
of variables is on the average greater than three and if a
few of variables have five to ten common effects, the
practical utilization of the comprehensive BBN for
different kind analysis decreases due to slowness of the
PC-environment. The objective of this study is not to
focus on the tool usability nor model complexity topics
but to discover a Bayes Belief Network which can be
utilized in practice, contains all the seven business
categories and which reflects the expert’s common view
about CSP variables effecting on business.
The merge process was performed manually, with
variables and arcs being combined from each sub-BBN to
the comprehensive network around it’s kernel. If certain
variable and causal connection existed in many subBBNs, the weights (used in sub-BBNs) were summed
together. Thus, if 10 sub-BBNs have a variable “customer
satisfaction” affecting with weight 3 “customer loyalty”,
then the combined weight is 30. The conditional
probability tables have been calculated with the same
method as described in sub-BBN-case. However, a dual
review method is planned to be used when the model will
be tested in real life.

3.

RESULTS

This chapter presents both sub-BBNs, created based on
individual expert’s survey and the comprehensive BBN,

merged from individual BBNs. Chapter 3.1 gives three
examples of innovative sub-BBNs, which can be used, not
only as an input to the comprehensive BBN but also
independently. Chapter 3.2 presents results on the
comprehensive BBN.

3.1 SUB-BBN EXAMPLES
Example 1: A generic purpose financial causal map with
32 variables and their relationships (Figure 5). Many of
the variables and causalities are more deterministic than
probabilistic and values are results of mathematical
equations like calculation of EBITDA (Earnings before
Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization). This
map can be used to analyze the effect of non financial
variables analyzed in other sub-BBNs connected to a
comprehensive set of financial variables in this model.
Example 2: The variable “new business opportunities” is
a parent variable for many new business opportunities for
CSPs in a electric-car ecosystem (Figure 6), The business
opportunities vary from traditional bit-pipe services to
content service opportunities. The model contains
variables such as the effect of regulator actions,
environmental circumstances, renewal energy portion,
new technology, price of electricity, price of a electric car,
number of electric cars and emergence of new business
opportunities. The model offers ways to analyze the
effect of different ecosystem variables on potential new
services. The states and probabilities of key variables in
the model are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: A generic purpose financial –related causal map. The red circles represent financial, yellow customers, blue
staff and processes, greed product, black technical and pink competition-strategy –related variables. This model in its
many parts is deterministic in nature and don’t contain probabilities in this study. Sub-BBN’s end up often to Sales,
ARPU, R&D etc (blue disks) and with this map the financial analysis towards EBITDA , Earnings per share,
expected cash flow and investment decisions (orange disks) can be extended.

Figure 6: Key causal structure (upper part), states and conditional probabilities (lower part) of some variables in electric
car ecosystem model. The variable “New business opportunities” represents potential new business for CSPs.

Figure 7: High level sub-BBN for typical European CSP Operations Support System (OSS) based on one expert’s views.
OPEX and CAPEX targets have been set to 100% in order to test the consequences: Automation rate needs to be
enhanced, similarly more investment, head count reduction and activities to enhance perceived user quality are needed
(red arrows).

Example 3: The task of Operations Support Systems
(OSS) is to take care of day-to-day infrastructure
management so that the network and related services
work properly with high quality and in an optimized way.
OSS BBN parent variables are the number of today’s
management platforms (rather low), investment capability
of the company (often restricted), current OSS
architecture (often complex), network performance (often
not enough) and harmonization need (typically high).
The target variables in the model are OPEX and
revenue/profitability. The model covers variables like
training needs, technology, head count, perceived quality
seen by customer, customer experience and automation
need (Figure 7). The model, even though it is on a rather
high level, demonstrates the great potential of Bayes

Belief Network as a methodology for business reasoning
and what-if analysis.
Also other innovative sub-BBNs were created, such as
IPTV model, customer experience & satisfaction model,
regulator causalities model.
3.2 THE COMPREHENSIVE BBN
The comprehensive Bayesian Belief Network was created
from sub-BBNs as described in chapter 2. The BBN
contains the kernel shown in Figure 3. The model
(Figures 8 and 9) contains the 32 most used variables and
their 93 causal connections. It is remarkable that three
variables are very central in the model: 12 variables have
variable called “Customer experience & satisfaction”, 9

Figure 8: The comprehensive Bayesian Belief Network representing the overall feedback of the survey with granularity
of 32 variables and 93 causal connections. The blue disks are the six variables, which have highest node forces as a sum
of entering and outing arcs forces. Three from them, namely Customer experience & satisfaction, Product portfolio and
Activity & efficiency are the central variables in the model.

Figure 9: The states and probabilities of comprehensive BBN. The probability of the first state of variable “Product
portfolio”, “Customer experience and satisfaction” has been set to 100% (green bars).

variables “Product portfolio” and 5 variables “Efficiency”
as a common variable. On the other hand there is only one
purely technical variable even though 20% of experts had
technical expertise. The reason for the lack of technical
variables might be the fact that most of the experts were
from Europe and the model represents thus mostly a
mature European mobile and convergent operator’s

environment where customer experience, efficiency and
portfolio play important role. The 32 variables and 93 arcs
in the model were selected as a compromise between
model granularity and usability and based on response
times in analysis.
A light validation has been done for the model to verify
whether it gives logical results especially because a

simplistic conditional probability calculation method,
where both weights for arcs and probabilities originate
from same strength of effect value given by experts, has
been used. Figure 9 gives an example of the tests: It
shows that when the probability of “Product portfolio”
state “competent” is set to 100% and “Customer
experience and satisfaction” state “high” is also set to
100%, the consequence will be that the revenue will
increase clearly, when it is assumed that product pricing
can be higher, efficiency of internal processes will be
better, innovation capacity will increase, technical assets
are modern and competent staff will be in place. These
validations demonstrated that the model yield logical
results.

4.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

An extensive study to model communication service
provider businesses was performed. A novel method was
used to elicit this prior information. Especially the way to
create the so called causal triplets in the survey and to
construct the initial BBN based on the triplets was found
to be a fast, innovative and effective method that can be
used to create different kind of causal maps. All together
40 Bayes Belief Networks were created, each representing
an individual expert’s view. These networks were then
merged to one comprehensive Bayes Belief Network.
Models such as an IPTV model, OSS management model,
customer experience & satisfaction model, regulator
causalities model, the electric car ecosystem, financial
model are examples of innovative sub-models. The
biggest challenge in the knowledge collection was the
excessive freedom in variable naming. Creation and usage
of a dictionary would be, from work amount and quality
points of view, a clear improvement for the eliciting of
prior knowledge and this is highly recommended for
future studies.
Calculations of conditional probability tables were based
on a weighted sum algorithm utilizing compatible parent
configurations for the states. The process used in this
study was simplified but yielded promising results which
motivate the further testing of the models in a real life
environment. However, a dual review method with
experts is needed in order to achieve more reliable results.
The results showed that the BBN is a potential method for
what-if analysis and predictions in the strategy creation
process but also in daily management and decision tasks.
Future research topics are to enhance and benchmark
some of models in mobile operator environment in
focused use cases as well as synthesis of expert
knowledge with data in order to enhance the dynamicity
of the model.
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Abstract
This paper describes the requirements of a
strategic decision facilitation tool that relies on
forecasting to support critical decisions. A
hypothesis-driven (data supported) system rather
than a purely data-driven methodology. It
further describes the importance of simple and
natural human-computer interactions that
simplify the creation of complex domain models
in a system that uses probabilistic reasoning
methods to facilitate high-quality decision
making under uncertainty. Such a system helps
users create complex models, query them for
predictions, formulate hypotheses and validate
their prediction with evidence retrieved from a
corpus of text documents. The system must have
a technology to automatically assemble and
explain the forecasts so that users--who should
not be required to understand the mathematics
behind the forecast--will be able to understand
why certain predictions are being made.

1

INTRODUCTION

A principal goal in any forecast of future events is to help
decision-makers deal with uncertainty. Our pictures of
the present and the past are always incomplete and noisy.
So uncertainty is ubiquitous. A deeper concern is not just
the future, but even our theories and models of how
events will unfold that are underdetermined by our data.
Thus, forecasting from data alone is not sufficient and it
can be improved by embedding the forecast technology
within a larger framework for decision support. Such a
framework can supplement our raw data with information
about the appropriate context in which to interpret the
framework that allows for ongoing critical evaluation
and validation of high-quality forecasts created.

forecast, will be able to better focus computational
resources and minimize (as far as possible) the quantified
uncertainty over the most relevant aspects of the forecast.
The goal of this paper is to clarify the requirements of a
strategic decision facilitation tool that relies on
forecasting to support critical decisions.
Such system will offer users maximum flexibility and
provide quick turn-around through a decision facilitation
process that allows: a) easy capture and organization of
knowledge, b) building complex models that can be
readily queried about future events, c) applying advanced
algorithms, made transparent to users, to forecast
predictions, d) searching and piecing together relevant
and coherent argumentation in favor (or against) courses
of action; and e) making actionable recommendations to
facilitate significant strategic decisions.

2

KEY COMPONENTS

There are four key components to a forecasting system
that will be discussed to facilitate high-quality decisionmaking: 1. the forecasting algorithms should have access
to the context of decisions under consideration, not
simply the raw data--that is, they should be hypothesisdriven; 2. the system should enable simple and natural
human-computer interactions to allow forecasting directly
over concepts of relevance and importance to the decision
makers; 3. the simplicity of user interaction should not
prevent the use of advanced probabilistic reasoning
methods to quantify and minimize uncertainty over
forecasts; and, lastly, 4. the system should be capable of
automatically constructing explanations of forecasts
which can be understood without requiring users to
master the details of the forecasting algorithms. Together,
these components yield a complete decision-support

3

HYPOTHESIS DRIVEN
METHODOLOGY
3.1

HYPOTHESIS VERSUS DATA DRIVEN

There is a body of evidence in experimental psychology
suggesting different modalities in the way people make
decisions; some modalities result in more accurate
decisions than others (Heuer, 1999). In general, there is
the distinction between “data-driven” and “hypothesisdriven” decision making. In the former, the emphasis is
on initial search and gathering of as much information as
possible before raising a hypothesis leading to an
informed decision. In the latter, the emphasis is on a more
selective and guided information search driven by a prior
hypothesis. An iterative process follows where the search
is aimed at specific information enabling validation or
rejection of the hypothesis. The hypothesis is either
accepted with sufficient evidence or re- formulated based
on insufficient evidence. Validated hypotheses with
sufficient evidence, in general, lead to more accurate
decisions. Our decision support system is architected to
direct users to follow a process that in practice has been
shown to result in more accurate decisions.

Figure 2a: Knowledge capture and representation

Figure 1: Sequential steps and feedback in hypothesisdriven decision making

4

SIMPLE AND NATURAL HUMAN
COMPUTER INTERACTION

This section describes basic human computer interaction
principles used to facilitate the creation of complex
domain models while making transparent the complexity
of analytic methods.
Figure 2 shows the three types of analytic methods
required by the decision facilitation tool: 2a) knowledge
representation and capture, 2b) reasoning inference and
2c) text processing and search methods.

Figure 2b: Reasoning methods

of concept definitions and causal relations between them.
Most concepts affect or are affected by other concepts. In
most realistic domains there is feedback where a
particular concept starts a causal chain feeding back to
itself. Feedback loops can induce complex reinforcing or
inhibiting dynamic behavior. The “mental model” is
critical because it is used to make predictions and to
process and interpret outside information.

4.3

The use of free language in model creation enables more
flexibility in building models. Concepts are defined and
labeled with short phrases or using a few words. To
reduce ambiguity, users further expand concept definition
by providing added descriptions for more precise
meaning. Concepts are defined based on specific
assumptions that also need to be captured. Additional
documents and information (e.g. names, locations,
specific dates, events, etc.) are also associated with each
concept for further clarification. The use of free language
serves a dual purpose. Firstly, the words and phrases used
to define the concepts are also used in the creation of a
rule- based search engine to improve the recall and
precision of retrieved content needed to substantiate the
decisions. Secondly, the concept definitions and attached
descriptions are also used to create chains of rationale that
will provide explanations to subsequent predictions.

Figure 2c: NLP & Text Processing

Three corresponding screens have been designed as user
interfaces to allow users to build models by defining
concepts and their associations, allowing to query the
model and make predictions by making assumptions
based on existing facts or beliefs, and searching for
information through a corpus of documents in order to
validate the assumptions and predictions.

4.4

These methods are used to provide maximum flexibility
and ease of use for rapid model creation, immediate query
response and prediction, and fast document retrieval for
forecast validation.

COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT AND
SCALABILITY

Automated knowledge capture should be made easy for
the user. It should be just as easy to build models of high
complexity as it is very simple models. The user should
not be concerned with how the knowledge is being
captured, represented and organized. Users should be able
to add or subtract information to and from the model with
ease and at will. Quantity of information should not be of
concern to users. The information should be easily
accessible at any time during the model building process,
or later during the analysis phase. Providing flexibility to
users during model creation in a free-associative,
brainstorming fashion is important since it enables: a)
adequate coverage of the domain, leaving no stone
unturned; b) seamless scalability to large, complex
domains; c) collaborative multiple-user participation with
access to second opinions and feedback; d) ease of model
refinement and evolution at any future time; and e) speed
- quick addition and deletion of ideas without concern
about performance or limits of scalability. Building
models fast, with ease and with transparent complexity
management, enables users to build unconstrained models
of any size. The knowledge is represented using
constructs that are readily mapped into graphical

4.1

TRANSPARENCY OF ANALYTIC
METHODOLOGY AND TERMINOLOGY
Advanced analytic methods often require familiarity with
complex methodology. In our approach to modeling
complex domains, it is not necessary for users to learn
and familiarize with analytic methods.
By making the analytic methods transparent, users
interact with the system by only using the familiar
language of their domain. Domain concepts are defined
using free language and users can add to those definitions
to make their meaning more precise. This eliminates the
need for knowledge engineers to acquire and convert user
knowledge and expertise into computational models.

4.2

FREE LANGUAGE, ASSOCIATION AND
BRAINSTORMING

KNOWLEDGE AND RATIONALE
CAPTURE

The model creation process is the most critical step. Users
create a “mental model” of their domain, which consists

3

probabilistic networks for subsequent forecasting and
predictive analysis.
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nodes (Expected time to effect will be discussed in section
5.2).
Alternative methods for building the networks and their
conditional probability tables require obtaining
probability estimates directly from domain experts for
each combination of child and parent nodes’ states. This
tedious process can be aided by methods developed for
probability elicitation (Wang, 2004). A major goal of our
approach, however, is to circumvent this difficulty and
make the process of building models readily accessible to
users without need of expertise in graphical probabilistic
methods. In either case, once the models are built, their
performance and robustness can be validated using
sensitivity analysis which can help identify the parameters
that are most influential for any given query and
prediction (Kipersztok and Wang, 2003).

PROBABILISTIC REASONING
METHODS

This section describes the creation behind-the-scenes,
following the construction of the unconstrained mental
model, of a Bayesian network for making probabilistic
forecasts of events and trends.

5.1

FORECASTING PROBABILITY, IMPACT
AND TIMING OF EVENTS

Analysis and prediction methods must be compatible with
knowledge representation and acquisition constructs used
in the knowledge capture phase. In addition to defining
concepts and relations, analysis methods require
additional quantitative input parameters that need to be
obtained from the user during model creation. In the spirit
of devising easy ways to capture knowledge directly from
users, the number of requested variables is kept to a
minimum. Methods were developed to map those
variables to fit the requirements of the analysis and
inference algorithms. Quantitative inputs should be
acquired from the user in an intuitive manner within the
context of the familiar user’s domain.

Analysts and decision makers require probability
estimates to guide strategic decisions. In order to maintain
the simple and natural human-computer interface, our
approach limits the decision space to predictions of event
occurrences and trends. Decision makers need to know:
a) how probable occurrences of events or emerging trends
are; b) the magnitude of their impact; and c) the time
when such events are expected to occur. Probabilistic
models, in particular graphical models, provide capability
to handle problems where data and information may be
sparse, noisy or incomplete. In addition to rapid
knowledge capture during model building, our methods
also provide quick turn-around forecasting during the
prediction phase.
As part of our on-going effort, we have built prototypes of
the system. (Kipersztok, 2007) describes in more detail
the implementation of various features of the system. The
system has been applied to several specific domain areas.
In (Seidler, et. al., 2010), the authors describe the DecAid
system which was used to model and predict the readiness
of a country to possess nuclear weapons capability. The
paper reviews the domain associations used to build an
unconstrained model. The model predictions were used to
retrieve textual documents with information on Iran’s
nuclear program and to compile the risk assessment
against the hypothesis that they are building a nuclear
weapon.

Figure 3: Request minimal number of parameters

5.2
The qualitative and quantitative inputs variables are
shown in Figure 3. These are used to populate the
parameters of graphical probabilistic (Bayesian)
networks. The numbers represent the weight of causal
belief that the user associates with each relation between
pairs of concepts in the model. The relations and the
belief numbers are used to build the structure and the
conditional probability tables of the Bayesian networks by
combining the weights of causal belief of incoming parent

REASONING ABOUT EVENT TIME

New methods are being developed that allow for
probabilistic reasoning over systems evolving in
continuous time (Nodelman, et. al., 2002).
These
techniques allow direct computation of distributions over
when events of interest may occur. Moreover, they allow
for automatic focusing of computational resources on
those portions of the domain that may undergo rapid
change. Larger, unified models over domains which
include variables with widely divergent rates of change
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can thus be made computationally tractable. Machine
learning algorithms can be used to help discover
underlying structure in context where connections within
the data are poorly understood (Nodelman, et. al., 2003).
There are already, in the literature, reviews of the
advantages of these methods over traditional discrete-time
probabilistic models--for instance, showing that the
discrete-time models are subject to artifacts from the fixed
time granularity and are less efficient to learn than the
continuous time models (Nodelman, 2007). Adoption of
these methods has been slow due to lack of exposure,
limited software support, and ongoing research and
development.
We define the expected-time-to-effect as one additional
quantity to be provided by the user for each concept-pair
relation defined in the model (Figure 3). Just as the weight
of causal belief is used to create conditional probability
tables in Bayesian networks; the addition of expectedtime-to-effect is used for the construction of transition
matrices in underlying continuous-time Bayesian
networks. In this manner the system also can forecast the
timing of events.

5.3

IDENTIFICATION OF CONCEPTS
RELEVANT TO A QUERY

Experimental psychology experiments show that a critical
number of variables is needed to make predictions at a
fixed level of accuracy. Adding more variables to the
decision increases the expert’s confidence, without
necessarily improving the accuracy of the prediction
(Oskamp, 1965)(Shepard , 1964). This emphasizes the
importance of being able to determine the critical,
relevant concepts associated with a specific query. This
important feature of our decision facilitation system is
based on research done on relevance and feature selection
learning algorithms (Druzdzel and Suermondt., 1994)(Fu
and Desmarais, 2008b).

Figure 4: Creation of a predictive model (DAG)

5.4

INDIVIDUALS VS. COLLECTIVE
JUDGMENT – CONSENSUS VS.
DISENTING OPINIONS

A system that offers such model building flexibility and
quick turn-around in decision-facilitation and forecasts
can be equally effective for use by a single analyst as well
as by a collective group of decision makers. Difficult and
significant decisions are often arrived at by consensus in a
group setting. Collective consensus is often built around a
particular set of assumptions, a hypothesis, and a
prediction. Once this occurs, it becomes increasingly
difficult to deviate from the consensus opinion.
Consensus can often be dominated by a vocal minority
within a group at the risk of ignoring dissenting but
equally, or more, valid alternative opinions.

Querying the model triggers a prediction. A query is a
request for predicting the future state of a ‘target’ concept
given the assumptions about the current state of a set of
‘source’ or ‘trigger’ concepts. The model can contain any
number of concepts and associations, but for each query
the ‘source’, the ‘target’ and the set of ‘relevant’ concepts
are the critical set of concepts that matter.
Once the model is complete the system is ready for
inference and prediction, based on a specific query. At the
time when the query is made, the system identifies the
variables and relations relevant to that query and that
subset of the unconstrained model is converted into a
predictive model (Figure 4).

In our system, various parallel hypotheses can be
formulated with ease and subject to different sets of
assumptions. With our proposed approach, a single team
member may be capable of quickly making predictions
and forecasting scenarios based on a dissenting
hypothesis, while at the same time compiling evidence
that can be used to steer the consensus opinion in a

5

different direction that may, convincingly, lead to a
different and possibly better decision.
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because it narrows the search for specific information as
evidence for clearly stated assumptions; thus, lending
credibility and validity to the predictions. Precise concept
definitions and rationale that explain concept relations
together with gathered evidence from search make it
possible to support a hypothesis-driven prediction. In
arriving at critical decision, the facilitation methods
discussed can help users step through a process that helps
capture knowledge and data, organize them, invoke
analysis methods to forecast predictions, piece together
evidence, and rationale for or against courses of action,
and make actionable recommendations. The final choice
of action must be ultimately made by humans. The system
will compute and present the necessary trade-offs
between risk and cost for each recommended course of
action.

FORECAST VALIDATION AND
EXPLANATION

In (Lacave and Díez, 2002), the authors review various
explanation methods for Bayesian networks and argue, on
the one hand, that the normative approach for building
expert systems, based on probabilistic reasoning, leads to
more robust and accurate results. On the other hand, they
also require more explanation capability because the
methods are more foreign to human beings than in the
heuristic approach.
Here, we are suggesting that much of the information to
be presented as explanation during inference and
prediction can be captured upfront, during the model
building phase. It is part of the contextual knowledge
imparted by the user as concepts and relations are defined.
A very specific context and specific assumptions are
made for every concept and causal relation defined in the
unconstrained model. The weight-of-causal- belief and the
expected-time-to-effect are quantities also defined subject
to very specific assumptions. The system allows for user
to systematically add such context during the model
creation phase. The information is organized so that it is
readily available for retrieval at the time that the
explanation is needed.

6.1

Retroactive historical analysis constitutes another
validation approach. It entails making predictions of past
events and comparing the model forecast to actual
outcomes. Predictions can also be compared among
different methods.

6.3

Being able to quickly build complex mental models, and
having the underlying machinery to automatically convert
the created entities and relations into analytic models to
make immediate predictions, provide single or multiple
users with great flexibility. A single user can in one
sitting use their knowledge to build a complex model,
define concepts and relations, document their rationale,
query the model to make predictions, and search for
evidence to validate a new hypothesis. A quick turnaround decision facilitation method like ours enables
users to postulate various ‘what-if’ scenarios and test
parallel hypotheses side by side.

EXPLANATION AND CHAIN OF
REASONING

Predictions of highly probable events, of high impact and
possibly occurring in the near future will be of most
interest to users. Before courses of action are decided,
decision makers require explanations that support a
particular prediction and its assumptions. In addition, they
also require convincing evidence that can back the
predictions with plausible and believable facts.
Qualitative explanations are provided by showing the
causal chains of reasoning from trigger assumptions to
predicted target outcomes where the entire relevant
context that was captured during model building is
organized and presented in every step along various paths
of reasoning. Rationale captured and documented by the
users, together with evidence retrieved from document
search, constitute the basis for the explanation given to
decision makers associated with forecasts and predictions
by the system.

6.2

RAPID PROTOTYPING - ‘WHAT IF”
SCENARIOS

6.4

AUTOMATED DOCUMENTATION AND
SUMMARIZATION

Our system automatically compiles and packages all the
information needed for a strategic decision by
summarizing the hypothesis and its assumptions, together
with the associated evidence, the forecasts and the chain
of reasoning explaining the prediction in the context of
the specific concept definitions and the assumptions made
when causal relations were defined. This capability to
provide a summary documentation of the prediction, the
assumptions and its explanation can be made available to
second parties for critique and revision before actions of
significant consequence are taken.

INFORMATION RETRIEVALVALIDATION THROUGH SEARCH

In political, cultural and socio- economic domains,
validation often comes from validated evidential facts.
Having a hypothesis makes the search more efficient
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SUMMARY
Lacave, C. and Díez, F. J. (2002).
"A review of
explanation methods for Bayesian networks", Knowl.
Eng. Rev., vol. 17, p.107 , 2002.

Requirements for a decision facilitation system are
presented that describe human- machine interface
concepts that simplify for users the creation of complex
domain models, while making transparent the analytic
methodology that requires additional, specialized
expertise. Those simplifying features are built into the
user-interface to help users step through the creation of a
model, query the model to make predictions, formulate
hypotheses and validate the prediction from searched
evidence (for or against) retrieved from a large corpus of
documents. Explanation to predictions combines the
rationale captured from the user during model
development and the evidence gathered in support of a
hypothesis; and it is presented to decision makers in
context along the various paths of causal inference.

Nodelman, U., Shelton, C. R., and Koller, D. (2002).
Continuous Time Bayesian Networks. Proceedings of the
Eighteenth Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial
Intelligence, pp. 378-387, 2002.
Nodelman, U., Shelton, C.R., and Koller, D. (2003).
Learning
Continuous
Time
Bayesian
Networks. Proceedings of the Nineteenth Conference on
Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, pp. 451-458, 2003.
Nodelman, U. (2007). Continuous Time Bayesian
Networks. Ph.D. Dissertation, Stanford University. 2007.
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Abstract
Most practical uses of Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs) involve temporal influences of the first order, i.e., influences between neighboring time steps. This choice is
a convenient approximation influenced by the
existence of efficient algorithms for first order
models and limitations of available tools. We
focus on the question whether constructing
higher time-order models is worth the effort
when the underlying system’s memory goes
beyond the current state. We present the results of an experiment with a series of DBN
models monitoring woman’s monthly cycle.
We show that higher order models are significantly more accurate. However, we have also
observed overfitting and a resulting decrease
in accuracy when the time order chosen is too
high.

1

Introduction

All real world systems change over time. Modeling
their equilibrium states or ignoring change altogether,
when it is sufficiently slow, is sufficient for solving a
wide spectrum of practical problems. In some cases,
however, it is necessary to follow the change that the
system is undergoing and introduce time as one of the
model variables.
We concentrate in this paper on models that belong to
the class of probabilistic graphical models, with their
two prominent members, Bayesian networks (BNs)
(Pearl, 1988) and dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs)
(Dean & Kanazawa, 1989). BNs are widely used practical tools for knowledge representation and reasoning
under uncertainty in equilibrium systems. DBNs extend them to time-dependent domains by introducing
an explicit notion of time and influences that span over
time. Most practical uses of DBNs involve temporal

influences of the first order, i.e., influences between
neighboring time steps. This choice is a convenient
approximation influenced by existence of efficient algorithms for first order models and limitations of available tools. After all, introducing higher order temporal
influences may be costly in terms of the resulting computational complexity of inference, which is NP-hard
even for static models. Limiting temporal influences
to influences between neighboring states is equivalent
to assuming that the only thing that matters in the future trajectory of the system is its current state. Many
real world systems, however, have memory that spans
beyond their current state.
The question that we pose in the paper is whether introducing higher order influences, i.e., influences that
span over multiple steps, is worth the effort in the
sense of improving the accuracy of the model. The
idea of increasing modeling accuracy by means of increasing the time order of the model was beautifully
illustrated by Shannon (1948). In his seminal paper,
he shows sentences in the English language, generated
by a series of Markov chain models of increasing time
order, trained by means of the same corpus of text.
The following sentence was generated by a first order
model:
OCRO HLI RGWR NMIELWIS EU LL NBNESEBYA TH
EEI ALHENHTTPA OOBTTVA NAH BRL.
Compare this with the following sentence generated by
a sixth order model:
THE HEAD AND IN FRONTAL ATTACK ON AN ENGLISH
WRITER THAT THE CHARACTER OF THIS POINT IS
THEREFORE ANOTHER METHOD FOR THE LETTERS
THAT THE TIME OF WHO EVER TOLD THE PROBLEM
FOR AN UNEXPECTED.
The resemblance of the latter sentence to ordinary English text, an informal measure of the model’s accuracy, has increased dramatically between the first and
the sixth orders. A first order model was essentially

impotent in its ability to model the problem.
While generation of English sentences may be too hard
of a problem, the vehicle for our experiments is the
problem of monitoring the woman’s monthly cycle, a
problem central to family planning. Every couple seeking help in a fertility clinic is asked to monitor the
monthly cycle before any intervention is undertaken.
An accurate monitoring model can be a great aid in
natural family planning, indicating optimal days for
sexual intercourse. What is important from the perspective of the question posed in this paper is that
woman’s monthly cycle is a system with memory going
most certainly beyond one day and probably spanning
over a period of roughly a month.
We report the results of an experiment in which we
successively introduce higher order DBNs modeling
the monthly cycle and measure the accuracy of these
models in predicting the day of ovulation. We train
our models on real time series data obtained from a
longitudinal study of fecundability conducted in several European centers (Colombo & Masarotto, 2000).
We show that increasing the time order of the model
greatly improves its accuracy. However, we also observe that when the time order is too high, the model
can overfit the data and the quality of its predictions
may decrease.

Figure 1: A simple BN illustrating selected causes and
effects of allergy in children
When each state of the model depends only on the
immediately preceding state (i.e., k = 1, the system is
first-order Markov, often assumed in practice), we represent the transition distribution P (X t |X t−1 ). This
can be done using a two-slice BN fragment (2TBN)
B t , which contains variables from Xt whose parents
are variables from Xt−1 and/or Xt , and variables from
Xt−1 without their parents. A first order DBN is often defined as a pair of BNs (B 0 , B → ), where B 0 represents the initial distribution P (X0 ), and B → is a two
time slice BN, that defines the transition distribution
P (Xt |Xt−1 ) as follows:
P (Xt |Xt−1 ) =

n
Y

P (Xit |P a(Xit )) .

i=1

2

BNs and DBNs

Consider the simple BN shown in Figure 1, illustrating various causes and effects of allergy in children. All
variables in this example are Boolean. The tendency
to develop allergies has a hereditary component: Allergic parents are more likely to have allergic children,
whose allergies are likely to be more severe than those
from non-allergic parents. Exposure to allergens, especially in early life, is also an important risk factor
for allergy. When an allergen enters the body of an
allergic child, the child can cough or develop a rash.
Figure 1 shows the dependency structure among the
variables and the conditional probability distributions
for each of the variables.
DBNs (Dean & Kanazawa, 1989) are an extension of
BNs for modeling dynamic systems. The term dynamic means that we model the system’s development
over time and not that the model structure and its parameters change over time, even though the latter is
theoretically possible. In a DBN, the state of a system
at time t is represented by a set of random variables
Xt = (X1t , . . . , Xnt ). The state at time t generally dependents on the states at previous k time steps. There
is nothing in the theory that prevents k from being any
number between 1 and t − 1.

Consider a two years old child whose parents suffer
from allergy and who has been exposed to allergens.
We know that this child has not developed any symptoms of allergy in the previous year. Suppose that we
want to know the probability that allergy appears in
the third year. If we use the BN pictured in Figure 1,
we omit all historical information except that for the
current year. Figure 2a shows a DBN of first temporal
order, which allows us to predict the probability of the
child developing allergy in this and in the future years.
Number of slices is the number of steps for which we
perform the inference. In this example, one step means
one year. Temporal plate is the part of a DBN that
contains nodes changing over time. Hereditary Factor
is outside of the temporal plate and, hence, is time
invariant.
Figure 2b shows a second time-order DBN, i.e., a
model in which there are two temporal arcs from node
Allergy, the first order takes the information from one
step before, the second from two steps before. Typically, the older the child, the lower the probability of
allergy appearing. And, generally, a child who has not
developed allergy two years in a row has a lower chance
of developing allergy in the third year. A reasonable
expectation is that modeling higher order dependencies should increase the accuracy of the model.

about woman’s monthly cycle, such as duration of the
cycle, length of the follicular and luteal phases, and the
pattern of the timing of ovulation. Sometimes BBT
can rise due to causes other than ovulation. This atypical rise is treated as disturbance and can be caused
by a change in conditions around the measurement,
such as later measurement time, lack of sleep, different thermometer, high stress, travel, or illness.
Figure 2: DBNs modeling causes and effects an allergy
in children: first order (a) and second order (b) DBN
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Woman’s monthly cycle

Woman’s monthly cycle is driven by a highly complex interaction among hormones produced by three
organs of the body: the hypothalamus, the pituitary
gland, and the ovaries. There are five main hormones involved in the menstrual cycle process: estrogen, progesterone, gonadotropin releasing hormone
(GnRH), follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), and lutenizing hormone (LH).

As the cycle progresses, due to hormonal fluctuations,
the cervical mucus increases in volume and changes
texture. When there is no mucus or the mucus discharge is small, the day is considered infertile. There
can be also a feeling of dryness around the vulva.
Around the ovulation, mucus is the thinnest, clearest, and most abundant, resembling egg white. In the
luteal phase, it returns to the sticky stage.
It seems that the menstrual cycle is a temporal process with memory spanning over the entire cycle. This
means that the current state is not only influenced by
the previous state but also by prior days, going back
to the beginning of the phase.

4

The Model

Accurate prediction of the fertile phase of the menstrual cycle is critical for couples who want to conceive
or couples who want to avoid pregnancy using natural
methods. The fertile phase of the menstrual cycle is
defined as the time when an intercourse has a non-zero
probability of resulting in conception.
Figure 3: Levels of hormones during the phases of the
woman’s monthly cycle (Barron & Fehring, 2005)
The woman’s monthly cycle consists of four phases
(Figure 3 shows these four phases along with the associated hormone levels): (1) menstruation, (2) the follicular phase, (3) ovulation, and (4) the luteal phase.
Counting from the first day of the menstrual flow, the
length of each phase may vary from woman to woman
and then cycle to cycle.
In addition to measurable blood hormone levels, there
are several easily accessible indicators of the phase of
the cycle, two of which we will use in our models. Basal
body temperature (BBT) is defined as the body temperature measured immediately after awakening and
before any physical activity has been undertaken. It
should be measured every day at the same time. Before ovulation, BBT is relatively low. Following the
ovulation, as a result of an increased level of progesterone in the body, women typically experience an increase in the basal body temperature (BBT) of at least
0.2◦ C. This shift indicates that ovulation has occurred.
The BBT charting may provide valuable information

The number of fertile days during the menstrual cycle
is difficult to specify, as it depends on the life span
of the ovum and sperm, which varies from person to
person and from cycle to cycle. It is generally believed
that an ovum can be fertilized only within the first
24 hours after ovulation. Many authors agree that
the start of the fertile interval is strictly connected
with changes in vaginal discharge and, in particular,
estrogenic-type cervical mucus secretions. However,
they differ in their estimates of the length of the fertile
window. Potter (1961) calculated that there are only
two days during the menstrual cycle when a woman
can become pregnant. Wilcox et al. (1995) found that
the maximum sperm life span equals approximately
five days (in presence of sufficient level of estrogenictype mucus), which comes down to a fertile period
of six days, including the day of the ovulation. The
results of a multi-center study conducted by the World
Health Organization (WHO, 1983) estimate the fertile
period to be 10-days before ovulation. Natural family
planning methods assume this interval to be as long
as 13 days.
It is useful and important to be able to predict ovu-

lation. Because the fertile period starts roughly five
days before ovulation, prediction has to be made in
advance and, hence, asks for models that include an
explicit notion of time.

following five entry criteria: (1) experienced in use of a
Natural Family Planning method, (2) married or in a
stable relationship, (3) between 18th and 40th birthday at admission, (4) had at least one menses after
cessation of breastfeeding or after delivery, (5) not taking hormonal medication or drugs affecting fertility. In
addition, neither partner could be permanently infertile and both had to be free from any illness that may
affect fertility.
In each menstrual cycle, the subject was asked to
record the days of her period, her basal body temperature and any disturbances such as illness, disruption
of sleep or travel. She was also asked to observe and
chart her cervical mucus symptoms daily during the
cycle and to record every episode of coitus, with specification whether the couple used contraceptives or not.

Figure 4: A first-order DBN model of woman’s
monthly cycle
Our model (Figure 4), combines information retrieved
from BBT charting with observations of the cervical
mucus secretions. It contains a variable Phase with
four states: menstruation, follicular, ovulation, and
luteal. We included three observation variables: Basal
Body Temperature (BBT), Bleeding and Mucus observation. All variables are discrete. BBT has two possible values: lower range and higher range, representing
temperature before and after the BBT shift respectively. Bleeding describes whether on a particular day
the woman had menses or not. Cervical observation
can be in one of four states (s1 through s4), described
in detail in (Dunson, Sinai, & Colombo, 2001). We
modeled time explicitly as n time steps, where n is
the number of days of the longest monthly cycle of the
particular woman.
Admittedly, this is a simple model. However, we would
like to point out that it reasonably models the causal
interactions among the variables in the data available
to us.

5

The Training Data

Our training data are drawn from an Italian study
of daily fecundability (Colombo & Masarotto, 2000),
which enrolled women from seven European centers
(Milan, Verona, Lugano, Düsseldorf, Paris, London
and Brussels). To our knowledge, this is one of
the most comprehensive data sets describing woman’s
monthly cycle. Between the years 1992 and 1996, 782
women recorded a total of over six thousand monthly
cycles. Women participating in the study satisfied the

Typically, a menstrual cycle is defined as the interval
in days between the first day of menstrual bleeding in
two neighboring cycles, where day 1 was the first day
of fresh red bleeding, excluding any preceding days
with spotting. The day of ovulation was identified
in each cycle from records of basal body temperature
and mucus symptoms. The daily mucus observations
were classified into four classes; ranging from a score of
1 (no discharge and dry) to 4 (transparent, stretchy,
slippery). The cervical mucus peak day was defined
as the last day with best quality mucus, in a specific
cycle of the woman. If there were different mucus observations on one day, the most fertile characteristic
of the mucus observed determined the classification.
To determine the BBT shift, the “three over six” rule
was used: The first time in the menstrual cycle when
three consecutive temperatures were registered, all of
which were above the average temperature of the last
six proceeding days.

6

Experiments

We tested our model on two different women taken
from the Italian study. For each woman, we created a
BN and nine DBNs of temporal orders ranging from
1 to 9, training them (i.e., learning their parameters)
on the available monthly charts, using the leave-oneout method, i.e., training the network on all but one
chart and testing it on the remaining chart. Because of
computational limitations (with 30 time slices, ninth
order models become fairly complex), we had to find
women with a not too long average duration of the
follicular phase. We were able to find two women with
over 30 monthly charts each, whose follicular phase
lasted typically around 9 days. We set the number of
slices of the DBNs to the length of the longest cycle.
Just to give an idea of the capability of such models
to reproduce the monthly cycle, we present the prob-

the cycle classified as ovulation that in fact belong to
menstruation, follicular, or lutheal phase. TN is the
number of true negatives, i.e., the number of days of
the cycle not classified as ovulation that in fact belong
to menstruation, follicular, or lutheal phase. FN is the
number of false negatives, i.e., the number of days of
the cycle not classified as ovulation that are ovulation.
From the practical perspective, for a model of a
monthly cycle to be useful, it has to predict the day
of ovulation at least five days in advance. Please note
that because of a possible application of a model like
this in family planning, false negatives may be very
costly, so the model should minimize its false negative rate to zero. This is essentially the case with all
natural family planning methods.

Figure 5: Probabilities of each phase during the
monthly cycle: order 1 (a) and order 7 (b) DBNs

abilities of the four phases of the monthly cycle as a
function of time in Figure 5. These probabilities were
generated by models of the first (a) and the seventh
(b) order DBNs, trained on monthly charts of one of
the women in the data set. We entered no observation
into the models, except for anchoring the first time
step to the first day of menses, i.e., first day of the
monthly cycle. Please note the increased similarity of
the shape of the curves to that of the hormone levels
in Figure 3, which are direct indications of phases of
the monthly cycle. Memory of the order 7 model is
such that the model is capable of predicting roughly
the day of ovulation on the first day of menses.
To compare the accuracy of different models, we used
two measures: the true positive rate (TPR) and the
false positive rate (FPR). These are defined as TPR =
TP/(TP + FN) and FPR = FP/(FP + TN) respectively. In our model, TP is the number of true positives, i.e., the number of days of the cycle classified
as ovulation that in fact were ovulation. FP is the
number of false positives, i.e., the number of days of

For each network, we created ROC graphs (Fawcett,
2003) by plotting sensitivity (TPR) vs. complement of
specificity (1−FPR). For each model, we had as many
curves as there were cycles of the particular woman
available. To plot the ROC curves, we used vertical averaging, i.e., for each FPR we took the averaged TPRs
of the ROC curves over all cycles. For each curve, we
also calculated the area under the ROC curve (AUC),
which is a measure of model’s ability to predict ovulation five days in advance. A useless model would
have the AUC of 0.5. A model with perfect ability
to predict would have the AUC of 1.0. If the 95%
confidence interval of the model’s AUC would include
0.5, the model would be not likely to predict accurately. We used ROCR (Sing, Sander, Beerenwinkel,
& Lengauer, 1975), an R package for evaluating and
visualizing classifier performance.
Figure 6 shows selected ROC curves created for the
two selected women: static BN, first order DBN, DBNs
with temporal orders from first to fourth, from first
to sixth, from first to seventh, and with temporal orders from first to ninth. We did not picture every
curve in order to avoid clattering the graphs but instead showed the ranges (vertical lines on the plot).
Figure 7 presents the average AUCs for these women
along with their ranges (vertical bars).
As we can see, in both women, a BN is not much better than a random classifier. From all DBNs, the networks with first temporal order and with first and second temporal orders give the worst results. In case of
woman ID 20050265, the higher order of the network,
the higher sensitivity at the same point of specificity
(Figure 6a).
Figure 6b shows that for woman ID 20380003 the curve
for DBN with orders higher than 6 does not achieve
value TPR = 1.0 until 1 − FPR = 0.42. Starting at
the 1 − FPR = 0.28, these high order DBNs give worse
results than DBNs with lower temporal orders. Fig-

Figure 6: ROC curves with vertical averaging of BN
and DBNs for prediction of the ovulation day

Figure 7: AUC ROC curves of BN and DBNs for prediction of the ovulation day

ure 8 shows this for each cycle separately. As we can
see, there is one curve, whose AUC is smaller than 0.5.
In this cycle, the follicular phase lasted only six days,
while in all previous cycles its most common length
was nine days. The model, learned on the basis of
previous cycles, predicted ovulation day for the 15th
day, while in reality it took place on the 12th day.
Figure 9 is an equivalent of Figure 6b but with this
anomalous cycle omitted. In this case, the higher order of the network, the higher sensitivity at the same
point of specificity.

der, and came to the conclusion that the optimal order
of the DBN model depends directly on the nature of
the system and the task that we set to perform. This
number should be derived from the domain knowledge.
If anomalies are to be expected, it does not make any
sense to go beyond the order equal to the smallest of
the following three numbers: (1) the length of the system’s memory, which could be argued in our case to
be the length of the woman’s monthly cycle, (2) the
length of the prediction horizon, which is the number
of slices that we want to predict ahead (6 in our case),
and (3) the maximum order that is still computable
comfortably, which was in case of SMILE around 9.

Clearly, too high of an order can reduce accuracy of
the model. What is the optimal order of a model? We
performed a number of additional experiments with
monthly cycles of other women, varying the model or-

Furthermore, while any DBN model should contain at
least one first order influence (if that were not the case,

Figure 8: ROC curves for individual cycles of a DBN
of order 1 through 9

Figure 10: ROC curves with vertical averaging of additional DBNs for prediction of the ovulation day

Figure 9: ROC curve for the DBN with temporal orders from 1 to 9 with anomalous cycle removed

some slices would be disconnected from the model!), a
model of order k does not need to include influences of
all orders between 1 and k−1. In our experiments with
the monthly cycle, we focused on those influences that
seemed critical for phase transitions and used orders
that were equal to the lengths of the menstruation and
the follicular phases, as given usually a clear indication
the end of the menses, these influences could fairly
precisely pinpoint the expected day of ovulation, even
without additional observations.
Figure 10 shows ROC curves generated by DBNs with

temporal orders including the shortest, the longest, the
most common, and the average length of the menstruation and the follicular phases. The last pictured networks have temporal orders connected with the minimum, maximum, mode, and average length of the follicular phase of the particular woman, whose charts
were used to train the model. Figure 11 shows networks with selected orders for woman 20380003 with
the anomalous cycle removed.

7

Discussion

We have presented the results of an experiment with
a series of DBN models monitoring woman’s monthly
cycle. We have shown that higher order models are

ability for sharing their data with us. The empirical part of the paper was performed using SMILE,
an inference engine, and GeNIe, a development environment for reasoning in graphical probabilistic models, both developed at the Decision Systems Laboratory, University of Pittsburgh, and available at
http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/.
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Abstract
Lung cancer is a very frequent tumor in the
developed world and the leading cause of cancer death, with non-small cell lung cancer being the most prevalent type and with most
difficult prognosis. In this paper we present
a decision support system built for finding
the optimal selection of tests and therapy
for each patient. The system basically consists of an influence diagram with super value
nodes. The parameter λ, which in costeffectiveness analyses represents the amount
of money that the decision maker is willing to
pay to obtain a unit of effectiveness, has been
included in the influence diagram, and has allowed us to find a trade-off between cost and
effectiveness. Finally, given the uncertainty
on the values of the parameters, we have assigned, with the expert’s help, a probability
distribution to each parameter of the model
and have performed a probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

1

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is a very frequent tumor in the developed
world and the leading cause of cancer death. Lung
cancer can be classified into two major types: smallcell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC). The first one appears in 20% of cases, is usually inoperable and only treatable with chemotherapy
or chemo-radiotherapy. In contrast, when limited to
the lung, certain adjacent structures, and lymph nodes
proximal to the lung, surgery resection remains the optimal treatment for NSCLC. However, more than 80%
of NSCLC patients can not be treated with surgery because the disease is out of control due to an advanced
local extension of the tumor or spreading to other parts
of the body (metastasis). A disappointing fact is that
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a high percentage of patients that may benefit from
surgery die of lung cancer. A correct assessment at
an early stage of the disease and an accurate selection
of patients (staging phase) is very important to apply
surgery in good prognosis patients, and, in turn, to
avoid dangerous, painful, and unnecessary surgery in
bad prognosis patients.
When there are no distant metastases, mediastinal
staging, i.e., determining whether malignant mediastinal lymph nodes are present or absent, is the most
important prognostic factor in patients with NSCLC
and, consequently, determines the therapeutic strategy. Different techniques are available to study the mediastinum. There are non-invasive imaging techniques,
such as CT scan and PET, with high sensitivity but
low specificity; there are also minimally invasive endoscopic techniques (TBNA, EBUS, EUS)1 , with low
risk, high specificity and varying degrees of sensitivity,
as well as more invasive surgical techniques, such as
mediastinoscopy, which is considered as the gold standard.
The main treatment options for lung cancer include surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, radiochemotherapy, and palliative and supportive care. The
applicability of each treatment depends on the stage
of the tumor.
Because of this variety of available tests and treatments, each one having pros and cons, there is a
vivid debate among specialists about which technologies should be used (Fritscher-Ravens et al., 2003;
Schimmer et al., 2006). Nease and Owens (1997) proposed an influence diagram for the mediastinal staging
of NSCLC, which provides a strategy for a simplified
version of the problem. We propose here a new ID,
with important improvements. We also describe how
we have searched for a tradeoff between cost and effec1
CT scan stands for computer tomography, PET for
position emission tomography, TBNA for transbronchial
needle aspiration, EBUS for endobronchial ultrasound, and
EUS for endoscopic ultrasound.

tiveness by including in the influence diagram the parameter λ, which represents the amount of money that
the decision maker is willing to pay to obtain a unit of
effectiveness. Finally, we present the probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) that we have performed given
the uncertainty on the values of the parameters.

2

CONSTRUCTION OF
MEDIASTINET

In this section, we describe the construction of Mediastinet, an influence diagram (ID) for the mediastinal staging of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
2.1

STRUCTURE OF THE GRAPH

Influence diagrams (Howard and Matheson, 1984) are
a framework for representing and solving decision
problems. An ID consists of an acyclic directed graph
having three kinds of nodes: decision (graphically represented by squares or rectangles), chance (circles or
ovals), and utilities (diamonds). Each decision node
represents to actions under the direct control of the
decision maker. Each chance node represents a random variable. In medical IDs, utility nodes represent
medical outcomes and costs (morbidity, mortality, economic cost...). We will use the terms node and variable
indifferently.
We next describe how the ID has been built by exploiting expert knowledge.
2.1.1

Identification of variables

Chance variables Given that our objective is the
mediastinal staging of NSCLC, we have included a
variable representing the value of N factor in the
TNM classification2 (Lloyd and Silvestri, 2001). Even
though the N factor takes on four possible values, from
N0 to N3, we have modeled it as a binary variable because the cancer is operable for groups N0 and N1, but
it is inoperable for N2 and N3. The variable has been
named N2_N3 (see Figure 1).
The laboratory tests that can be performed are represented by the binary variables CT_scan, TBNA,
PET, EBUS, EUS, and MED (the result of the mediastinoscopy). We have also created the variable
MED_Sv, which represents whether the patient has
survived mediastinoscopy.
2

The TNM classification is a cancer staging system using three factors (T, N and M) to describe the extent of cancer in a patient’s body. N factor describes regional lymph
nodes that are involved.

Decision variables The set of possible treatments
is represented by the variable Treatment. Its states are
thoracotomy, radio-chemotherapy, and palliative.3
The decisions about whether to perform the different
laboratory tests have been represented by the variables
with the prefix Decision_ on the name.4 These decisions forced us to add a new state no_result to the
variables TBNA, PET, EBUS, EUS, and MED, to reflect that when we do not perform a medical test its
result is not available.
Ordinary utility nodes The quality-adjusted life
expectancy (QALE) (Weinstein and Statson, 1977) of
the survivors to the medical tests (except the mediastinoscopy) and the treatment is represented by the
node Survivors_QALE.
The morbidities due to TBNA, EBUS, EUS, and mediastinoscopy, are depicted by TBNA_Morbidity,
EBUS_Morbidity,
EUS_Morbidity,
and
Med_Morbidity respectively, and measured in
QALYs.
Med_Survival indicates whether the patient has survived to the mediastinoscopy.
The probability of survival to the treatment is represented by Immediate_Survival.
Super value nodes The ordinary utility nodes presented above have been combined by using super-value
nodes (SVNs), as proposed by Tatman and Shachter
(1990). SVNs are either of type sum or product. The
type of each SVN has been represented by attaching
the corresponding sign of sum or product, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2.
Nodes Survivors_QALE (QALE of the survivors
to the medical tests and the treatments) and
Med_Survival (probability of survival to the mediastinoscopy), have been combined into the product
node Net_QALE.
Nodes
TBNA_Morbidity,
EBUS_Morbidity,
EUS_Morbidity, and Med_ Morbidity have been
combined with Net_QALE into the sum node
Total_QALE.
2.1.2

Arcs of the graph

The influence diagram contains four kinds of arcs:
1. Arcs into chance nodes. They represent probabilistic dependencies. In our influence diagram,
3

Other possible treatments are irrelevant from a medical
point of view in the scenarios considered in this diagram.
4
We do not include a node Decision_CT_scan because
CT scan is always performed to a patient.

×
+
Figure 1: Influence diagram of Mediastinet.
an arc from a node representing the decision of a
test, such as the arc Decision_TBNA→TBNA,
indicates that the result (in this case TBNA)
is only available when we perform the test
(Decision_TBNA=yes)

its parents, pa(C). Then,
the table for p(C|pa(C)) reQ
quires |dom(C)|·
|dom(X)| numbers, but given
X∈pa(C)
P
the restriction that
P (c|pa(C)) = 1, only some of

2. Arcs into decision nodes. They imply informational precedence. Based on the “nonforgetting” assumption (Nielsen and Jensen,
1999), we have not drawn non-forgetting links, to
make the influence diagram more clear. For example, the arc CT_scan→Decision_PET is not
necessary due to the no-forgetting assumption.

Given that the parameters of Mediastinet are not
known with precision we attached a probability distribution to each parameter. We identified the type of
distribution of each parameter with the expert’s help.
For the probabilities (prevalence of the disease, the
sensitivities and the specificities of tests) we assigned
beta distributions. For the utilities (QALE of the survivors to the treatments) we assigned normal distributions.

3. Arcs into ordinary utility nodes. They represent functional dependencies. For example, the
arcs into the node Immediate_Survival means
that the domain of its utility function consists of
nodes N2_N3 and Treatment.
4. Arcs into SVNs. They indicate the set of
utility nodes that are combined into the SVN.
For instance, the arcs pointing at the node
Net_QALE mean that is the combination of
Survivors_QALE, MED_Survival and Immediate_Survival.
2.2

c

them are independent.

In spite of the uncertainty of the parameters, the analysis of the optimal strategies requires to focus on a
particular model, called reference case, in which all the
parameters are assumed to be known with certainty.
We have assumed that the reference case of Mediastinet takes the mean of each numerical parameter
as the value in the reference model.
2.3

COST-EFFECTIVENESS AND
NET HEALTH BENEFIT

PROBABILITIES AND UTILITIES

The quantitative part of the ID consists of a set of
probability and utility potentials. For example, for
each chance node C we must give a conditional probability potential p(C|pa(C)) for each configuration of

The version of Mediastinet presented above does not
include the economic cost of the diagnostic tests and
the treatments. However, in medical decision making,
costs cannot be ignored. Including the economic cost
turns the above problem into a multiobjective prob-

lem with two attributes: the effectiveness, measured
in clinical unit, which we want to maximize, and the
economic cost, measured in monetary units, which we
want to minimize.
One approach to solve the above problem is based on
the concept of net health benefit (Stinnett and Mullahy, 1998), defined as follows:
NHB = E − C/λ = E − λ∗ C,

(1)

where E is the effectiveness, C is the cost, λ, sometimes called willingness to pay, is used here to convert
the effectiveness into a monetary scale, and λ∗ = 1/λ.
The value of λ depends on each decision maker, it is
assumed to be positive, but it is usually unknown.
Other possible solution in the framework of IDs would
be to use multi-currency IDs (Nielsen et al., 2007).
However, this approach would require to specify two
parameters, α1 and α2 , which act as weights of the
efectiveness and the economic cost. We have instead
preferred to use the approach based on the NHB, besides other reasons (see Section 5), because it only
requires one parameter, λ, which has been included
explicitly in the ID.
In our model, we identified the effectiveness with the
QALE, whose unit is the quality-adjusted life year
(QALY) (Weinstein and Statson, 1977).
Nevertheless, instead of performing the analysis based
on the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs)
(Gold et al., 1996), which is the standard method, we
will apply an equivalent approach: the maximization
of the net health benefit, defined in Equation 1. Its integration in Mediastinet is as follows (see Figure 2):
• The cost, C, is represented by the sum node Total_Economic_Cost, whose parents represent the
economic costs of tests and treatments.
• The effectiveness, E, is depicted by Total_QALE,
explained in Section 2.1.
• The parameter λ∗ , the inverse of λ, is represented
by C2E (cost to effectiveness).
• Weighted_Economic_Cost is a product node
standing for λ∗ C.
• Net_Health_Benefit represents the NHB (Equation 1).
With regards to the utilities, the economic costs have
been attached to normal distributions, and parameter
λ was characterized by a log-normal distribution.
If we make λ∗ = 0, the evaluation of the ID returns
the strategy that maximizes the effectiveness, without

taking into account the economic costs. The medical doctor participating in this study was very interested in knowing this strategy, which turns out to
be different from the one obtained with the value of
λ = 30, 000 e/QALY, used as a reference point for the
Spanish public health system (Sacristán et al., 2002).
This justifies why in our ID we have used λ∗ as a
parameter in Equation 1 instead of λ: because when
looking for the maximum-effectiveness strategy (without caring about the costs), it suffices to make λ∗ = 0,
In contrast, making λ = +∞ would present computational problems.

3

3.1

OPTIMAL STRATEGIES FOR
THE REFERENCE CASE
COMPUTATION AND
REPRESENTATION OF THE
STRATEGIES

The object of decision analysis on a probabilistic decision problem, represented for example in a decision
tree or an ID, is twofold: to determine an optimal
strategy, and to compute the maximum expected utility (MEU).
We have computed two strategies for Mediastinet
with two different criteria: the maximization of the effectiveness (disregarding costs) and the maximization
of the net health benefit. They have been obtained
by solving Mediastinet twice: one with λ∗ = 0
(see Eq. 1), and the other one making λ∗ = 1/λ =
1/30, 000. Changing λ∗ in Mediastinet only implies
setting the utility node C2E to the value of λ∗ .
The optimal strategy of an ID contains a policy for
each decision. Policies are usually presented in the
form of a policy table, containing a column for each
configuration of informational predecessors of the decision. For example, Figure 3 displays optimal policy
for Decision_PET of Mediastinet.
However, given that the size of the policy tables grows
exponentially with the number of informational predecessors, we felt the need of presenting the optimal
policy of each decision in the form of a policy tree (see
Figure 4). A policy tree (PT) is similar to a decision tree (DT) (Raiffa and Schlaifer, 1961): it consists
of chance and decision nodes, and arcs labeled with
the states of the nodes. The ancestors of a decision
node in the PT are informational predecessors in the
ID. Leaves indicate the optimal decision in the corresponding scenario. In contrast with DTs, a PT only
represent scenarios that are possible by following the
optimal strategy. This reduces enormously the size
of the representation and makes it more understand-

×
+

+

×
+

Figure 2: A new version of Mediastinet, including economic costs.

Figure 3: Policy table for Decision_PET
able for the medical expert. For example, the policy table for decision Treatment of Mediastinet has
15,552 columns. In contrast, the PT of Treatment in
Mediastinet when considering costs has 5 leaves (see
Figure 4). That PT also represents the entire optimal
strategy of the ID.
3.2

CT_scan
neg.
EBUS/EUS?

yes

EBUS
neg.

The expert concluded that the optimal strategies
yielded by Mediastinet were very reasonable and
“logic”, and that the system was “quite intelligent.”

TBNA?

ebus

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF
MEDIASTINET’S STRATEGIES

After obtaining the two optimal strategies we have
presented it to the expert to know his opinion about
the policies obtained. He said that he would apply a
slightly different strategy but he is not sure whether
his decisions are better than those recommended by
Mediastinet. However, the expert’s recommendation and Mediastinet’s agree in that the treatment
must be selected depending on the result of the last
test performed: If it is positive then apply chemotherapy, otherwise apply thoracotomy.

pos.

Treat.
thor.

TBNA
pos.
Treat.
chem.

neg.
EBUS/EUS?

pos.
Treat.
chem.

ebus
EBUS
neg.
Treat.
thor.

pos.
Treat.
chem.

Figure 4: Optimal strategy for Mediastinet with
economic costs.

Figure 5: Part of the augmented ID of Mediastinet
for performing SA of the prevalence of node N2_N3.

All the chance and decision variables in Mediastinet
are discrete. Each continuous distribution has been
discretized by taking 100 points of an interval of the
domain of the parameter. The intervals partitioned
for normal and log-normal distributions of parameters µ and σ 2 have been [µ − k · σ, µ + k · σ] and
[eµ−k·σ , eµ+k·σ ] respectively, by using k = 3.5, which
accumulates 99.953 % of the probability mass. We
have taken the entire interval [0, 1] when discretizing
beta distributions.
4.2

4

PROBABILISTIC SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS IN MEDIASTINET

After computing the optimal policies and the MEU
for the reference case, we investigated whether the results depend on (are sensitive to) the uncertainty in
the model. This post-hoc investigation is called sensitivity analysis (SA).
4.1

UNCERTAINTY ON THE
NUMERICAL PARAMETERS OF
MEDIASTINET

We have performed a SA that can be characterized as
quantitative, probabilistic, multi-one-way.5
It is quantitative because we only consider variations in
the numerical parameters and do not vary the structure of the ID. It is probabilistic because we have a
probability distribution for each parameter.
It is multi-one-way because we consider the individual
variations of a set of parameters, as for example in a
tornado diagram.
Depending on the effects analyzed, value SA measures
variations in the EU, and decision SA explores the
changes in the optimal strategy.
For the SA we have built an augmented ID for each parameter. For example, Figure 5 shows the augmented
ID for performing SA of the prevalence of N2_N3,
identical to Mediastinet except that we have added
the node Iteration and two arcs: one to the node affected by the parameter, N2_N3, and another to the
first decision of the ID. Because of the non-forgetting
hypothesis, this link implies that we will obtain the optimal strategy for each value of the parameter under
study, and we can determine whether it is the same
as the optimal strategy for the reference case. It also
allows us to calculate the expected value of perfect
information (Felli and Hazen, 1998).
5
A complete definition of the characterizations of SA in
IDs can be found in (Nielsen and Jensen, 2003).

RESULTS OF THE SA

We recorded three metrics of analysis:
• the thresholds of policy change, which define a
set of intervals, contained in the domain of the
parameter, where the optimal strategy is identical
to the reference case,
• the expected value of perfect information (EVPI),
very well-known in SA literature (Felli and Hazen,
1998), and
• the sensitivity of each decision to each parameter,
which analyzes the probability of change in the
optimal policies when the parameter varies.
4.2.1

Thresholds of policy change

Our analysis has shown that most of the parameters
have a wide range of variation where the optimal policies do not change, and thus the optimal strategy is
very robust. However, there are some exceptions, such
as the sensitivity of CT scan. Its value in the reference model is 0.51, but its policy change thresholds are
given by the interval [0.41, 0.574]. It means the value
of sensitivity of CT scan in the reference model is not
very far from the thresholds, and some policy might
change if the value of the parameter varies.
4.2.2

EVPI

Most of the parameters present very small values of
EVPI. The parameter with the highest EVPI is λ, as
we expected. Thus, knowing its value with certainty
would have a high impact on the MEU of the ID.
4.2.3

Sensitivity of each decision to each
parameter

We have also observed that decisions are not sensitive to the variations of the parameters in most cases,
which indicates that the optimal strategy is very robust.
The three parameters with highest probability of
changing the optimal policies are: (1) the QALE of the

survivors to the thoracotomy when there is no metastasis; (2) the sensitivity of the TBNA when the result
of CT scan is negative; and (3) λ. The only parameter
that affects the policies of all the decisions is λ.
Finally, the decisions more affected by the variations
on the parameters are Decision_TBNA and Treatment.
The main conclusion of the SA is that there are only
two parameters that can have significant impact on the
strategy: the QALE of the survivors to the thoracotomy when there is no metastasis and λ. Even though
the former is the parameter with the highest impact on
a decision (Dec_TBNA), the parameter that reflects
to have more overall impact in the strategy is λ.6

5

RELATED WORK

Our model Mediastinet has several differences with
the ID for the mediastinal stating of NSCLC built by
Nease and Owens (1997):
1. Mediastinet assumes that a CT scan is always
performed.
2. Four new laboratory tests have been included,
namely TBNA, PET, EBUS, and EUS, as well
as the decisions about whether to perform them.
3. Mediastinet considers the morbidities of the
tests.
4. In Mediastinet the results of CT scan and PET
influence the sensitivity and specificity of the
other tests.
5. Palliative care is a possible treatment.
6. The economic costs of tests and treatments and
λ (willingness to pay) are represented in Mediastinet.
As a result, Mediastinet is much bigger and more
complex than the model of Nease and Owens (1997).
For example, the decision table of the treatment has a
domain of 72 columns in their model, while it contains
15,552 scenarios in Mediastinet.
Nease and Owens (1997) also built an ID that analyzes any arbitrary sequencing of CT scan and mediastinoscopy. In contrast, the order of decisions has
been set in Mediastinet because the dependence relations of the test results in the problem are quite difficult to analyze in an ID with partial order and would
need additional expert help. This would require a hard
6
The overall impact in the strategy is calculated as the
average impact on each of the decisions of the ID.

work of elicitation because the result of a test in our
model can influence the sensitivity and specifity of future tests. For example, if the result of CT scan is
positive then it also gives valuable information about
where the doctor has to stick in the needle during the
TBNA. However, that information is not available if
the TBNA is performed before the CT scan.
We discarded the use of multi-currency IDs (Nielsen
et al., 2007) for representing and solving the problem because that approach is a bit more difficult to
be understood by a medical expert and there are no
software tools with explanation capabilities for multicurrency IDs. In contrast, explanation capabilities of
Elvira system for IDs (Lacave et al., 2007) have been
quite useful while building and debugging the model
with the expert’s help.
Although quantitative SA has also been studied by
Nielsen and Jensen (2003), the main preliminary steps
in PSA in IDs can be found in (Felli and Hazen,
1998) and (Bielza et al., 2000). However, they do not
consider the computation of the thresholds of policy
change and the sensitivity of each decision to each parameter.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

We have built an ID, Mediastinet, for the mediastinal staging of NSCLC.
From a medical point of view, there is a vivid debate
among specialists about which technologies should be
used for the mediastinal staging of NSCLC, and it is
not possible to arrive at a consensus (Fritscher-Ravens
et al., 2003; Schimmer et al., 2006). For this reason,
Mediastinet is very useful as a decision analysis tool
that combines objective data and subjective estimates
and may show whether the discrepancies are due to
differences in the numerical parameters used by each
expert or to a wrong estimation of the consequences
of each policy.
From the perspective of IDs, we have proposed a
method for finding a tradeoff between cost and effectiveness, based on λ, the willingness to pay, which is
also used in cost-effectiveness analyses. This parameter has been included explicitly in our model, which
allows us to modify its value easily.
Additionally, we have performed a probabilistic sensitivity analysis that has studied three metrics, one of
them is very well known (EVPI), and the others are
new: the probability of change in the optimal strategy,
and the intervals of the parameters where the optimal
policies do not change. We have used for each param-

eter the most appropriate distribution: beta, normal,
or log-normal. We have proposed efficient methods for
recording the three metrics when analyzing the variations of all the parameters on an ID of considerable
size such as Mediastinet.
Finally, due to the interest of the expert in considering
the possibility of having partial orderings of the decisions, unconstrained IDs (Jensen and Vomlelová, 2002)
are a future research topic line. Decisions were totally
ordered in Mediastinet because tests are not independent given that sensitivities and specificities can
be influenced by other tests, as we explained above. A
partial order would require a hard work of elicitation
for every possible ordering.
The expert would also like to include in the model the
possibility of repeating some decisions, which is known
as restaging.
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Abstract
Online fault diagnosis is critical for detecting and mitigating adverse events that arise
in complex systems such as aircraft, automobiles, and industrial processes. A typical fault diagnosis system consists of a reference model that mathematically links diagnostic monitors providing partial evidence
to potential fault hypotheses. A reasoning
algorithm operated on this model uses a setcovering scheme to establish likely fault candidates and their rankings. However, incompleteness in the reference model and simplifying assumptions affect the accuracy of the
reasoning algorithms. In this paper, we describe a Tree Augmented Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier (TAN) approach to systematically extend
a reference model structure using data from
system operations. We compare the performance of the TAN models against a typical reference model, and demonstrate that
the TAN improves classification accuracy by
finding new causal links among the system
monitors.

1

Introduction

Aircraft are complex systems containing several interacting components and subsystems such as propulsion,
electrical, flight management, avionics, and bleed subsystems. Smooth and integrated operation of these
subsystems is essential to keep the aircraft operating
safely. However, any operating system degrades over
time and monitoring the system online for detecting
the onset of unfavorable conditions and intrinsic faults
is essential for increasing aviation safety.
The current state of online fault diagnosis is focused on
installing a variety of sensors onboard an aircraft along
with reasoning software to automatically interpret the
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evidence generated to explore the presence of faults.
One such state-of-the-art system is the Aircraft Diagnostic and Maintenance System (ADMS) (Spitzer,
2007) that is used on the Boeing B777. The ADMS
uses an expert-derived fault propagation model, called
the system reference model that captures the interactions between aircraft components under various operating modes. Generation of this reference model is
a manual process and often the step results in incompleteness and inaccuracies in the development and deployment of an ADMS.
Some of the incompleteness and inaccuracies can
be overcome as the engineering teams acquire additional knowledge from an operating fleet, and generate
heuristics rather than a systematic upgrade to the original reference model. In other words, a gap exists for
systematic upgrades and increments to the reference
model even though vast amount of operational data is
collected by operating airlines. Closing this gap using
advances in data mining methods is the focus of this
paper. We describe a specific data mining approach for
augmenting an existing aircraft engine reference model
as an alternative to ad hoc approaches. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our work on data generated
from a realistic aircraft engine simulator.
Statistical analysis and designing classifiers for discovering knowledge from real-world data has been studied extensively. For example, Witten (Witten &
Frank, 1999) describes several data mining approaches
for producing black box models. Unfortunately, such
models are very difficult to verify, making them almost impossible to certify for airworthiness. Further,
the lack of transparency in these models makes it difficult to append this new knowledge to existing ADMS
reference models. For practical purposes, data mining approaches for aircraft reference models have to
“build upon” existing model structures rather than
create something new, which will incur considerable
engineering overhead cost.
The proposed approach to combing data mining with

fault models is somewhat unique. The data mining
does not start from a clean slate, but builds up from
an existing ADMS reference model structure. In section 2, we describe a typical reference model structure along with the reasoning algorithm (called the
W-algorithm). Next, we systematically enumerate the
missing or partially correct information in this stateof-the-art reference model. These gaps formalize the
data mining problem described in Section 3. We discuss the use of Tree-Augmented Naı̈ve Bayes Networks
(TANs) as a data driven modeling structure for diagnosis with causal probabilistic models in section 4.
The data mining approach is illustrated using data
from a high fidelity simulator. Section 5 discusses the
CMAPS-S simulator and the data selection task for
our experiments. Section 6 describes the experimental
results using the CMAPS-S data set, with a comparison of a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier that replicates a system reference model against a TAN classifier model
derived from a learning algorithm. Metrics are defined
for evaluating classifier performance, and a number of
different experiments are run to examine the addition
of evidence to these models. Section 7 presents a summary of our approach, and outlines our directions for
future work for diagnostic and prognostic reasoning
using the data mining algorithms.

occur) independently of another failure mode f mj occurring, that is, P (f mk = 1|f mj = 1) = P (f mk = 1).
To isolate and disambiguate failure modes, the model
also defines an entity called “evidence”. The jth evidence is denoted by ej and the set E denotes all distinct monitors defined for the system under consideration. The diagnostic monitor associated with the
ith evidence can either indict or exonerate a subset of
failure modes called its ambiguity group. The monitor
mi can take three mutually exclusive values allowing
a monitor to express indicting or exonerating or unknown support for the failure modes in its ambiguity
group. The notations are described in equation (2).
mi = 0 ⇔ Exonerating evidence
mi = 1 ⇔ Indicting evidence

Ideally, we want a monitor associated with evidence
ei to fire only when the failure modes in its ambiguity
group are occurring. Given the fact that the ith failure mode is occurring in the system, dji denotes the
probability that there will be a monitor providing an
indicting evidence under this condition.
dji = P (mj = 1|f mi = 1),

2

(2)

mi = −1 ⇔ Unknown evidence

(3)

Reference Models and Reasoning

Model-based strategies for diagnosing large, complex,
real-world systems rely on domain experts to craft
the reference models used for monitoring and isolating
faults. The complexity of the system makes it almost
impossible to create complete physics-based models
with reasonable resources. A more pragmatic solution
is to rely on expert-generated cause-effect models. In
simple terms, the reference model of the system being monitored can be represented as a bipartite graph
consisting of two types of nodes: failure modes and
evidence. The set F defines all distinct failure modes
defined for the system under consideration. A failure
mode f mi ∈ F may be present or absent in the system. This is defined as the state of the failure mode.
In the primary model, we allow only binary (occurring or not-occurring) states for the failure mode. We
use the following shorthand notations regarding these
assertions.

f mi = 0 ⇔The failure mode is not present
f mi = 1 ⇔The failure mode is present

(1)

Every failure mode has an a priori probability of occurring in the system. This probability is denoted by
P (f mi = 1). A failure mode f mk can occur (or not

dji is called the detection probability of failure mode
monitor f mj with respect to the ith evidence. A monitor may fire when there is no failure mode present in
the system. False alarm probability is the probability
that an indicting monitor is present when there are no
failure modes occurring in the system. That is,
i = P (mi = 1|f mj = 0, ∀f mj ∈ F )

(4)

A reference model describes the relation between failure modes and monitors. The reference model is a 6tuple defined as: [ E, F, D, P r,  ] ,where: E is evidence
set, F is failure mode set, D is detection probabilities,
P r is a priori probability of failure modes,  is false
alarm rate for monitors.
Figure 1 illustrates an example reference model graphically, with fault modes (hypotheses) as nodes on the
left, and diagnostic monitors (DM) on the right. Each
link has an associated detection probability, i.e., conditional probability P (mj = 1|f mi = 1). In addition,
fault nodes on the right contain the a priori probability of fault occurrence, i.e., P (f mi ). Probabilities on
the DM nodes indicate the likelihood that a particular monitor would indicate a fault in a nominal system,
which as defined above is i . Bayesian methods are employed to combine the evidence provided by multiple
monitors to estimate the most likely fault candidates.

Figure 1: Example Reference Model
The reasoner algorithm (called the W-algorithm) combines an abductive reasoning algorithm with a forward
propagation algorithm to generate and rank possible
failure modes. This algorithm operates in two steps:
(1) Abductive reasoning step: Associated with each
DM is an ambiguity set, AG = {f m1 , f m2 , · · · f mk }.
This step assumes that the firing of the DM implies
at least one of the faults in the ambiguity set has occurred; and (2) Forward reasoning step: For each f mi
belonging to the AG, we extract other DMs that support f mi . We call this set the supporting DMs, or
the monitors of interest, i.e., S − DMi for f mi . As
these additional monitors fire, f mi without that monitor in S − DMi are removed from the AG. Over time
as the monitors fire, AG reduces in size, and ideally, to
a single f mi . Additional details about the reasoning
algorithm is described in (Honeywell, 2010).
The reasoning algorithm generates multiple single
fault hypotheses, each hypothesis asserting the occurrence of exactly one failure mode in the system.
The basic probability update rules assume independence of monitor firing events. In other words,
P (mj , mk |f mi ) = P (mj |f mi ) P (mk |f mi ) for all monitors mj and mk . The two independence assumptions
on: (1) Fault modes, and (2) monitors implies that
the reasoning algorithm treats the reference model as
a set of Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers. The direct correspondence between the reference model for diagnosis and
the simple Bayesian structure provides opportunities
to use a class of generative Bayesian model algorithms
to build these model structures from data and enhance
the existing structures produced by a domain expert.
This reasoning algorithm assumes the DMs used in the

reference model are strictly binary. The DMs are often
derived by applying a threshold to other real valued
features known as condition indicators(CIs). These
CIs are built as functions of sensors to provide more information about the health of the system. The thresholds applied to create DMs are selected by a domain
expert. Data collected from these systems more often contain raw sensors and the CIs rather than the
DMs. This creates an issue when trying to examine
structures built with data and comparing them to the
expert crafted models. Our approach utilizes the idea
of the abstracted CIs when constructing models from
data. Models built with data and containing CIs or
other select sensors are only missing the thresholding,
and as such, when the the probabilities are calculated,
a Naı̈ve Bayesian model is in essence approximating
the reasoning algorithm above. No fault modes are removed from consideration, but the probabilistic ranking of all failure modes will render many with a probability at or near 0. The inference used in Bayesian
networks is calculated in the context of discretized values (Conditional Probability Tables). Any necessary
discretization of these values is providing a thresholding that acts similar to the reasoning algorithm on an
expert model. We believe these similarities are enough
to warrant comparisons in the analysis of our results.
We utilize this similarity in computation of learned
models and their metrics for evaluation.

3

The Data Mining Problem

The reasoning algorithm may not reduce the ambiguity
group to a single fault element. For example, all of
the evidence (i.e., DMs) required to isolate the single

they can be used as exploratory analysis tools
by the domain experts. We envision a successive
refinement process, where the expert requests a
sequence of experimental runs, each built from
their observations and interpretations from previous results generated by the algorithms. They
can interpret the causal relations between faults
and monitors, and discover the dependence among
the monitors for different fault situations. The expert may also consider different analysis scenarios
to estimate methods for increasing the accuracy
(while reducing false positives) in the diagnostic
reasoner.

fault may not fire, leaving the size of the ambiguity
set to be greater than 1. In this case, the reference
model is incomplete. This gap can be addressed by
employing heuristic rules or systematically discovering
new diagnostic monitors from vast amount of historical
data.
A second source of error arises from the “independence
assumptions”. The assumption of independence between (1) different pieces of evidence and (2) different fault modes may lead to certain hypotheses being assigned higher likelihood than the evidence truly
implies. This assumption is made primarily because,
causality (or correlation) between evidence in the system is not easily discernible while the system is being designed and assembled. Furthermore, deriving
conditional probability tables with joint probabilities
such as when nodes have multiple parents is a difficult task for human experts, and can be derived from
data. Therefore, the knowledge required to overcome
the simplifying (but erroneous) assumptions of independence are best derived by analyzing data from an
operating fleet.
As implied above, the reference model that does not
make the simplifying independence assumptions can
be interpreted as a Noisy-OR classifier, which is a
simplified form of a standard Bayes Network. A number of Machine Learning techniques for building Bayes
networks from data have been reported in the literature (Friedman, Geiger, & Goldszmidt, 1997) We have
studied a number of these approaches in the framework of diagnostic and prognostic reasoning. Among
the important considerations have been the notion of
independence among the monitors that support the diagnostic reasoning. Our choice for a Bayesian model
and for the data mining algorithms that build these
models has been guided by:
1. The data mining algorithms should be designed
to provide information that supplements existing
expert-generated reference models. It is very important that the experts be able to interpret the
results of the data mining algorithms, and characterize them as:
(a) new relations between monitors and fault
hypotheses that will improve the reference
model;
(b) additional monitors (both simple and advanced) that help differentiate and provide
support for specific diagnostic hypotheses;
(c) refinements to the conditional probability
values between hypotheses and monitors.
2. The computational complexity of the data mining algorithms should be manageable, so that

After considering these factors and staying within
the Bayes net paradigm, we selected Tree Augmented
Naı̈ve Bayes(TAN), a model that could address the
factors in a reasonable fashion, as well as challenge
the independence assumption in limited ways.

4

Data Mining with Tree Augmented
Naı̈ve Bayes Networks

The choice of the data driven techniques to apply to a
particular class of problems is very much a function of
the nature of the data and the problem(s) to be solved
using the data. For example, using data we can systematically test and relax the independence assumptions employed in the reference model, especially if it
is useful for diagnosis. There are several interesting
alternatives, but one that fits well with our reference
model structure is the Tree Augmented Naı̈ve Bayes
(TAN) Method (Friedman et al., 1997). The TAN
structure is a simple extension of the Naı̈ve Bayes network. Like Naı̈ve Bayes, the root node is the class
node, corresponding to one or more fault modes, is
causally connected to every evidence (monitor) node.
In addition, the TAN structure relaxes the assumption of independence between the evidence nodes, and
allows most evidence nodes to have a second parent,
which can be a related evidence node. This maintains
the directed acyclic graph requirements and produces
a tree that captures relationships among the monitors.
Generation of this structure is not as computationally
expensive as a general Bayesian network.
An example TAN structure is illustrated in Figure 2.
The class node is the fault hypothesis under consideration. The other nodes represent supporting evidence
for the particular fault hypotheses. In this structure,
the only node connected to the class node, is the root
observational node. Dependencies among the monitors are captured as additional causal links in the TAN
structure.
The TAN Structure can be generated in several dif-

features that result in excessive binning(thus building
very large conditional probability tables).

5

The CMPAS-S Data

The CMAPS-S data set is generated from a simulator
developed at NASA’s Glenn Space Center (Frederick,
DeCastro, & Litt, 2007). The engine simulator takes
into account the wear and tear on a turbine engine
over multiple flights, and it can produce data for a
number of sensors for climb, cruise, and descent modes
of operation. The simulator parameters can be set to
run in nominal and faulty modes of operation.

Figure 2: Example TAN Structure

ferent ways that includes (1) a greedy search with the
constraint that illegal edges (i.e., a node having more
than one parent from the evidence nodes) are disallowed (Cohen, Goldszmidt, Kelly, Symons, & Chase,
2004); and (2) a Minimum Weighted Spanning Tree
(MWST) approach that builds a minimum spanning
tree to capture the dependencies among monitors, and
then connects the class (fault mode) to all of the monitor nodes (Friedman et al., 1997). In either case, a
decision has to be made about the monitor node to
use as the observational root node in the derived tree
structure. The derived TAN structure is static, i.e., it
does not include explicit temporal information through
causality.
A standard algorithm (e.g., Kruskal’s algorithm (Kruskal, 1956)) is applied to generate
the MWST. The edge weights of the MWST structure are a log likelihood function, e.g., Bayesian
value (Chickering, Heckerman, & Meek, 1997) or
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz,
1978). The Bayesian likelihood metric is preferred for
discrete data, wheras the BIC measure works better
for continuous distributions. The algorithm we use
calculates the BIC value for every pair of evidence
nodes (note that directionality matters, therefore,
for nodes A and B, two BIC values are computed
from A to B and B to A). The values are stored in a
matrix, which facilitates the application of Kruskal’s
algorithm to generate the MWST.
The MWST version of this algorithm is implemented
in the data mining toolkit called Weka (Hall, Eibe,
Holmes, Reutemann, & Witten, 2009) It does not handle continuous features, and instead uses a discretization algorithm to bin each of the features into sets
that best discriminate among classes. This produces
better classifiers, but it may create very fine splits for

As a first step, we select appropriate sensor measurements as features and transform them into a sequence
of values for the data mining task. Since the reference
model structure and the reasoner do not directly include temporal information, the data is separated into
the different modes of operation. For this study, all
of the data for fault analysis was extracted from the
cruise mode of operation. In this mode, most sensor
values remain steady, except for measurement noise.
Therefore, for this study each flight was represented
as a datapoint consisting of a vector of sensor values,
and the entire dataset was made up of n data points
corresponding to n flights.
Table 1 shows the different features in the CMAPS-S
data set. Some features are marked as a “condition indicator”(CI), which is a term for complex features that
can be used to indicate when an engine is experiencing
abnormal behavior. A threshold on these values would
produce the health indicator (also called a diagnostic
monitor, DM) that a reference model would relate to
a fault mode.
The reference model as defined above is in terms of
DMs which in this data would be HIs. Since the data
contains only the CIs for the engine and an expert
crafted reference model was unavailable, we used a
Naı̈ve Bayes structure based on CIs as the ”base” reference model. This represents an approximation, but the
approximation is a good one. As mentioned, experts
avoid complex relationships in these models (such as
between monitors and faults) they often implicitly assume independence. We find a close approximation of
this as a Naive Bayes classifier.
The rest of the features extracted from the data represent the sensors, and thus, features that would most
likely be available in data from other complex systems
of this nature. These features are selectively added
to determine if the reasoner can generate more accurate results with the added information and the refined
structures that the learning algorithm generates.
The CMAPS-S data was generated in a way that the

Sensor
Altitude
Mach Number
Throttle Angle
Fuel Flow
Stall Margin of
HPC
Stall Margin of
LPC
Stall Margin of Fan
Temp.
of High
Pressure Turbine
Temp. of the Fan
Inlet
Temp. of the Low
Pressure Turbine
Pressure of Fan Inlet
Phys. Fan Speed
Phys. Core Speed

Notes
R, unit is feet
R, the unit is Mach
R, measured in degrees
R, measure in percent
CI

erence models, we have conducted and evaluated a set
of experiments using the data from the CMAPS-S engine system to establish whether the TAN-based model
produces a better diagnostic classifier than a reference
model that is implemented as a Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier.
Our experiments compare the performance results of
the Naı̈ve Bayes versus the TAN models.

CI

In the CMAPS-S data, we utilize two feature sets.
The first experiment uses the feature set defined as
the baseline reference model(only CIs), and extracts
a classifier structure by running our machine learning
algorithms. The next experiment adds additional sensors to the baseline that are not conditional indicators,
to see if using these sensors can improve diagnostic accuracy while reducing false alarms.

CI
R, measured in Centigrade
R, measured in centigrade
R, measured in centigrade
R, measured in PSI
R, measured in RPM
R, measured in RPM

Table 1: Sensor values and Monitors (Conditional Indicators) for the CMAPS-S Engine Data

fault(s) and their time of introduction was known, so
it was easy to assign nominal and faulty labels for each
data stream. The CMAP-S data models three faults:
(1) a fan fault (Fan), (2) a High Pressure Compressor
fault (HPC), and (3) a High Pressure Turbine fault
(HPT). The reference model for the three faults could
be constructed in different ways. For example, one
could construct three different models – each model
defining a classifier that differentiated a fault condition from nominal behavior. Another possibility was
to treat the model building as a multi class learning
problem. The result would be a single classifier structure that distinguished between four hypotheses that
included the three faults and nominal operations. This
structure as the model would likely produce insights on
how to differentiate between several faults hypothesis.
Given that we were adopting an exploratory framework to study the effectiveness of different classifier
models, it made sense to compare between different
classifier structures and analyze the discriminating evidence provided by each model. Furthermore, the availability of the CMAPS-S simulator facilitated this approach, since in real situations it may be hard to collect sufficient amounts of fault data to build robust
classifiers that include multiple fault hypotheses.

6

Experiments

To initially evaluate the ability of the data mining
techniques to improve over the Naı̈ve Bayes based ref-

A systematic study of the performance of the algorithms requires running of n-Fold Cross Validation
experiments. Dividing the data into n equally sized
and distinct sets of samples, each with the balance of
classes maintained as in the original set allows for the
creation of n − 1 training sets with the last set being held out as the test set. This is done n times,
and the metrics generated are then averaged over each
of the n runs. This experimental style helps test the
robustness of the classifier and keeps the metrics from
being overly optimistic or pessimistic depending on the
random construction of one hold out set. The experiments include: (1) derivation of models for the individual faults, and (2) derivation of a model for the
multi-fault case. The metrics reported in Tables 2 and
3 are the average of 10-Fold Cross Validation runs.
6.1

Experimental Results

The data generated for the experimental study included the three faults discussed previously, and the
analysis was conducted in the cruise mode with the aircraft flying at an altitude of 35,000 feet. The data mining algorithms were run to derive individual models
for the three single fault modes, as well as a combined
model with all three faults. Tables 2 and 3, summarize
our experimental results in terms of the accuracy metrics, i.e., overall accuracy (Acc), false positives (FP),
and false negatives (FN).
6.1.1

Experiment 1

The Naı̈ve Bayes model with only the CIs represents
the reference model for analysis of core engine anomalies. The TAN structure with additional causal relations results in a model with better accuracy. The
results in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that the TAN
Structure for the FAN Fault and the multi-fault classifier have higher accuracy. Their superior performance shows that even with a small number of fea-

Naı̈ve Bayes Network
TAN

Acc
67.9
99.4

Fan
FP
15.4
0.4

FN
36.7
0.7

Acc
71.4
80.8

HPC
FP
0
36.7

FN
35.3
0

Acc
94.2
94.7

HPT
FP FN
0
9.3
8.9 2.9

All Three
Acc FP
FN
82.1 15.5 19.6
97.4 1.1
3.8

Table 2: Cruise Mode: Model with Only Conditional Indicators

Naı̈ve Bayes Network
TAN

Acc
68.8
99.8

Fan
FP
12.5
0

FN
49.5
0.4

Acc
72.9
87.96

HPC
FP
0
23.0

FN
56.7
0

Acc
93.8
96.6

HPT
FP FN
3.6 9.9
5.4 0.5

All Three
Acc FP FN
84.9 1.1 23.2
98.0 0.8 0.7

Table 3: Cruise Model: Model with Conditional Indicators + Sensor Measurements
tures(3), introduction of two new causal links, the results improved considerably(67.9% to 99.4% for the
Fan and 82.1% to 97.4% for multi-fault). Figure 3
shows the representative TAN used in the multi-fault
scenario(the NB Model on the right is for comparison). The CI corresponding to stall margin for the
Low Pressure Compressor provided the best discriminating evidence between different faults when only
conditioned by the class variable. For the single fault
classifiers, the Fan and HPC TANs outperformed the
Naı̈ve Bayes, but the HPT classifier provided minimal
improvement. The HPT Classifier seems to require a
simple classifier and both models achieved over 90%
accuracy. The classifiers for the HPC fault were the
lowest performing set. Although the TAN did better
than the NB classifier by over 8%, this would indicate
that the reference model for the engine may not be
able to detect and isolate this fault, particularly from
cruise data.

Figure 3: NB Model on the left and the TAN Model
on the right for the Multi-Fault Scenario with Only CI

6.1.2

Experiment 2

For the second set of experiments, we consider the additional sensors. From Table 3, there is an improvement in the accuracy numbers for all of the TAN models. This is highlighted by the HPC fault scenario,

which was problematic in first experiment, but the accuracy increased significantly. This improved the False
Positive rate, while not increasing the corresponding
false negative metric. This additional information improved it significantly over its Naı̈ve Bayes counterpart
as well as the models in the first experiment. This improvement without a negative cost to the error rates
is true for the TAN models across all scenarios. As
interesting observation is that the additional information seems to have had a small negative impact in a
few cases of the Naı̈ve Bayes models. In summary, the
additional information provided an advantage to the
TANs , which were able to generate additional causal
relations and information to improve diagnostic accuracy.
Figure 4 displays the TAN model structure generated
for the HPC scenario. This TAN model with additional features has an accuracy metric of 88% as compared to the original TAN model that produced an
accuracy of 80.8%. The Naı̈ve Bayes Model using the
additional sensors improved to 72.9%, from the original Naı̈ve Bayes model at 71.4%. The accuracy results
clearly indicate: (1) additional sensor information increases diagnostic accuracy and (2) Switching from a
Naı̈ve Bayes to a TAN model improves diagnostic accuracy.
This improvement can be examined visually in Figure
4, where in place of the three CIs, the Mach Number
sensor becomes the observational root node. The new
causal structure, captured in Figure 4 shows the Fuel
Flow sensor as a parent to two of the CIs. Network
structures such as the one for the HPC fault explicitly illustrate how additional sensor information can
be included to enhance the accuracy of the reference
model. In general, the new causal relations suggested
can be examined by a domain expert who in turn can
construct new and improved indicators to use in a reference model. The results generated by these data
driven models can provide numbers on how the new in-

Figure 4: TAN Model for HPC Scenario with Conditional Indicators and Extra Sensors
formation can improve the accuracy of the diagnoser,
and how it may impact the error rates.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

The results on experiments conducted with the
CMAPS-S data illustrate the promise of the methodology and process we have been developing. To further validate our work, we have identified a number
of directions and tasks we need to pursue as we move
forward in this project.
• The Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier is an approximation to
the expert built reference models. We would like
to perform a more thorough experiment and use
actual models constructed by domain experts.
• Simulation systems, such as CMAPS-S study particular systems, like the core engine functions
in greater detail than any information that can
be derived from sensors and monitors in current
aircraft configurations. We are looking to develop methods by which detailed simulation data
may be combined with actual aircraft flight data
to carry on extensive analyses of diagnostic and
prognostic events and their propagation through
the aircraft system.
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Abstract
In recent years, electronic tracking has provided voluminous data on vessel movements,
leading researchers to try various data mining
techniques to find patterns and, especially,
deviations from patterns, i.e., for anomaly
detection. Here we tackle anomaly detection
with Bayesian Networks, learning them from
real world Automated Identification System
(AIS) data, and from supplementary data,
producing both dynamic and static Bayesian
network models. We find that the learned
networks are quite easy to examine and verify despite incorporating a large number of
variables. Combining the mined models improves performance in a variety of cases,
demonstrating that learning Bayesian Networks from track data is a promising approach to anomaly detection.

1

INTRODUCTION

A wealth of information on vessel movements has become available to authorities through the use of the
Automated Identification System (AIS). Much of this
data has even filtered through to the general public via
the Internet. Surveillance authorities are interested in
using this data to uncover threats to security, illegal
trafficking or other risks. While in the past, surveillance has suffered from a lack of solid data, electronic
tracking has transformed the problem into one of overabundance, leading to a need for automated analysis.
The main goal of vessel behaviour analysis is to identify anomalies. This requires the development of a
model representing normal behaviour, with anomalous behaviour being then identified by the extent of
a vessel’s deviation from normality. A common approach is to cluster the data around a set of points in
a multi-dimensional feature space, where the features
of the track are items such as longitude and latitude,
speed and course (Laxhammar, 2008). Tracks that

Kevin B. Korb
Clayton School of IT,
Monash University, Australia

are within or near one of these clusters may be considered normal, while the remainder are flagged as potential anomalies. Researchers use many different machine learning techniques to generate normality models from vessel movement data (typically AIS data),
and the models are commonly specified in the language
of Gaussian mixture models (Laxhammar, 2008), support vector machines (Li et al., 2006), neural networks
and others. A disadvantage of these approaches is that
they do not provide a causal model that a human user,
such as a surveillance officer, can understand, interact
with and explore.
Here, we explore the use of Bayesian Networks (BNs)
(Pearl, 1988; Korb and Nicholson, 2010) for analysing
vessel behaviour and detecting anomalies. While BNs
have been widely applied for surveillance and anomaly
detection (e.g., Wong et al., 2003; Cansado and Soto,
2008; Wang et al., 2008; Loy et al., 2010), to date
there have been only a few preliminary applications
of BNs to maritime anomaly detection. As noted by
Johansson and Falkman (2007), however, BNs potentially have two substantial advantages in this domain
over other types of models: 1) BN models are easily understood by non-specialists and 2) they allow for
the straightforward incorporation of expert knowledge.
They can also represent causal relations directly and,
in that case, have the advantage of being more easily
verified and validated, as we show in Section 3.
Johansson and Falkman (2007) used the constraintbased PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 1993) to learn
BNs from simulated data representing normal vessel
behaviour. While they claimed their approach identifies a “reasonable proportion” of anomalous tracks,
while missing others, no specifics such as false (or true)
positive rates were given, nor did they examine how
their parameters affect anomaly detection. Helldin
and Riveiro (2009) also looked at the use of BNs in
anomaly detection with AIS data, but focused specifically on how the reasoning capabilities of a BN can assist surveillance system operators, such as by flagging
potential anomalies, but they did not look at learning
BNs from the data.
Outside of the maritime domain, Wong et al. (2003)

use BNs to detect disease outbreaks by detecting
anomalous patterns in health care data, such as an
upswing in the number of people with flu or an unusual decrease in the number of people buying decongestants. Wong et al. use a method called WSARE
(What’s Strange About Recent Events) to detect when
a temporal stream of such data begins deviating from
its own baseline profile. This differs from our approach
here in that we are concerned with tracks as a whole,
rather than trying to identify if and when a track has
begun deviating from a normal baseline.
In our study here we data mined AIS data supplied by
the Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO). Since many factors can contribute to
the (ab)normality of a vessel’s behaviour, in this study
we also enhanced that data set by adding information
such as weather and time, as well as vessel interactions.
We used a metric BN learner, CaMML (Wallace and
Korb, 1999), that flexibly allows various kinds of structural priors (e.g., directed arcs and tiers), aiding the
learning of sensible models.
We investigated two approaches to model learning.
First, we trained a model on the track data in its original time series form. For variables related to motion,
we added new variables to represent the motion at
both step k and k + 1, effectively making the data
represent a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN), which
have been used successfully for other kinds of anomaly
detection (e.g., Loy et al., 2010). Second, we also created single summary records of each track and learned
static models from them. Summary data included average speed and course, number of stops, major stopping points and percentage of time travelling straight.
To assess the value of the networks in anomaly detection we took the common approach of using a measure for how probable a given track is according to the
learned models of normality. This measure was applied
to data sets representing both normal and anomalous
tracks. In addition, we also mutated the presumed
normal tracks to help us see how the network’s probability estimates change. This led to a very interesting
understanding of both the network’s behaviour and the
nature of the normal data set.
Next we describe our approach to the main components of this study, including details of the time series and track summary methods, the variables used
by the BNs and the learning algorithms. We analyse
interesting aspects of the learned BNs, then present
experimental results in Section 3, which demonstrate
the value of Bayesian networks for anomaly detection.

2

APPROACH

While our basic approach is well known — applying a
BN learner to produce normality models to be used in
assessing degrees of anomaly — in practice the experimental workflow was complex, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Workflow for the experiments.
2.1

THE DATA

We used AIS data from May 1st to July 31st, 2009 for
a section of the NSW coast framing Sydney harbour
(see Figure 2). The raw data initially contained just
under 9.2 million rows and each row consisted of seven
fields: the vessel’s MMSI (a nine digit numerical vessel
identifier), a timestamp, the latitude and longitude of
the vessel, and its reported speed, course and heading
(see Table 1). We did not use the MMSI directly in
learning, but did use it in pre-processing and to locate
additional information about the vessel.
The AIS data was cleaned and separated into ‘tracks’,
first by assigning each record to a separate track based
on the MMSI. We then cleaned the data in each track
by rounding (and interpolating) each row to the nearest 10 second interval and eliminating duplicate data.
However, since the raw data contained many cases in
which a single vessel transmits for much of the three
month period of the data, further track splitting was
required. We split a track record into multiple records
when the vessel was stopped or not transmitting for 6
hours or more.1 This yielded 2,473 tracks across 544
unique MMSIs averaging 1,995 rows each.
Vessel track anomaly detection models have been lim1

We note, however, that since such stops may themselves indicate an anomaly, deciding what constitutes a
track warrants future investigation.

based on summaries of each track — e.g., identifying
for a given track the number of times the vessel stops,
the main stopping locations, etc. While track summaries cannot be used as easily in real-time surveillance, they can capture patterns that occur at the time
scale of the track as a whole. For example, if a vessel heads straight out to sea, turns around at a constant rate, then returns directly home, each timestep
in the track may appear perfectly normal to any time
series-based normality model. However, the behaviour
embodied by the track as a whole may be anomalous
and worthy of attention. The variables for each type
of model are in Figure 3 (see Mascaro et al., 2010).

Figure 2: Example AIS tracks.
Table 1: An example of five consecutive rows from
the original AIS data, with information removed to
preserve anonymity. Each row has been produced by
a different ship.
MMSI
X
X
X
X
X

Timestamp
200905X
200905X
200905X
200905X
200905X

Lat
-33.X
-34.X
-33.X
-34.X
-33.X

Lon
151.X
151.X
151.X
151.X
151.X

Speed
18.7
2.1
0
17.5
1.2

Course
49.9
218
0
183
28

Hdng
46
80
511
179
64

ited to kinematic variables, such as location, speed and
course, coupled with the type of the vessel (e.g., Johansson and Falkman, 2007). One aim of our study
was to investigate the possible advantages of considering additional factors. We added variables related to
the ship itself (including type, dimensions and weight),
the weather (such as temperature, cloud cover and
wind speed), natural temporal factors (including hour
of day and time since dawn or dusk), kinematic DBN
nodes and elementary information on vessel interactions for both the time series and track summary models. Information about each ship was obtained from
three locations: the public websites marinetraffic.com
and digital-seas.com and also from the DSTO. Coverage was generally excellent; for example, only 13 of
the 544 vessels lacked ship type information. On the
few occasions in which data was missing, we used a
“missing” value. Weather information for the period
was retrieved from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology website, based on observation stations around
Sydney harbour (Bureau of Meteorology, 2010).
2.2

THE MODELS

We investigated two kinds of model based on two different forms of the training data. The first, the time
series model, uses the data in its original time series
form. Each timestep in a track was associated with a
set of variables, such as latitude, longitude, speed and
so on, that have corresponding nodes in the BN. This
approach, of course, has the advantage that learned
models can be used in online analysis, but it may miss
patterns at a broader time scale.
The second model, the track summary model, was

2.3

CLASSIFICATION AND
DISCRETIZATION

We were interested in whether the pre-processing summarization might help us directly to identify types
of tracks and anomalies. To test this, we classified
the summary tracks using Snob (Wallace and Freeman, 1992), an unsupervised clustering tool comparable to AutoClass (Cheeseman et al., 1988), producing
a class variable for each track (see ‘Class’ node in Figure 3(b)).
Discretization of variables in the data set was needed
for technical reasons: (1) the version of CaMML that
allows structural priors requires discrete data and (2)
we used Netica, which also requires discrete variables.
To perform discretization, we again used Snob to classify each continuous variable in one dimension, with
each discovered class becoming a state. Using Snob
in this way allowed us to recover any hidden regularities and is similar to the attribute clustering approach taken by Li et al. (2006). This can often lead
to nodes with uneven distributions. For example, the
‘Speed’ node in Figure 3a contains lower probability
states wedged amongst higher probability states. One
might expect to see a more even distribution, however
Snob has identified 12 underlying classes corresponding to these 12 states — some of which are much more
frequent than their neighbours.
2.4

THE CaMML BN LEARNER

In this work, we make use of the CaMML BN learner
(Wallace and Korb, 1999). CaMML (Causal discovery via MML) learns causal BNs from data using a
stochastic search (MCMC) and score approach. After
learning the structure, we parameterized the model
with a standard counting-based procedure (Heckerman, 1998), as did Johansson and Falkman (2007).
CaMML allows one to specify different types of expert priors (ODonnell et al., 2006). These can be hard
priors (e.g., an arc must be present or absent) or soft
priors that specify the probability of certain arcs connecting pairs of variables; other soft priors for more
indirect dependencies can also be specified. Here, we
used some simple hard priors in the time series model

Table 2: Causal tiers for the variables in the time series
model, given as hard priors to CaMML.
1st Tier

ShipType, ShipSize, Rainfall, MaxTemp, EstWindSpeed, EstOktas

2nd Tier

Lat, Lon, Speed, Course, Heading,
Acceleration, DayOfWeek, HourOfDay,
CourseChangeRate, HeadingChangeRate, NumCloseInteractions, NumLocalInteractions, ClosestType, ClosestSpeed, ClosestCourse, ClosestDistance, SinceDawn, SinceDusk

3rd Tier

Lat-t2, Lon-t2, Course-t2, Heading-t2,
Speed-t2, Acceleration-t2

to guarantee that the right DBN relationships held
across time steps. We also specified priors in the form
of “temporal tiers”, putting a temporal partial order
over variables and so indicating which variables could
not be ancestors of which others (Table 2).
2.5

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

After pre-processing the data, we ran experiments using CaMML. We divided the data randomly (both
time series and track summaries) into 80% (or 1,978
tracks) for training and 20% for testing. As is common
with anomaly detection models (e.g. Das and Schneider, 2007; Johansson and Falkman, 2007), the training
data consisted of unfiltered real or ‘normal’ data in order to produce a model of normality against which we
could assess deviations. We did a set of 10 runs of
CaMML, using different seeds, taking CaMML’s reported “best” (highest posterior) network each time,
from which we derived the reported results.

3
3.1

EVALUATION
INTERPRETING THE LEARNED
MODELS

Figure 3(a) shows an example BN produced by
CaMML from the time series data, while Figure 3(b)
shows an example learned from the track summary
data. It is clear that few arcs in the learned networks
represent intuitive direct causal relations, other than
the DBN arcs (given as hard priors) and the weather
variables. Many of the other variables are simultaneous properties of the vessel, which will be correlated
by hidden common ancestors. For example, while we
would expect a ship’s speed, size and course to be
related, it isn’t obvious what the underlying causes
might be. They may be such things as the business
the vessel belongs to, the purpose of its trip or the
nature of its crew and contents. Some of these hidden
causes will be partly captured by the ShipType, e.g.,
the purpose of a trip employing a cargo ship is almost

always transport. This explains why that variable is
the common cause of so many others in the time series
models. In the track summary network this common
cause role is assumed by the ‘Class’ variable instead.
Causal discovery relying on joint sample data very often gets arc directions wrong, in the anti-causal direction, because it is dependent upon sparse information
about any uncovered collisions (where two parents of
a child node are not themselves directly connected) to
infer all arc directions. For example, Figure 3(a) shows
ShipType→Weather, for a variety of weather variables.
Of course, ship type cannot affect the weather. A plausible interpretation of this result is that weather conditions do affect which types of ship put to sea, so,
if anything, the arc directions here are reversed. The
simplest and very effective method of dealing with this
problem is to introduce extra prior constraints, such
as putting some weather variables into a zeroeth Tier.
Exploring Bayesian networks is very easy and natural
and here turned up many points of interest. In confirming the reasonableness of the time series model,
we found that entering ‘Tug’ or ‘Pilot Vessel’ into the
‘ShipType’ variable significantly increases the chance
of another vessel being nearby. Cargo ships, on the
other hand, travel mostly solo and tankers almost
exclusively so. Ship sizes (i.e., the ‘ShipSize’ variable) are also highly correlated with position (the ‘Lat’
and ‘Lon’ variables) via the ‘ShipType’ variable, with
larger vessels tending to appear in a restricted set of locations. The track summary model shows that cargo
ships and tankers spend most of their time travelling
straight, while tug directions are much more variable.
Tugs also tend to stop in different locations from cargo
ships, and they tend to be stopped for longer periods
than cargo ships.
3.2

ANOMALY SCORES

There is no generally accepted method for detecting anomalies from BN models. Jensen and Nielsen
(2007) proposed a “conflict measure” to detect possible
incoherence in evidence E = {E1 = e1 , . . . , Em = em }:
C(E) = log

P (E1 = e1 ) × . . . × P (Em = em )
P (E)

Jensen and Nielsen use this to identify when a power
plant begins behaving abnormally. Unfortunately, this
will only catch cases where each attribute is independently common but jointly uncommon. Here, we’re
interested in any kind of joint uncommonness, even
when variables are independently uncommon, which
simply comes down to a difference in requirements.
In other approaches Loy et al. (2010) used learned
DBNs to calculate log-likelihoods and compare them
against thresholds selected to maximize the accuracy,
extended to detecting abnormal correlations between
multiple objects. Cansado and Soto (2008) simply assumed that records with low probabilities given the
learned BN are anomalies.

Lat
-33.9744 35.7
-33.948 50.0
-33.8563 14.3

ClosestType
None
Tug
Pilot Vessel
Cargo
Tanker
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Figure 3: Example BNs produced by CaMML for the (a) time series data and (b) track summary data.
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likely reason is that the track summary scores are simply based on more variables, making each instance
more specific and less probable. There is a surprisingly small correlation between the two sets of scores
(r =0.159; p < 0.001).2 The two models look at different aspects of each track, and, as we see below, reinforce each other when performing anomaly detection.
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Figure 4: The KDE distributions of anomaly scores
for all tracks in the data set according to the (a) time
series and (b) track summary networks.

We started from the same assumption as Cansado and
Soto, however we think choosing any particular threshold for deciding when tracks are anomalous would be
arbitrary. In real applications a specific threshold may
present itself as most suitable, but in general we feel it
is better to present the probability itself to surveillance
operators, albeit in a more convenient form.
Thus, for track summary data, we first computed each
track’s prior probability given the normality model.
Since these probabilities are usually very low (around
the order of 1−10 ) we took the negative log (base 2) to
produce an “anomaly score” (i.e., the number of bits
required to describe the data, given the model). Put
simply, the higher the anomaly score, the less probable
the track.
For time series networks we took a similar approach,
but instead fed each timestep of the track into the network to yield a probability estimate for that timestep.
We then took the average probability over all timesteps
to generate a negative log anomaly score. For time series data it is possible, of course, to base anomaly criteria upon changes in the track over time. Johansson
and Falkman (2007), for example, used sliding windows across a track, looking for any anomalous windows. For this study, however, we focused on criteria
for assessing the tracks as wholes, leaving this kind of
alternative for future investigation.
Calculating anomaly scores for all the tracks in our
data set and plotting the distribution of the results
(using a Gaussian Kernel Density Estimator [KDE]),
we obtained Figure 4. These show a fair amount of
diversity among anomaly scores, i.e. they do not simply clump around the lowest possible score. Note that
the scores produced by the time series model are quite
distinct from those of the track summary model. One

RESULTS ON ANOMALOUS DATA

Unfortunately, we did not have any access to known
anomalous tracks nor are there any standardised or
publicly available vessel track data sets containing
anomalies (or otherwise). Nevertheless, there are
many ways to create anomalous data. Cansado and
Soto (2008) generated anomalies by modifying selected attributes to random values within their ranges.
Johansson and Falkman (2007) generated anomalous
data using anomalous models.3 Here, we tried three
approaches, partly inspired by these previous methods: modifying instances by swapping incorrect ship
type information, splicing tracks together, and drawing anomalous tracks.
3.3.1

The False Ship Effect

For each track in the training set, the ship type information was swapped with that of another randomly
selected ship of a different type, leaving the track data
alone. Figure 5(a) shows how this affected the anomaly
score. In most cases this false ship effect is positive,
increasing the anomaly score. The false ship effect for
the time series model is positive in around 87.2% of
the cases as opposed to 69.4% of cases for the track
summary model. Sometimes, however, tracks have become more probable given incorrect ship information,
which itself seems anomalous! To be sure, many of the
ship types are in fact quite similar (e.g., there are several sub-categories of cargo ship) so switching between
these may randomly produce a more likely track. However, this does not account for all the cases. A closer
look at these showed that many are highly improbable
(i.e., have high anomaly scores), suggesting that either they have been mislabelled or, more intriguingly,
that they do indeed behave anomalously according to
their type. This suggests a new criterion for anomalousness based not merely upon the probability of the
given track but on what alterations might explain the
track better. This has some of the spirit of Jensen and
Nielsen’s conflict measure, though is clearly quite different; we leave this possibility for future exploration.
Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show scatter plots of the anomaly
score versus the false ship effect. With the time series
model, we can see that as the anomaly score grows, the
2

Earlier iterations with cruder discretizations and more
variables in common showed a stronger correlation — however, as models grew more detailed, the correlation shrank.
3
Wang et al. (2008), without known anomalous data,
simply weakened their threshold to find “anomalies”,
whether they were there are not!

False ship effect for all data
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false ship effect falls (r =-0.70, p  0.01). This also
occurs with the track summary model, to a smaller
extent (r =-0.31, p  0.01).
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Track Splices

We also created anomalous tracks by splicing random
tracks together. This allowed us to test our models
for their ability to detect discontinuities as well as major changes in behaviour. Specifically, we selected 140
tracks at random and replaced their tails with those of
other tracks (retaining the times and types of the original track). We spliced half of the tracks with those
created by ships of a different type and we spliced the
other half with tracks created by ships of the same
type. When assessing these tracks using the track summary model, tracks forged from different types yield
an average anomaly score of 121.3 while those forged
from the same type yield an anomaly score of 115.4
(p  0.01). Both scores are significantly different from
the average anomaly score for all data of 89.0.
With the spliced tracks, as we expected the track summary model performed slightly better than the time series approach, because the time series model is not able
to detect unusual behaviour across the whole track.
Tracks put together from ships of different types produced an average score of 48.9 while those spliced from
same types had a score of 45.6; while a small difference, this was statistically significant (p < 0.01). In
addition, while the higher score was significantly different (p < 0.01) from the average of the full data set
(43.8), the lower score was not (p  0.01). Here we
can see the advantage of the higher level view of the
track summaries.

Anomaly score

3.3.3

(b)
Track summary anomaly score vs false ship effect
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Figure 5: False ship effect: (a) anomaly score differences for false ship information versus correct ship information, sorted by score; and scatter plots for (b)
time series and (c) track summary networks.

Manually drawn anomalies

Finally, we tested models using anomalous tracks
drawn with a mouse over a map, where the mouse location and speed generated the vessel location and speed
respectively. Other factors were created randomly, including the time and duration, noise in the data, vessel
details and maximum speed. This allowed us to compare the performance of both models across several
different categories of anomalous behaviour, thereby
shedding light on the strengths and weaknesses of each
model. Anomalous behaviour in these tracks included
very noisy data, close interactions with many other
vessels, vessels that circle in unusual patterns, vessels
travelling over land, overly short tracks in the middle
of the sea and vessels behaving against their type. In
all, 107 such tracks were created.
When combined with the normal track test data, and
scored using the two models both independently and
combined, the ROC (receiver operating characteristic)
curves of Figure 6 are the result. The ROC curves
demonstrate the tradeoffs that can be made (if we
were to settle on specific thresholds for anomalies) between false positives and true positives; the greater
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Figure 6: ROC curves for test data, containing both normal tracks and manually created anomalous tracks,
given the (left) time series, (middle) track summary and (right) combined models.

3.3.4

Testing on Johansson & Falkman’s
simulated data

We also applied our methods to the simulated data
used by Johansson and Falkman (2007), both normal
and anomalous. Our models, while not well suited
to the simulated data, performed reasonably well. In
particular, with the track summary model, anomalous
tracks received an average anomaly score of 22, while
normal tracks averaged 17; while in the time series
model, anomalous tracks received an average score of
29, with normal tracks averaging 25. When we calculated the ROC curves, we found that the time series model performed better with this data set with an
AUC of 0.691, over the track summary AUC of 0.652.
This was likely due to a lack of extended ship type
information. The combined model (whose ROC curve
is shown in Figure 7) again performs better than both
individually, with an AUC of 0.727.
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the area under the curve (AUC), the less severe the
tradeoff needs to be. We can see that the track summary model (with an AUC of 0.780) performs better
than the time series model (AUC 0.712). Adding the
anomaly scores from the two models together (in effect,
creating a combined model with equal weight given to
each individual model) performs better again (AUC
0.809). Table 3 shows the average scores each model
yielded for various kinds of anomalous tracks. We can
see that both models easily detected the tracks containing too many close interactions (average scores of
139.9 and 75.8, against the test averages of 90.8 and
45.7, giving Deltas of +49.1 and +30.1 for track summary and time series models, respectively). The time
series model detected overly short tracks best (track
summary: +4.7; time series: +17), while the track
summary model substantially outperformed the time
series model for tracks containing unusual stops, as
would be expected (track summary: +28.3; time series: +2.9). In most cases, the track summary model
outperformed the time series model.
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Figure 7: ROC curves for the Johansson and Falkman
data using the combined models.
We also examined what happens when the ship type
of the tracks is altered. Interestingly, the only cases in
which this change created a notable negative false ship
effect (i.e., increased the probability of the track) again
involved high anomaly scores. These scores were 25
and above for the track summaries and 36 and above
for the time series — both much higher than the respective average scores for the anomalous tracks.4

4

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated Bayesian Networks are a
promising tool for detecting anomalies in vessel tracks.
By using a BN learner on AIS data supplemented
by additional real world data, we produced both
dynamic and static networks, which demonstrated
distinct and complementary strengths in identifying
anomalies. Thus, we were able to improve anomaly
detection by combining their assessments. This sug4
For further details of our comparison with Johansson
& Falkman’s work, see Mascaro et al. (2010).

Table 3: Average anomaly scores for various forms of anomaly. Columns headed ‘Delta’ indicate the difference
from the average score for normal test tracks.
Type
Normal test tracks
Random movement in the middle of water
Closed tracks in the middle of water
Very short tracks
Unusual stops
Tracks with many interactions
Tracks with many loops
Travel over land
Appearing at edges of observable area only
Very noisy observations
Tracks behaving against type
Multiple anomalies

gests that learning networks at still additional time
scales, intermediate between the full track and each
AIS snapshot, may improve anomaly detection even
further. Such approaches may well generalize to other
kinds of anomaly detection and can be extended to
work with other kinds of track, such as those created
by cars, planes and humans.
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Abstract
The Victorian state government Department
of Sustainability and Environment has a webbased application called Actions for Biodiversity Conservation (ABC) as a central resource for managing over 400 threatened
species and communities. ABC maintains information for species and communities at individual locations, including lists of threats
(to species and communities), actions (to
mitigate threats) and population and habitat factors. Here we describe an extension to
ABC, a tool for building Bayesian networks
for selected populations of threatened species
and occurrences of threatened communities,
to model the interactions between actions,
threats and population and habitat factors.
The tool, called ABC-BN, also allows users
to do what-if scenario reasoning, and is integrated with ongoing monitoring and reporting. Unlike most ecological BN modelling to
date, which typically takes months or years
to produce a single, often complex, BN, for
a specific problem, the aim here was to produce a tool that would facilitate the development, maintenance and use of a large number
of quite simple standardized BNs, specialized
for particular instances. We describe the incremental development of ABC-BN over 3
years. A prototype version was evaluated
in 2009 by building models for 100 species,
and the completed ABC-BN was deployed in
April, 2011.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Victorian state government Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) has a web-based
application called Actions for Biodiversity Conserva-

Adrian Moorrees, Alicia Lucas
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
2/8 Nicholson Street
East Melbourne, VIC 3002, Australia

tion (ABC) as a central resource for managing threatened species and communities (DSE, 2009). It facilitates the management of actions documented in Action
Statements prepared under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 and Recovery Plans prepared under
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. ABC currently holds information on
more than 400 threatened species and communities1
and over 8,000 management actions at approximately
2000 locations across Victoria. ABC maintains information for species and communities at individual locations, including lists of threats (to species), actions
(to mitigate threats) and population and habitat factors. By bringing together information from a range of
sources, ABC is intended to make significant improvements in both knowledge about threatened species and
communities and the transfer of that knowledge. The
recording of actions implemented for populations and
communities enables the development of prioritized
lists of actions to be made on an increasingly sound
basis by land and water managers. Reporting on outcomes provides a basis for applying adaptive management, whereby the effectiveness of management can
be improved based on the current and previous outcomes for a population. By 2004, ABC Stage 1 was
operational and able to report on whether an action to
ameliorate a threat had been carried out. ABC Stage
2 (deployed in 2006), incorporated the facility to prepare actions plans within the system. However ABC
did not support any modelling of interactions between
actions, threats and outcome factors and had no predictive capability. More importantly, it was not able
to report on the status of a species or community for
which there was little or no data collected, in a way
that was comparable across the state.
Bayesian networks (BNs) (Pearl, 1988; Jensen and
Nielsen, 2007), are becoming increasingly popular for
1

The FFG Act 1988 defines a community as “a type
of assemblage which is wholly or substantially made up of
taxa of flora or fauna existing together in the wild”.

environmental and ecological monitoring and risk assessment (see § 5.2.3 in Korb and Nicholson, 2010 for
a recent survey). There have been a number of modelling guidelines published (e.g., Varis and Kuikka,
1999; Borsuk et al., 2004; Renken and Mumby, 2009),
while Uusitalo (2007) reviews their features and use in
modelling environmental applications. In 2008, DSE
decided to extend ABC with BN technology, to provide the capacity to model the interactions between
actions, threats and outcomes and overall status, and
allow users to do what-if predictive and diagnostic scenario reasoning. These additional capacities would be
integrated with ongoing monitoring and reporting.
In most ecological BN modelling to date the knowledge
engineering paradigm is to develop a single, often complex BN, for a specific problem, which typically takes
months or years to complete (e.g., Pollino et al., 2007;
Smith et al., 2007; Chee et al., 2005). Here, in contrast, the aim was to produce a tool that would facilitate the development, maintenance and use of BNs
for specific populations and occurrences of species and
communities with a high priority within ABC, rather
than entire species and communities.
This aim led to some key design decisions. First, the
tool would be for use by the DSE so-called monitors
– DSE scientists and Biodiversity Officers – already
maintaining information in ABC about the species
for which they were responsible. The BN technology
would be hidden from these users. Second, the tool
would support the building of simple BNs using a template that enforced a certain causal structure between
actions, threats and outcomes.
In this paper, we describe the incremental development of the tool, called ABC-BN, over a 3 year period, with the challenges of changes to the underlying
BN template, and a number of substantial additions
to the tool requirements. We give an overview of the
ABC-BN’s functionality, which is based on the iterative, incremental knowledge engineering of BNs Laskey
and Mahoney (2000) A prototype version was evaluated in 2009 by building models for 100 species, and
the completed ABC-BN was deployed in April 2011.

2

ACTIONS FOR BIODIVERSITY
CONSERVATION (ABC)

The first version of ABC was developed for DSE by
Spatial Vision, a software company specialising in GIS
applications. Stage I became operational in 2004, with
the Stage II in place from 2006. The addition of ABCBN, to be developed by Bayesian Intelligence, became
part of Stage III, along with enhancements to ABC
itself, to be delivered by Spatial Vision.

ABC is a web-based interface to a database application. It is based around entities called items, which
may be flora or fauna species, communities, or potentially threatening processes. Within ABC, there are
different types of users, with different responsibilities
and access levels. ABC is based on recording information about each item at each location (linked with a
GIS) it is found; there is a location monitor responsible for recording the management and monitoring.
The item monitor oversees the information about
each item, while system administrators have additional responsibilities such as appointing monitors
and adding actions and threats to the global lists. Finally, there are various stakeholders (e.g., members
of other government organizations, NGOs, community
groups, academics and researchers), who can be given
access to the information in ABC, but may not make
changes.
For each item, the ABC database contains information about the threats that have been identified at
each location, which are ranked along two dimensions,
“‘likelihood” and “impact”, representing priorities.
It records actions (from a central list of possible actions) that have been identified as potentially useful
to reduce threats to the item at that location. Finally, monitors must record monitored information in
actions taken, the status of threats, and various outcomes, which are observations relating to the species
populations or community occurrences, or the habitat
which can be monitored. This information facilitates
the prioritizing of species and communities based on
the importance of the location and contributions of
actions to mitigate threats.

3

ARCHITECTURE

The key requirement for ABC-BN was that it be completely aligned with the existing ABC application,
with the same web interface, the same types of users,
and model the same action, threat and outcome information in the ABC database.
Figure 1 shows the system architecture for integration
of ABC and ABC-BN. ABC-BN is invoked via a menu
tab from ABC, with the current item as well as the
user ID, passed to ABC-BN. From that point, ABCBN interacts directly with the users via their browser,
with uploads and downloads of BN models allowed via
a shared DSE file system. ABC-BN is a TOMCAT
application, implemented using JavaServer Pages and
the NeticaJ Java API.2 The BNs and ABC-BN specific
information are stored in new tables added to the ABC
Oracle database.
2
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Figure 2: ABC-BN development phases
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Figure 3: Model lifecycle

Figure 1: System architecture for the integration of
ABC and ABC-BN
3.1

Incremental and Iterative Development

ABC-BN was designed and built incrementally, following the prototype-based spiral software development
cycle advocated by Brookes (1995) and Boehm (1988).
There were three main phases (see Figure 2): a preliminary scoping phase, then two main design and development phases. These were due to (1) changes to
the underlying BN template and (2) a number of substantial additions to the tool functionality.

4

USER ROLES AND MODEL
MANAGEMENT

ABC-BN provides model management and an approval
workflow, together with an audit history. The BN
models are managed for each item location; there may
be many draft models, but only one approved model
at any one time. Models must go through a three step
submission process: submitted → recommended
→ approved. When an approved model is superseded

(by a new approved model) it becomes archived. Figure 3 shows the model lifecycle.
Two user roles were added for ABC-BN: (1) Model
administrators have privileged access to the ABCBN module, notably approving models and the ability to edit the ABC-BN global settings, upload Netica
BNs to the system, and delete any model; (2) Outcome monitors are nominated by the model administrators for each item location.3 Outcome monitors
may build and submit models for approval, while item
monitors are responsible for recommending models.
Table 1 summarizes the user roles within ABC-BN.,
while Figure 12 shows the model management page.4

3

This is because they may be someone other than the
location monitor.
4
Figures showig screen shots of ABC-BN are placed together at the end of the paper.

Table 1: User roles
Role
Model
Administrator

Abbr.
MA

Item
tor

IM

Moni-

Outcome
Monitor
Any (Other)
Monitor
Stakeholder

M

Comments
Full access to the ABC-BN module.
Able to create, submit, recommend
and approve models.
Access all models. Able to submit
and recommend models for locations
under the item.
Access all models. Able to create and
submit models for item location.
Access all models.

SH

Access only Approved models.

OM

Table 2: Elicitation algorithm
Module

Sub-module

Structure:

Name:
Threat:
Actions
& Asset
Factors:

5

MODEL BUILIDNG

ABC-BN supports all stages of the BN elicitation process. The elicitation algorithm is shown in Table 2.
Navigation around the elicitation process is flexible,
the user may move to any module, and any sub-module
within that module (using tab menus). Thus it provides the iterative and incremental BN construction
process advocated by many (e.g., Laskey and Mahoney, 2000; Korb and Nicholson, 2010; Boneh, 2010).
Figure 4 shows an example of a BN created within the
system.5
5.1

States:

Additional
Links:

CPTs:

Scenarios:

Algorithm
-create standard template
model
-name the model
-select threats to be included
in the model
-for each threat variable
-select action variables affecting this threat
-select asset factor variables
affected by this threat
-for all action, threat and asset
factor variables
-select a state space
-if optional state description
-give description
-for each threat and asset factor variable
-select other variables, of
the same type, affected by this
variable
-for all threat, asset factor and
query variables
-for each parent state combination
-select verbal cues for each
state
-test model with scenarios tool

Structure

ABC-BN supports building models specific to each
item location, based on a pre-defined structure template, incorporating actions, threats and asset factors
in the ABC database. This template evolved over
ABC-BN’s development phases as shown in Figure 5:
Phase 1: Template contains only threats, which are parents of a ThreatTrend node, with values
{Improving, Stable, Worsening}
Phase 2: Template contains Action nodes (all root nodes)
which are parents of the Threat nodes, which
are in turn parents of AssetFactor nodes, as
well as two Trend nodes.
Phase 3: Trend nodes modelling change now replaced
by Status nodes representing absolute values: {Severe,Moderate,Negligible} for ThreatStatus and {Good, Fair, Poor} for AssetStatus.
The elicitation process builds only BNs that follow this
so-called strict standard template, which limits the
complexity of the networks and ensures they are easily
analyzed for reporting (based on the Status nodes).6
5
This BN was produced by Phil Papas and Di Crowther
of DSE, Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, Arthur Rylah Institute.
6
ABC-BN also allows uploading of BNs (for example,
constructed in Netica) that do not follow the strict stan-

Figure 5: ABC-BN’s templates from Phase 1 (above)
and Phase 3 (below). The Phase 2 template was as for
Phase 3, but contained Trend nodes, instead of Status
nodes.

Figure 4: An example complete BN created within ABC-BN.
ure 13). Once the Threat nodes are selected, the
user then selects the associated Action and AssetFactor nodes for each (see Figure 14).
5.2

Figure 6: Threat Ranking page.

The BN nodes are selected from the values already
in the database for that item and location. The discrete state space for each node is selected from a global
list (intended to provide consistency across the system,
and maintained by the Model Administrator), divided
into “types”; for example the “Choice” type could have
alternatives {Yes,No} and {Done,NotDone}, while an
example “Amount” type is {High, Medium, Low}.
The user first selects threats from a list of threats for
that item. Administrators can assign a threat to one
of two ranks based on the impact and likelihood of a
threat, (see Figure 6), which changes the way threats
are presented on the Threat Selector page (see Figdard: (1) standard models, which are similar to the strict
standard structure, but without any constraints on the
links, and may be submitted for approval; (2) non-standard
models can be any Netica BN, but may not be submitted
for approval, as they can’t be analyzed for reporting.

Parameter Elicitation

Eliciting the parameters of the BN, the conditional
probabilities, is recognised as a difficult task. For each
node, there is distribution for each combination of values of the parent variables; this is exponential in the
number of parent variables. It can be hard for experts
to express their experience/opinion in numbers, and
they are often inconsistent. Hence the decision was
made for ABC-BN to support the alternative qualitative assessment of probabilities using verbal anchors,
developed by van der Gaag et al. (1999), and implemented in the Verbal Elicitor tool (Hope et al., 2002).
The user is presented with scenario descriptions (about
combination of parent values) and a selection of common chance tags, e.g., “certain”, “likely” or “impossible”. In this way actual probability values are not
required or shown to the expert. ABC-BN contains
a so-called verbal map (which is maintained by the
Model Administrator) which maps verbal cues to probabilities (see Figure 15).
For Phase 2, ABC-BN provided only this qualitative
elicitation, and the users could not see the probabilities stored into the CPT.7 Feedback from the users
during the Phase 2 evaluation indicated that this was
7
That is, unless they downloaded the BN for viewing in
Netica!

Figure 8: Example of table parameter elicitation:
(above) Verbal cue; (below) Number

“any” state.8 Users can switch between a single question (i.e., a parent state combination) and the full table
view. ABC-BN also provides visualization of the parameter elicitation progress, incorporating a summary
table (not shown) with colour coding for questions that
are either complete, incomplete or in need of revision
(i.e., when there have been structural changes).

6
Figure 7: Example of single question parameter elicitation: (above) Verbal cue; (below) Number

quite frustrating. Also, by their very nature, the probabilities elicited using verbal tags will be inaccurate,
as the cues are limited to only some probabilities,
and they are nearly always changed during normalization. Hence in Phase 3 the parameter elicitation was
changed to a hybrid system, combining both qualitative and quantitative elicitation, catering for an iterative stepwise refinement of the probabilities.
Basic elicitation is done via single questions, where the
user can switch between “Words” and “Numbers”; an
example of these alternatives, for a Fire threat node,
with a single Backburning action parent node, is
shown in Figure 7. In single question mode, the “Continue” option takes the user to the next combination of
parent values - that is, the next row in the CPT. Note
that the user is told the question is “X/Y”, meaning
Xth question out of Y total questions.
Feedback on the Phase 2 prototype also indicated that
the users found it hard to “calibrate” their answers
when answering these single questions, so Phase 3 included an alternative table interface, allowing visualisation and flexible navigation of the CPT (in either
word or number form). An example is shown in Figure 8. Navigation of the table can be done by either
clicking on a summary table, or by selecting a parent
state combination via drop down boxes , including an

Reasoning in ABC-BN

ABC-BN’s reasoning component (developed in Phase
2), called “Scenarios”, allows the user to enter any
combination of exact or likelihood evidence and provides a visualization of the posterior distributions after belief updating. The screen is layed out in four
columns – Actions, Threats, Asset Factors, and Status – corresponding to the layers in the BN template,
while the arcs in the underlying network are hidden.
is shown in Figure 9.
To enter evidence, the user clicks on a node’s “Add
Evidence...” button, which changes the node view to
show a slider for evidence. This rectangular slider is
split into as many parts as there are states, where
the length of each part represents the probability of
a state. The user can either drag the dividers, or enter number values, to enter the desired likelihood evidence. Alternatively, the user can simply select a state
if the evidence is exact.
In Phase 3, the reasoner was extended with a similarity analysis report, which summarizes the current
scenario, that is, the model and the entered set of evidence; an example is shown in Figure 10. As well as
reporting the calculated probabilities for all the nodes,
column 1 shows the difference between the posteriors
and the initial distribution (before evidence was entered), while column 2 shows differences between the
final distribution and distribution given only the Action node evidence.
8

The “any” state is useful if one parent (or a set of
parents) dominate in a particular combination, rendering
other parents inconsequential.

Figure 9: Scenario tester page

Figure 10: Similarity analysis report
terior probabilities of the two Status nodes (given the
evidence), plus metadata on all included factors (actions, threats and asset factors), such as the source of
the information (observed data, expert or/and literature).

Figure 11: Outcome summary page

As well as reports on individual items, the system also
produces a summary table with categorization, across
a user-specified set of items; an example is shown in
Figure 11. This table is an aggregation of the classification using the highest posterior probabilities for
Status nodes computed for each BN, given the outcomes evidence added by the monitor. Results are
defined as Inconclusive if the difference between the
two most probable states is less than the “inconclusive
threshold”, a global variable (modifiable by administrators).

8
7

EVALUATION

OUTCOME SUMMARY

This component was added in Phase 3, integrating the
BN models with the monitoring and reporting functions of ABC. For each model, the user enters evidence
for the BN, for any of the Action, Threat or AssetFactor nodes, along with meta-data. This evidence is
stored in the database with the BN. The model is then
re-run with this evidence, and an Outcome Report is
produced. This report contains a summary of the pos-

The prototype developed in Phase 2 was trialled in
May-June, 2009 in 5 elicitation workshops around the
state. It was used to generate BNs of 100 threatened species and communities. In these trials, the
facilitators were DSE personnel9 overseeing the development of ABC-BN, while the workshop participants
were other ABC monitors. These gave very positive
9
The facilitators were authors Moorrees and Lucas –
ABC administrators, as well as item and location monitors.

feedback, as well as suggestions for improvement that
were adopted for Phase 3.
Phase 3 was deployed early April, 2011, with the first
round of outcomes for 100 models due at the end of
June. We intend to undertake a more formal evaluation of both the tool, and of the individual models developed by it. The tool can be evaluated by measuring
the rate of elicitation (e.g. number of models, number
of parameters), with qualitative feedback from the experts regarding their level of comfort using the tool.
The quality of the models is harder to assess, but we
intend to have a selection (10%) reviewed by experts
not involved in the elicitation or approval process.

9

CONCLUSION

We have described ABC-BN, a tool for building, maintaining and using Bayesian networks in an existing environmental management application. In contrast to
most knowledge engineering of ecological applications
to date, ABC-BN supports the construction of a large
number of simple, standardized BNs over a relatively
short time period. It supports iterative and incremental model construction, including hybrid qualitative
and quantitative parameter elicitation. It allows users
to do what-if predictive and diagnostic scenario reasoning, and the BN models are integrated with monitoring data and reporting, providing outcome status
reports for both individual items as well as status summaries for sets of items. Overall, the tool allows managers to estimate the costs associated with actions to
mitigate threats and objectively assess the relative importance of actions for different species populations
and community occurrences.
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Abstract
Query-based diagnostics (Agosta, Gardos, &
Druzdzel, 2008) offers passive, incremental
construction of diagnostic models that rest
on the interaction between a diagnostician
and a computer-based diagnostic system. Effectively, this approach minimizes knowledge
engineering, the main bottleneck in practical
application of Bayesian networks. While this
idea is appealing, it has undergone only limited testing in practice. We describe a series
of experiments that subject a prototype implementing passive, incremental model construction to a rigorous practical test. We
show that the prototype’s diagnostic accuracy reaches reasonable levels after merely
tens of cases and continues to increase with
the number of cases, comparing favorably to
state of the art approaches based on learning.

1

Introduction

Even though Bayesian network (BN) models (Pearl,
1988) have proven useful in diagnostic domains, they
are quite hard to field in practice. Interestingly, it
is not computational complexity that is critical here.
The main hurdle in applying Bayesian networks to
complex diagnostic problems seems to be model building.
One way of addressing this problem is learning models from data accrued over past cases. Given a sufficiently large set of past cases, we can learn both the
structure and the parameters of Bayesian networks
(Cooper & Herskovits, 1992; Pearl & Verma, 1991;
Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 1993). Although model
construction from data can significantly reduce knowledge engineering effort, learning faces other problems,
such as small data sets, unmeasured variables, missing
data, and selection bias. Collections of past cases that

are large and complete enough are often hard to find.
There are many complex devices that do not break
too often or, at least, are not supposed to break often.
When dealing with some devices, it is not uncommon
to spend months on constructing models that become
outdated soon after deployment. Building Bayesian
networks requires such a considerable effort on the part
of knowledge engineers and domain experts that it is
considered the main bottleneck in this area.
There have been several lines of research outside of
learning from data that focus on model building. The
first approach focuses on providing more expressive
building tools. The Noisy-OR model (Pearl, 1988;
Henrion, 1989) and its generalizations (Dı́ez, 1993;
Srinivas, 1993) simplify the representation and elicitation of independence interactions among multiple
causes.
Heckerman (1990) developed the concept
of similarity networks in order to facilitate structure
building and probability elicitation. The second approach, usually referred to knowledge-based model
construction (KBMC), emphasizes aiding model building by automated generation of decision models from
a domain knowledge-base guided by the problem description and observed information (see a special issue
at the journal IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man
and Cybernetics on the topic of KBMC (Breese, Goldman, & Wellman, 1994)). The third approach is to
apply system engineering and knowledge engineering
techniques for aiding the process of building Bayesian
networks. Laskey and Mahoney (1996; 1997) address the issues of modularization, object-orientation,
knowledge-base, and evaluation in a spiral model of
development cycle. Koller and Pfeffer (1997; 1999) developed Object-Oriented Bayesian Networks (OOBN)
that use objects as organizational units to reduce the
complexity of modeling and increase the speed of inference. Lu et al. (2000) propose mechanism-based
model construction, in which models are constructed
from a collection of mechanisms based on scientific
laws or pieces of existing models. (Ibargengoytia,
Vadera, & Sucar, 2006) propose to learn a Bayesian

network model for a normal mode of operation, for
which data are typically available, and then detect
anomalies as deviations from this model.
Agosta et al. (2008) went further and proposed an
approach that eliminates knowledge engineering altogether. In what they call query-based diagnostics, they
propose embedding a diagnostic aid in existing systems
for diagnostic record keeping. A diagnostician working on a case, recording symptoms and other findings
along with the final diagnosis, without being aware of
it, participates in constructing a simplified Bayesian
network model that supports future cases. From the
theoretical perspective, the idea is a combination of
structure elicitation and incremental learning. The diagnostician provides the system with a basic distinction between symptoms, background information, and
the final diagnosis. Past cases solved by diagnosticians can provide considerable information about the
domain. Every new case acquired by the system adds
useful information and, in the long run, leads to building a usable model. As cases accrue, the system refines
the structure and the parameters of such model and
improves its accuracy.
While this idea is appealing, it has undergone only limited testing in practice. To the best of our knowledge,
there are two existing prototypes implementing this
approach. An industrial prototype of the system has
been implemented and fielded at Intel and tested in the
domain of diagnostics and corrective maintenance of
factory equipment (Agosta, Khan, & Poupart, 2010).
A widely accessible prototype, called Marilyn (Pols,
2007), was tested in a limited setting of a help desk
at a university computing laboratory (Ratnapinda &
Druzdzel, 2009). Neither of the two prototypes and the
very idea of a system that eliminated completely the
knowledge engineering phase and learns successively
from diagnostic cases have undergone a formal evaluation. In this paper, we attempt to evaluate one of
these two prototypes (Marilyn) systematically, based
on several real data sets, obtained from the Irvine Machine Learning Repository.1 We show that the prototype’s diagnostic accuracy reaches reasonable levels
after merely tens of cases and continues to increase
with the number of cases, comparing favorably with
state of the art approaches based on learning.

2

Background

We will start with a brief review of the technology involved in a query-based diagnostic prototype
like Marilyn, notably Bayesian networks, noisy-OR
gates, and the EM algorithm.
1

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/

2.1

Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks (Pearl, 1988) are acyclic directed
graphs representing joint probability distributions over
sets of variables. Every node is the graph represents
a random variable. Lack of an arc between two nodes
represents conditional independence between the variables that these nodes represent. Nodes are quantified
by means of conditional probability tables (CPTs),
representing the probability distribution of the variables that they represent conditional on their parent variables in the graph. Nodes without parents
are specified by prior probability distributions. The
joint probability distribution over a set of variables
X = {X1 , . . . , Xn } can be obtained by taking the
product of all prior and conditional probability distributions:
Pr(X) = Pr(X1 , . . . , Xn ) =

n
Y

Pr(Xi |P a(Xi )) . (1)

i=1

Figure 1: An example Bayesian network modeling
computer hardware problems
Figure 1 shows a simple Bayesian network modeling
two computer hardware problems. The variables in
this model are: Computer is old, Damaged CPU, Damaged VGA card, Hard disk LED does not work and
Monitor LED never goes to steady green. Each of the
variables in the model is binary, i.e., has two outcomes:
True and False.
A directed arc between Damaged CPU and Hard disk
LED does not work indicates that Damaged CPU will
affect the probability that Hard disk LED does not
work. Similarly, an arc from Computer is old to Damaged VGA card indicates that computer age influences
the likelihood of a damaged VGA card.
The most important type of reasoning in Bayesian networks is known as belief updating and amounts to computing the probability distribution over variables of interest given the evidence. For example, in the model
of Figure 1, the variable of interest could be Damaged

CPU and the BN could compute the posterior probability distribution over this node given the observed
values of Computer is old, Hard disk LED does not
work, and Monitor LED never goes to steady green.
Once the network has updated the probability values,
these can be used to make a diagnostic decision.
2.2

The Leaky Noisy-OR Gate

Bayesian networks suffer from a practical problem: Because CPTs represent the probability distribution of a
node conditional on all combinations of parent variables, their size grows exponentially with the number
of parents. Table 1 shows the CPT for the node Monitor LED never goes to steady green. The node has
three parents and the size of its CPT is 23 = 8.
Table 1: Conditional probability table of the node
Monitor LED never goes to steady green

One solution to the exponential growth of CPTs is application of Independence of Causal Influences (ICI)
models (Dı́ez & Druzdzel, 2006). The ICI models assume that parent variables can cause the effect independently of each other. This assumption allows to
reduce the number of parameters needed to specify an
interaction from exponential to linear in the number
of parents.
Marilyn is based on the ICI model called the noisyOR gate (Pearl, 1988; Henrion, 1989). The noisy-OR
gate is a probabilistic extension of the deterministic
OR gate. Each variable in a noisy-OR gate is binary
and has two states: present and absent. Presence of
the parent variables Xi effects the presence of the child
variable Y . If all the parent variables are absent, then
the child variable is also absent.
In general, it is infeasible to explicitly include all possible causes of an effect. Marilyn uses an extension of the noisy-OR gate called leaky noisy-OR gate
(Henrion, 1989; Dı́ez, 1993). The parameter pi of a
leaky noisy-OR gate is defined as the probability that
Y will be true if Xi is present and every other parent
of Y , including unmodeled causes of Y (the leak), are
absent.
2.3

The EM Algorithm

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
(Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) is widely used to
compute maximum likelihood estimates given incom-

plete data. Implementations of the EM algorithm
have been successfully applied to compute parameters of ICI models, including the noisy-OR model
(Natarajan et al., 2005; Vomlel, 2006; Abbasi, Dailey,
Afzulpurkar, & Uno, 2010). EM consists of two
steps: (1) the expectation step (E-step) uses current
parameters to compute the expected values of the
missing data, and (2) the maximization step (M-step),
in which the maximum likelihood of the parameters
are estimates based on the current expected values
of the data. Then, the EM process repeats until it
converges to the maximum likelihood.

3

Marilyn

Marilyn is a web-based application that implements
the idea of query-based diagnostics, i.e., passive construction of diagnostic decision models. It is written
in C# and ASP.NET, using a Microsoft SQL database
to store data. It utilizes the Bayesian reasoning engine SMILE2 running under the Microsoft Windows
Vista Server.
Figure 2 shows Marilyn’s architecture. Marilyn appears to the user diagnostician as
a computer program for logging case data. The user
interacts with it though a web browser, entering elements of the case at hand. The case data are entered in
free text format, although the system performs simple
text matching to suggest values entered in prior cases.
Marilyn presents the user unobtrusively with a list of
most likely diagnoses implied by the observations entered so far, suggests additional observations to make
and tests to perform. Behind the screen, Marilyn
constructs a Bayesian network from the prior cases
stored in the database and, ultimately, adds the current case to the database.

Figure 2: Marilyn’s architecture

3.1

Model Structure

The Bayesian networks constructed by Marilyn
use a simplified structure called the BN3M model
(Kraaijeveld & Druzdzel, 2005), which distinguishes
three fundamental types of variables:
2
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Figure 3: An example of a BN3M model
• Fault variables, which represent the problems that
the diagnostician wants to identify (e.g., a disease
or a device malfunction).
• Observation variables, which include observed
symptoms and results of diagnostic tests.
• Context variables, which are the background, history, or other information known by the technician performing the diagnosis that may influence
the probability of a fault and, therefore, are relevant to the diagnosis.
The structure of BN3M networks consists of three levels, with the context information variables on the top,
the fault variables in the middle, and the observation
variables at the bottom. Influences are possible only
between neighboring layers. Figure 3 shows an example of this structure. The first context variable, User
is a registered student, influences the variable User has
no print quota. The second context variable Computer
lab is busy influences the faults Printer is backing up
and Printer is out of paper. No print job out is influenced by any three of the fault variables. Trays 5 and
6 are empty is influenced only by the fault Printer is
out of paper.
3.2

Model Construction in Marilyn

When Marilyn starts, it constructs a Bayesian network from the existing database (in the very beginning, this database is empty). The database consists
of six tables: arcs, diagnosis, domains, nodes, lablog,
and emlog. The first four tables store the information
about causal interactions among variables, the number of diagnostic sessions that have been stored by the
system, the diagnostic domains, and variables, respectively. The last two tables store data for each session
and store the diagnostic logs used in refining the model
parameters.
Marilyn constructs the BN3M structure by going
through all diagnostic cases entered so far and con-

necting all context variables and and all observation
variables to the fault node observed in the case (i.e.,
the final diagnosis, as indicated by the diagnostician).
This provides a graph skeleton that is subsequently
quantified in the following way. All prior probability
distributions are set to 0.1/0.9. All conditional probability distributions are set to 0.8/0.2. The EM algorithm, which Marilyn subsequently invokes, treats
these initial values as a prior probability distributions
and refines them by means of the records accrued during the past diagnostic cases. While the above priors
are arbitrary, we found that they are capable of inducing reasonable behavior on the part of the model, even
if the number of existing records is small. There is an
increasing body of evidence that the precise values of
the parameters are not crucial in practice (Pradhan,
Henrion, Provan, del Favero, & Huang, 1996; Oniśko
& Druzdzel, 2011).
The final model, i.e., model obtained after the parameter refinement stage, is used by Marilyn to generate
a list of most likely diagnoses for the current diagnostic
case.

4

Empirical Evaluation

4.1

The Data

We tested the accuracy of Marilyn on four different
real data sets listed in Table 2. The computing lab
data set was collected over the course of two semesters
at a help desk of a University of Pittsburgh campus
computing lab. Typical campus computing lab help
desk problems involve printing problems and printer
troubleshooting. Among the four hundred cases in the
data set, there are a total of 16 different observations,
12 different context variables, and 21 different problems. The remaining three data sets originate from the
UCI Machine Learning repository and were selected
based on the following four criteria:
• The data include a known class variable.
• The attribute types of all variables are discrete.
We wanted to avoid the need for discretization,
which could become a factor confounding our experiment.
• The number of cases in the data file should be
over 100, which we believe to be large enough for
the purpose of the experiment.
• The data should have been used in the literature
in the past, so that we have information about
baseline performance of learning algorithms.
The three Irvine repository data sets that fulfilled the
above requirements were SPECT Heart, Breast Can-

cer and Lymphography. Their properties are listed in
Table 2. #I in the table denotes the number of data
records, #A denotes the number of attributes, #CV
denotes the number of class variables, and MV describes presence of missing values.

Table 2: Data sets used in our experiments.
Dataset
Computer lab
SPECT Heart
Breast Cancer
Lymphography

4.2

#I
400
267
286
148

#A
49
23
10
19

#CV
21
2
2
4

MV
No
No
Yes
No

Methodology

We wanted to test the accuracy of Marilyn as a function of the number of cases that it has seen on each
of the data sets listed in Table 2. This is of interest
because the idea of query-based diagnostics is meant
to work especially when there are no data that can be
used to learn a model. Availability of a complete data
set would make Marilyn useless, as the model could
be learned from data by means of any of the Bayesian
network learning methods available in the literature.
We imitated Marilyn’s diagnostician’s work-flow,
which consists of entering three types of information:
context information, observations, and the final diagnosis. While, in case of the computing lab help desk
data, we had full knowledge of the three types of information, we did not know which of the features in the
Irvine medical data sets were context variables and
which were observations. Effectively, we treated all
features in these data sets as observations. This is a
conservative assumption, as it is an additional handicap for Marilyn in the experiments. The effect of our
treatment of the medical data was that Marilyn constructed two layer BN2O networks in these cases, similarly to the QMR-DT model (Middleton et al., 1991).
We ran Marilyn 30 times for each data set, randomizing each time the order of records in the data file. The
order of the records offered to Marilyn may affect its
performance and presenting different orders allows us
to observe a range of behaviors. We used the simplest
possible criterion in making a diagnostic decision and
assumed that the most likely diagnosis is Marilyn’s
final diagnosis. This is, again, a conservative assumption, as the system displays the top n most likely diagnoses and this gives the user a chance to improve
on the system, especially in the early stages, when the
model is very crude.

4.3
4.3.1

The Results
Marilyn Results

We calculated Marilyn’s cumulative accuracy after
each record, so as to know how this performance develops as a function of the number of diagnostic cases
that the system has seen. Figure 4 shows the average accuracy of Marilyn as a function of the number
of cases for each of the four data sets with range of
the curves (vertical bars) plotted for selected number
of records. The plots show that while Marilyn was
rather weak in the beginning (during the first thirty
cases or so), it became quite accurate after roughly 70
to 100 cases (this varied per data set). Interestingly,
in case of the SPECT data set, Marilyn reached the
accuracy of over 60% after fewer than ten cases. In
all data sets, 40 or so cases were sufficient to reach a
reasonable accuracy. This accuracy not only improved
over time but also improved reliably, as indicated by
smaller variance in the results of different random orders of records. Interestingly, there is some similarity
between the plots of Marilyn’s performance, as in
Figure 4, and the so called power curve of practice
in the psychology literature (Newell & Rosenbloom,
1981).
4.3.2

Marilyn’s Relative Performance

Cumulative accuracy for the last record entered is the
final accuracy result of Marilyn on the data set.
Marilyn’s final performance on the four data sets was
90.25%, 78.75%, 77.18%, and 69.95% for the Computer
Lab, SPECT Heart, Breast Cancer and Lymphography
data respectively (see the extreme right cumulative
performance in Figure 4). It has to be added that
in achieving this result Marilyn has seen (i.e., was
trained on) the average of 50% of the records. When
processing the first case, Marilyn has seen zero prior
cases, when processing the 10th case, it has used only
9 preceding cases, when processing the last, nth case,
it has seen n − 1 preceding cases. The average number
of training records is thus n/2.
Table 3: Accuracy comparison results with Bayesian
approaches using leave-one-out cross validation
Dataset
CompLab
SPECT
BC
Lymph

Marilyn
94.50%
79.40%
68.18%
81.08%

Naive Bayes
94.25%
79.40%
42.57%
66.08%

GTT
91.25%
78.65%
47.97%
67.83%

In order to disambiguate the specific procedure that
we used to obtain Marilyn’s cumulative performance
from the capability of the learning function by it-

Figure 4: Marilyn’s cumulative accuracy as a function of the number of cases seen
self, we performed an experiment in which we allowed
Marilyn to learn from all available records alongside with two Bayesian learning algorithms: (1) Naive
Bayes (Langley, Iba, & Thompson, 1992), and (2) a
Bayesian search algorithm Greedy Thick Thinning
(GTT) (Dash & Druzdzel, 2003). We used the leaveone-out cross validation to measure the accuracy of
the three classifiers, assuming that the diagnosis is correct when the most probable class matches the correct
class. We show the results of this experiment in Table 3. Marilyn performed better than Naive Bayes
and GTT on all data sets. We believe that some of
Marilyn’s power comes from its priors and structural
information extracted from the data.
The three data sets that we chose for our experiments
have been subject of experiments published in the literature. The best accuracy result for SPECT heart
data with CLIP3 machine learning algorithm is 84%
(Kurgan, Cios, Tadeusiewicz, Ogiela, & Goodenday,
2001). The best accuracy achieved on the Breast
cancer data was by means of k-nearest neighbor (k-

NN) algorithm and amounted to 79.5% (Kononenko,
Bratko, & Kukar, 1997). The best accuracy on the
Lymphography set was achieved by means of the TreeAugmented Naive Bayes algorithm and was 85.47%
(Madden, 2002). We compared Marilyn’s performance to each of these, repeating the experiment under the same conditions, i.e., with precisely the same
cross-validation method as used in the experiments reported in the literature. Table 4 shows the accuracy
for each of the data sets and each of the algorithms.
Table 4: Accuracy comparison results with state of the
art approaches
Dataset
SPECT
BC
Lymph

Marilyn
93.58%
73.02%
81.92%

CLIP3
84%
N/A
N/A

k-NN
N/A
79.50%
82.60%

TAN
N/A
N/A
85.47%

While Marilyn’s accuracy is typically lower than that
of the state of the art learning algorithms, it is cer-

tainly in the same ballpark. We would like to point
out that the best results reported in the literature belong to different algorithms, i.e., there seems to be no
algorithm that is uniformly best on all data sets. If
the same algorithm were applied to all four data sets,
there is a good chance that its accuracy on some of
these could be worse than the accuracy of Marilyn.

5

Conclusion

Query-based diagnostic offers passive, incremental
construction of diagnostic models based on the interaction between a diagnostician and a computer-based diagnostic system. Effectively, this approach eliminates
knowledge engineering, the main bottleneck in practical application of Bayesian networks.
While this idea is appealing, it has undergone only
limited testing in practice. In this paper, we described
a series of experiments that subject a prototype implementing passive, incremental model construction to a
rigorous practical test. Data obtained from the Irvine
repository made the evaluation fairly realistic. The results of our experiments show that a system like Marilyn is capable of giving reasonable suggestions after
a modest number of observed cases. Performance in
the order of 70-90% typically occurred not later than
after roughly 40 cases. Even though this experiment
offers just a few data points and this type of systems
need to be tested more in practice, we believe that the
result is very promising and compares favorably with
state of the art approaches based on learning.
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Abstract

experts, which as Bayesian modeling gains popularity
are more likely to arise than in the past [9].

We present in this paper a web-based tool
developed to enable expert elicitation of the
probabilities associated with a Bayesian Network. The motivation behind this tool is to
enable assessment of probabilities from a distributed team of experts when face-to-face
elicitation is not an option, for instance because of time and budget constraints. In addition to the ability to customize surveys, the
tool provides support for both quantitative
and qualitative elicitation, and offers administrative features such as elicitation surveys
management and probability aggregation.

Consider the following real-world example. We undertook a project focused on understanding variability in
the performance of a specific human resource process
and elected to use a Bayesian network as our modeling
framework. The domain experts were regular employees acting as experts, they were scattered across the
world and spanned different domains of expertise. We
did not have the possibility of undertaking face-to-face
sessions and opted for replacing them with phone interviews. The structural definition of the model, identifying the variables and inter-dependence, did not yield
many difficulties nor complains from the experts. By
contrast, the quantitative phase proved time consuming and generated significant frustration on both sides
(analysts and experts). In particular, our efforts were
hampered by (i) the time difference leading to early or
late at night sessions for either the expert or the analyst and (ii) the time pressure on the experts because
of the analyst waiting on the phone for them to provide an answer. The main challenge however was to
have experts understand the format of the conditional
probability table (CPTs). Overall, we concluded that
phone elicitation was not an adequate support for remote parameter elicitation and that eliciting probabilities directly in the CPT created unnecessary cognitive
burden.

Introduction

There is a thriving research community that studies
techniques for learning the structure and parameters
of a belief network from data [1]. However, when there
is no relevant data available, or any literature to guide
the construction of the model, the network must be
elicited from the individuals whose beliefs are being
captured - such a person is often referred to as the domain expert, or simply expert. Both the structure and
the parameters of a belief network need to be elicited.
Often it is easier to construct the structure of a belief
network, as compared to eliciting the parameters, i.e.
the conditional probabilities [2, 3, 4, 5]. We focus in
this paper on the subject of parameter elicitation, assuming that the structure of the network has already
been ascertained.
Best practice in terms of parameter elicitation is based
on face-to-face interviews of the expert by a trained
analyst (or knowledge engineer) [6, 7, 8]. However,
situations arise where such an approach is not feasible,
mostly because of time and budget constraints. This is
especially salient in projects with a distributed team of

The risk elicitation tool that we present here aims at
addressing those concerns. We opted for a web-based
tool, whose asynchronous feature enables more comfortable time management of the elicitation process
from experts side (albeit less control for the analyst).
An advantage of the web-based set up is the ability
for the analyst to centrally manage the elicitation surveys. While we recognize that web-based approaches
are second-best to face-to-face elicitation, we feel that
such a tool would enable wider adoption of Bayesian
models in settings where face-to-face elicitation is unlikely.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the literature related to probability elicitation in Bayesian networks. Section 3 provides
an in-depth description of the Risk Elicitation tool. Finally Section 4 discusses related research endeavors.

2

Expert Elicitation in Belief
Networks

The process of eliciting probabilities from experts
is known to be affected by numerous cognitive biases, such as overconfidence and anchoring effects [10].
When eliciting probabilities in the context of a belief
network, additional practical challenges must be considered [11].
One particular problem lies with the number of parameters that have to be elicited from the experts, which
leads to long and tiring elicitation sessions and sometimes inconsistent and approximate answers. To alleviate such problems, the analyst often resorts to making assumptions about the conditional relationships
that reduce the number of parameters to be elicited by
parameterizing the network structures using NOISYOR and NOISY-MAX models (see for instance [2, 12]).
This is in fact an option that we will provide in the
next version of our tool.
As we mentioned in the introduction, another challenge associated with elicitation in Bayesian networks
is the problem for the expert to understand the structure of a conditional probability table. While considering scenarios is fairly intuitive, understanding which
entry corresponds to which scenario can be unnecessarily confusing. Efforts have thus been made to improve
the probability entry interface in probability elicitation tools [13, 14]. Our tool integrates findings from
this stream of research, by asking simple text questions
corresponding to each cell of the CPT and by grouping all assessments corresponding to the same scenario
together (although our support does not enable us to
show them all at once but simply sequentially). Indeed, previous research has shown that presenting all
conditioning cases for a node together during elicitation reduces the effect of biases [5].
Finally, the need to provide precise numerical answers
is considered an additional cognitive obstacle for experts. One solution to address this problem is to
present the elicitation scale with verbal and numerical anchors [15, 5, 16]. We included such findings into
the design of our tool, enabling analyst to ask questions in a qualitative manner. Another solution is to
elicit qualitative knowledge from experts, for instance
by asking them to provide a partial order of the probabilities and leveraging limited data whenever available

[17].

3
3.1

Description of the Tool
Overview

The Risk Elicitation tool is a web-based application that offers both (i) an interactive web interface
through which parameter elicitation surveys themselves can be answered and automatically collected,
and (ii) support for survey management. The tool can
be freely accessed from the Internet; any web browser
with Adobe’s Flash Player 10 [18] installed will be able
to run it. Given its web availability, the Risk Elicitation tool is virtually always available. Moreover, interviewees can complete a survey with little external help,
pause and resume the survey at a later time, thus further relaxing the need to coordinate interviewers and
interviewees.
We distinguish two classes of users of the Risk Elicitation tool: analysts and domain experts. In the following sections we describe the main use cases of the
tool setting up elicitation surveys (Analyst), answering a survey (Expert) and collecting and aggregating
results (Analyst). We also provide at the end of this
section a description of the architectural set up along
with a short discussion of the technical challenges that
we met.
3.2

Setting up Elicitation Surveys

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the starting
point of the process is a Bayesian network whose structure is fully defined, including clear description of
nodes and associated states. The first step for the analyst is therefore to load his Bayesian Network file on
the Risk Elicitation tool. The tool will automatically
generate a sample survey, which the analyst can further customize. The second step for the analyst is to
create a user account for each expert. Experts, having
various domains of expertise, may not be qualified to
provide information for all the nodes in the Bayesian
network. To address that situation, the analyst can define roles and associate a subset of the nodes to each
role. Each expert can then be associated to one or
several roles and will only be asked questions on the
Bayesian nodes pertaining his/her role(s)1 .
The main features of the tool that enable survey setup
are:
BBN Import The Risk Elicitation tool enables analysts to create a personalized survey of the BBN
1
In the remainder of this paper we will refer to expert
and analyst as he.

Figure 1: Expert Elicitation page for a quantitative question.
they want to elicit. The BBN can be submitted from the Risk Elicitation tool to a server that
automatically generates a survey template. The
template can then be customized by the analyst,
who can perform the following modifications:
• Provide descriptive details on the Bayesian
networks, its nodes and its states; add analyst notes to specific questions,
• Choose how to elicit node, whether quantitatively or qualitatively,
• Define, for the qualitative questions, the possible answers and relative numerical ranges
(which we call calibrations),
• Customize the question texts,
• Choose whether to ask experts about their
confidence level,
• Assign an order to the elicitation process (to
control in which order nodes are elicited).
At the moment we only support the GeNIe file format, but our tool can be easily extended to other
formats. We have developed our own format for

Bayesian networks, to which the GeNIe file format
is translated during the template generation.
User Management In the Administration section,
analysts can register experts to the Risk Elicitation tool and assign them roles. The analyst
is presented with a classic user management console, where he can add, delete and update both
user accounts and the roles they play in an elicitation survey. Whenever a user account is created,
the tool generates an automatic email, that the
analyst can further customize and send to the expert, presenting him his credentials to access the
tool and the survey he has been assigned.
3.3

Expert Elicitation

After an expert has been notified of his account credentials, he can access the Risk Elicitation tool. Upon
logging in, he can select one of the surveys and roles he
has been assigned to. At that point, he is offered the
option of reviewing a short tutorial of the tool. Moving
to the survey answering, he is presented with questions

ities but ranges of probabilities. As shown in Figure 2, experts are offered a set of labeled ranges,
called calibrations, and can select the calibration
that best describes the probability of a node being
in a state, given the conditions expressed in the
Context pane. Calibrations are initially defined
by analysts at BBN Import time, both in terms
of labels and numerical range. However, experts
have the ability to modify the numerical values of
ranges from the tool itself if they feel they are not
appropriate for the specific question.

Figure 2: An example of qualitative question.
for each relevant node of the Bayesian network. They
can ask for either quantitative or qualitative answers.
When the survey is complete, the expert can submit
the survey on the Risk Elicitation tool and exit.
Expert elicitation is supported by the following features:
Quantitative and Qualitative Elicitation
Probabilities can be elicited through either quantitative or qualitative questions. Quantitative
questions ask experts to state exact probabilities,
using a pie chart for discrete nodes. As shown
in Figure 1, each slice of the pie represents a
state of the Bayesian node with its associated
probability. Users can drag the pie chart edges
to provide their estimates of the node being
currently evaluated, given that the scenarios
defined in the context pane (parent nodes and
states), at the top left corner of the question
page. We also provide direct feedback about the
implied odd ratios on the right side of the pie
chart, as some situations may be more suited to
thinking about relative chances. The map in the
top right corner shows the local network topology
for the node being elicited. The full Bayesian
Network is also available in the Road Map tab
on the left-hand side.
Qualitative questions do not elicit exact probabil-

Summary Tables There are as many questions for
each node as parent state configurations. After
all questions for a node have been answered, the
expert is shown a summary table that provides
a report of all the answers they have given (see
Figure 3). This is in fact the conditional probability built from the answers provided. However,
at this point the expert has been actively involved
in building it from the ground up and should not
be as confused by the structure as if we had presented it upfront. The summary table enables to
compare answers across scenarios. If the expert
wants to change any of the input, he can navigate
back to the associated question by clicking on the
related cell in the summary table, as shown in
Figure 3. When the expert is satisfied with his
answers, he can save and proceed to either answer questions about another node, or submit the
survey if all nodes have been answered.
Confidence For each question/node, the expert can
provide an indication of his confidence in his answer (provided the analyst has enabled this feature). At this point, confidence indication is qualitative (Low/Medium/High) but could be further
defined in terms of notional sample space for instance. Confidence information can be used during aggregation, to modify the weight an answer
has, or to provide a threshold to filter out answers
(e.g. consider only high confidence answers).
Comment For each question, the expert has the opportunity to provide a comment through an apposite collapsible text area, placed below the question itself. One use of the comment section is
to provide details about understanding of a node
description or state or to specify an implicit assumption that the expert has made when providing answers.
3.4

Gathering information

After setting up surveys and notifying experts, the analyst can use the Status section of the tool to check

Figure 3: Summary page for the questions elicited in Figure 1.
on the progress of the elicitation process. He is provided with a summary of how many surveys have been
completed. From the same section, experts can be reminded to complete their survey by an automatically
generated email. Once enough surveys have been completed, the analyst has the option to aggregate expert
answers and export a file of the Bayesian network populated with the aggregated values.

abilities elicited by experts and aggregates them
using the method and weights specified by the
analyst. Given that qualitative questions do not
provide an exact number but a range, we take the
midpoint of each range as the representative of the
range (while acknowledging that this is a rather
simple approach which we will refine in later versions of the tool).

The main mechanisms to enable gathering and aggregation of answers are:

Aggregated values are used to populate the original Bayesian Network file imported in the tool.
The analyst can then export the aggregated BBN
on his computer.

Surveys Monitoring Analysts can monitor the advancement of survey completion from a dedicated
section, called Status Tab. The Status Tab reports which experts have completed their surveys
and when, which surveys have not been submitted
yet and which experts have been reminded to finish the survey. To remind an expert to complete
his survey, an automatic mailing system is provided to automatically generate and send email
reminders to the interested parties. Generated
email kindly remind experts of which surveys they
have been assigned, the role they play into it, their
account details in case they forgot and a link to
the tool. Analysts can also customize the generated email before sending it from the tool itself,
as shown in Figure 4.
Probability Aggregation After all surveys have
been completed, an analyst may need to aggregate the answers provided by the experts. We currently support two methods of aggregation: linear opinion pool and logarithmic opinion pool [19].
The analyst can control the aggregation method
by assigning a weight to each expert, to credit
some experts more importance. The tool goes
through all completed surveys, collects the prob-

3.5

Implementation Details

The tool employs a classic two-tiers architecture, with
a web application developed on top of IBM’s Websphere Application Server 6.1 [20] and a Flash client
built with Adobe’s Flex Builder 3 [18]. We have employed a Model-Driven Architecture approach [21] to
develop the tool, following the standard Model-ViewControl pattern, where the view is the Flash client,
most of the controls are in the web server and the
model is the survey itself, exchanged and modify by
both server and clients. Communication is handled by
web services using JAX-RPC [22].
Surveys data has been modeled using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [23]. We first designed an abstract, graphical representation of the data that the
survey needed to capture in EMF. The resulting representation, or model, is similar to a UML Class diagram. Code to manipulate and also persist the model
is automatically generated from the model and taken
care of by EMF.
EMF does not support natively Actionscript, Adobe’s
programming language: EMF’s standard tools cannot

which the nodes are presented. Because of the webbased feature of our tool, we have more freedom in
determining the order than traditional face-to-face approaches.
4.1

Figure 4: Customizable email templates from the administration console.
generate model manipulation code automatically for
it. To address this problem, we bridged EMF to a
Web Service definition file (WSDL). We first exported
EMF’s models to an XML Schema, which we imported
into the WSDL file. Adobe’s Flex can then generate
code from the WSDL file both to communicate with
the server and to access the model.
Communication points between server and client are
also generated from the WSDL file. Extensions and
modifications to either the model or the communication points, on the server and client side, were handled
automatically by either EMF or Flex, handling manual
error-prone tasks and saving development time.
Finally, we import and export BBN files written in the
SMILE/GeNIe format [24]. EMF automatically manages GeNIe file loading and saving, using the XML
Schema definition which is publicly available. The GeNIe files are then converted to an internal EMF model
designed to ease BBN manipulation.

4

Experiencing Different Orders

We considered the following question: Does the parameter elicitation ordering in belief networks even matter to a domain expert? To answer this question, we
explored the relationship between node ordering and
user-friendliness of the elicitation process in an experimental setting. Specifically, three different node orderings for the same belief network were considered:
two ‘top-down’ and one ‘bottom-up’ ordering, with parameter elicitation performed using the risk elicitation
tool described in this paper. Around seventy Stanford
University graduate students were asked to elicit a belief network with six nodes on the subject of getting
a job immediately after their studies; they were split
into approximately three equal groups, one group for
each order. The top-down orders presented questions
to elicit parameters of parent nodes before children
nodes, while the bottom-up order visited children before parents.
In this particular experiment, there was no drop-out
- all subjects completed the elicitation process, perhaps due to the small size of the network and the incentive of extra class credit (which was only granted
for complete assessments). Along with the Web-based
elicitation survey, the students also responded to a
short survey requesting feedback about the elicitation
process and the corresponding tool. The results did
indicate that the order in which the nodes are presented affects not only how comfortable experts claim
to be with the process, but also the time required to
elicit the parameters. In particular, there was a significant difference between the orders with regard to
user-friendliness based on the survey responses. For
the two top-down orders, hardly any of the subjects
felt that the order was confusing, compared to 23% for
the bottom-up order. Moreover, the average time to
complete the elicitation was lower for the two top-down
orders as compared to the bottom-up order. The two
top-down orders differed in survey completion time:
an average of 400 seconds with a standard deviation
of 170 seconds for the first one, against an average of
500 seconds with a standard deviation of 400 seconds
for the second one.

Related Research
4.2

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the research
questions that have arisen from the development of
the risk elicitation tool. In particular, we have focused
on the effect on the elicitation process of the order in

Ordering Mathematically

In a separate study, we explored the problem of determining, for a particular belief network whose structure
is known, the optimal order in which the parameters

of the network should be elicited. Our objective in
determining the order is to maximize information acquisition. While the order of the elicitation process
is irrelevant if all nodes are elicited and if experts are
able to provide their true beliefs, we believe that new
trends in belief network modeling make these assumptions questionable. When only a subset of the nodes
may be elicited or when answers can be noisy, it is
necessary to devise an ordering strategy that seeks to
salvage as much information as possible.
We therefore developed an analytical method for determining the optimal order for eliciting these probabilities, where optimality is defined as shortest distance to
the true distribution (on which we have a prior). We
considered the case where experts may drop out of the
elicitation process and modeled the problem through
a myopic approach.
For the case of uniform Dirichlet priors, we show that
the ‘bottom up’ elicitation heuristic can be optimal.
For other priors, we showed that the optimal order often depends on which variables are of primary interest
to the analyst (whether all the nodes in the network
or a subset, as is often the case in risk analytic applications).
The orderings resulting from the methods proposed in
that model are driven solely by analytical concerns,
and do not consider the user-friendliness of the elicitation process. In practice, as we discussed in the
previous section, different orderings can impact the
perceived difficulty of the process, thereby making the
elicitation of complete and accurate beliefs more difficult. These results further motivate the need to investigate the consequence of forcing a possibly unnatural
ordering upon experts and to assess whether the ‘information gain’ from an analytical perspective is worth
the ‘cost’ in practice, i.e. in terms of the amount of
confusion, fatigue and increased imprecision. More
generally, empirical research to investigate how experts
actually react to different orders is an important topic,
similar to the empirical work on understanding how
experts actually feel about different probability elicitation tools [15, 14]. The tool presented in this paper
could be a useful support for such endeavors.
4.3

Comparison with existing web-based
tools

Finally, we compare our tool to two existing webbased tools for risk elicitation pointed out by reviewers: BayesiaLab [25] and the Elicitation Tool from
ACERA, the Australian Center of Excellence of Risk
Analysis, described in [26].
BayesiaLab, a commercial product developed by
Bayesia, provides an integrated environment for work-

ing with Bayesian networks. It supports many features, such as BBN modeling, BBN learning from data,
and elicitation. With respect to elicitation, analysts
can create a profile for each expert, select the portions
of a variables’ CPT to be elicited, and send this information to a web server over the Internet. The web
server generates surveys to elicit probabilities quantitatively, using a slider bar to capture expert input.
Experts can also provide a level of confidence in an answer, expressed as a percentage, along with additional
comments. In comparison with our tool, many features
are similar: both tools provide expert profile management, on-line surveys, and survey import and export.
Our tool, however, allows for both quantitative and
qualitative elicitation of probabilities. The elicitation
formats are different as well: our tool uses pie charts
to capture quantitative probabilistic information for
discrete random variables and a slider bar (expressed
as a percentage difference from baseline) to capture
impact of a factor on a (continuous-valued) metric under a specified scenario. Additionally, our tool allows
analysts to fully customize surveys and aggregate by
one of several algorithms. We also provide experts
with additional contextual information, including a local and global map of the Bayesian network, a tutorial,
the description of each node and state in the Bayesian
network, along with analysts’ comments.
The Elicitation Tool from ACERA is quite different
from both our tool and BayesiaLab, in that it is an online questionnaire to directly elicit estimates of risks.
Questions are open-ended. An example is: ”Will
DAGGRE win?”. When answering a question, users
need to provide four numerical estimates in an HTML
form: the lowest estimate, the highest estimate, the
best estimate and a confidence level. A graphical representation of the estimates is displayed and the user
can submit the answers. After submission, the tool
displays a selection of answers from users who have
already completed the survey. The user is given the
chance to review his own answers in light of this new
input and submit again. In contrast, our tool allows
review of only the expert’s own answers, as shown in
Summary Pages, and are tailored for Bayesian networks where the goal is to elicit (conditional) probabilistic information. To help experts frame the context of the question, we provide additional information, such as the Bayesian network’s local map and
network description. ACERA’s tool does not seem to
be tied to Bayesian networks, so less contextual information is required in this case.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we describe a web-based expert elicitation tool for Bayesian network models that is especially

relevant for the management of distributed teams of
experts. We focus especially on facilitating the understanding of a conditional probability table by asking
each entry separately and in a textual format. The tool
enables the management of the survey administration
cycle, from the customization of the survey and the
creation of roles (associated with a subset of the network) to the monitoring of progress from experts and
aggregation of results.
While we have implemented several best-practices
from the elicitation literature, we also have identified
various directions for further development. One simple extension will consist in allowing for NOISY-OR
and NOISY-MAX parameterization. Going further,
we would like to more strongly encourage for qualitative elicitation, asking for orders of magnitudes for
instance, or if limited date was available following the
relative order procedure suggested by [17]. In fact, for
cases where partial data is available, one could also
consider providing feedback to the expert directly during the elicitation session [27]. Finally, we have started
providing support for utility/value nodes but so far in
a coarse manner. Initially, experts are asked to identify a parent states configuration for which they are
comfortable with providing an exact estimate of utility. We call this configuration base case. For non-base
case configurations, experts only need to specify how
much in percentage the utility of the node differs from
the base case.
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